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the less lovely for it

Man of Him.

Fred. Harper coming into

see Hattie Evans
evening, opened his eyes to an unusual
extent at the sight of the Union badge worn
coqueitishly upon the white shoulder, gleaming through its transparent muslin.
Hattie was enthusiastic about a new
project
which had just been broached in the social
circius of Mil lord. It was proposed to form a
company of tue young men of the place to
join one of the regiments being sent by the
State to the Army of the Fotomac. But this
company was to be composed entirely of se
lect material, the young men of a certain
set,
all of whom were known to each other. The
idea had originated among the young ladies of
the place, who had entered into the work heai t
and soul, and who were stimulating the
young
men by smiles, threats or persuasions as the

time.
Not

volunteer recruiting sergeantand had been imsuccesslul.
Fred.
mensely
Harper was absent
in Sow York on law business for his father
when the thing was started, therefore, as we
have said, he opened his eyes on his return
home, on beholding the existing state of things.
He Wes a quiet, dreamy sort of a
young man,
very sentimental and very poetical, slight anu
small of figure, with a wonderfully developed
head; brown curls,—the eyes aud forehead of
a poet,—and was
always ‘sighing like a furnace,’ when he wasn’t writing a wiully improbable poetry, as Haltie expressed it.
Hattie was a bright, wholesome, practical
girl—healthy of mind and body; and pretty
enough to make even a want ot sentiment in
herself seem sprightly and attractive. She
had no doubt as to Fred’s decision on the volunteer question. Of course he would go, and
by his bravery win a general’s commission.—
She did not even think it necessary to ask him
If he intended to go.
But Frid’s mother—& lady with au executive nose and likewise an executive disposition—had decided it the other way for him.—
She wasn’t particularly patriotic, and having
a husband whom she snubbed and did not
love excessively, was prone to concentrate all
the sentiment of her nature on this sole sciou
‘of her heart aud house,’ as Fred truly was.—
Moreover Fred, being gentle and yielding of
disposition in all ordinary matters, had never
disputed a question with his mother in his life,
or if he had, certainly, it was
only to come ofl
second best. So Mrs. Harper had come lo
think that she was to rule her son all his life.
Aud she did not like Hattie Evans over much,
but she comforted herself with the reflection
that site might rule herson’s wife as well as'ht £
son, if he must get married—and she was too
sensible to expect him to live single all his
a

PAID BY

Men wanted for the Army and Navy; men wanted
lor a new Regiment of Sharp-Shooters. Men wantted for the frontier service
Volunteers and Substitutes wanted. Sailors, Firemen and Coal Pa-Bern
wanted. Colored men wanted for the army and

Academy,

Yarmouth

YARMOUTH MAINE.
Spring
THE
particulars
pal,

navy.

Term will eomuence Feb 18.
For
address E. S. Hoyt, A. M., Princi-

tb,e tt“e
to be

Kt4 a bi« BOtrHTY, as the war
is likely
settled in three months.
HT Agents liberally dealt with.
By Recruits making aprtlieallon in person, they
will receive more cash in hand.
Town Quotas Promptly Filled. Ca'l on
Cap Jae.
French, at the Albion Hon.o, No. 117 Federal St.,
Portland, Me.
foblOdSw

JAMES BATES,

or

Sec’y

lan24tf__

GORHAM SEMINARY.
THE

Term of Gorham Seminary will comon Tuesday, Feb. 21st, 1866.
For full
apply to the PrincipM, Wm. G. Lord, A.
JOHN A. WATERMAN,
Sec’y ot Trustees.

Spring

mence

particulars
M., or to
fob8dtf

Westbrook

WANTED !
fifty shares

Seminary I

First National Bank Stock

THE SPRING TERM
Institution will open
OFtinue twelve
weeks.
this

WB. H.

WOOD &
29 Exchange Street.

Feb. 22, and con-

G. M. 8TEVBNS,
Secretary.

febl8dlu*

#30,000.

Institution will comMarch 1st, and continue

borrow for tho Town of Brunawick,
Twenty Thousand Dollars, for one or two
AI B-iOOKiS, Treasurer.
years.
febl8i&wiatf
Brunswick, Feb 17,1865.

Term of this

Wednesday,

WANTED

weeks.
kDWiN F. Ambrose, A. B. Principal,
Charlib D. Barrows, A. B. Assistant,
Miss ullbn A. Barrows, Teacher of Musio,
Miss Marjana Souther, Teacher ot
Drawing.
For further particulars address

eleven

Frebfcrg,

14th, 1866.

febl6d3w

Portland.

LOST.
at Butler's store Clapps Block, Cougres
streeter on the way through Franklin to 74
Cumberland st., A LADY’S DIARY, containing a
ten dollar bill and some small currency. The finder
will be liberally reward'd by returning it to
leb 18dlw*
JANE H. LIBBY, 15 Preble St.

Colleg-e, EITHER

Business

Clapp’s Block, Congress 8t.

Ho. 8

Institution offers tcycung
and ladies
the b?st facilities for obtaing
THIS
thorough BusiEducation.
men

a

ness

Wante

Scholarships for fall course, comprising both theory and praotioe, good in twenty-nine Colleges, consisting the "International Chain," time unlimit-

so

A

Srrine Term will commence on Tuesday,
fjJIHE
JL the 28th day of Feb instant. For farther information apply to C. E. Hilton, A. M.. Principal.
THOMAS H. MEAD, Bec’y.
Feb. 1, 1866—feb6 2awd&w3w

before the first of April, a bonse,
with about twelve or fourteen Rooms, centrally'
located. Address Post Office Box 574.
febl6dl*m

TO

feTATE

Situation Wanted.
by a man who has lost his right

WANTED

Washington Si., Boston,

3*8

in the Bsrvice of his oountry. a situation
store or in any h'norable employment that his
dition will permit him to engage in.
Oood relorenoss given.
Address F. W. th-oughthe Post Office.
iebl6dlw*

Mass.

SEW HAMPSHIRE

Oommeroial

Oolieg©,

Oonoord,

U. H,

rilQESE Institution* are emt raced in the AmeriA can Chain of Commercial Colleges, and present unequalled iacuities tor imparting a practical
business education.
Scholarships good, for time unlimited, thoroughon the entire ohain.
For Circular, Ao., address

WORTHINGTON, WARNER

Maine

Wesleyan Seminary,

*$300 ForO is Year’s Service.

Tho

Spring Session will open on
March 1* 1865.

School Committees are invited to use their influence
in sostaiirng this effort t6 secure special training lor
cur public school teachers.
Young ladies and gent’emen, desiring to avail
themselves of the lacilities here afforded, will please
apply, for particular information, to the Principal,
Mr. A. 1*. Kelsey. at Farmington.
TUITION

FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS,
Substiutk at the time of

being

Mustered into United States Service.

FIFTY

incidental expenses of the school, each Student is

FOR BOYS,
TOPSHAM,.MAINE.
commence

Town

850 paid at the expiration of the term of eervice.

Eeoruitiag Office, City Building.

self.”

as

Volanteer

or

Substi-

feblldtf

FOR

Apply

PERRY,
At the

Jln24tf

at the City Hall
Recruiting Office,
WANTED
Substitutes for Enrolled Men in this City,
whom

highest

BOUNTIES,

For One, Two or Three Years’
Enlistments, in the
or Navy will be
paid.
Substitute8 wishing to enliat will make direot

Army

SALE.

to

Town Treasurer,

Sheriff’s Office, City Bail ding.

the

City Recruiting

With the ORDNANCE. QUARTERMASTERS and
otht r DEPARTMEN S of the United Stages, MADE
OUT aud ADJUSTED Certificates of non-indebieduess obtained. Stoppages oi Pay removed.
Long and varied expir.ence as an Officer in the Aral, ani with the Deparfcmtn's, with the resistance
of a reliable Agent iu Washington, aud a perfect
knowledge of what is r rquiiol aud will be accepted
by th* Departments in every given osse. We are
prepared to aafrke * ut and adjust the accounts ot Officers who have Resigned, beeu Discharged or Mustered < ut, with accuracy and at lets expense, time
and trouble than would be required to visit Washington.
Particular attention given to Ihe settlement of
Claims and Acoountsof Deceased Officers and Sol-

diers.
Pensions, Bounty, Back Pay, Prize Money, and
all claims against Government speedily prooured.
JAMES B. BELL,
(Late Capt., U. S. A.)
Court
No. 4 Cornhill
[opposite bead State St.] Boston
REFERS BY

Hon.J. Tb

s.

Geo. W. Pratt
Lewis G. Pray

Office,

Whers they will receive tho highest Bounties paid
them in person.

THE

BELLES

recruiting for the 26th Maine Begiment,
6th Corps, near Petersburg.

IS
1

now in

Congress Street,

Feb 9—d2w*

Near City Building.

Proposals

for Fresh Beef.

Office ofthi A. C. 8., U.8. A, I
Portland, Maine, Fe-Vy let, 1865. (
I.AXED Proposal. will be recei ved at thiB office
until Monday,
27.1S61'*, at 12 M, tor the
of *rcBl* Beet to all the
troops stationed at
the Campj and Forts in
the viciu.'ty of Portland,
Maine, for one year (or such les tim.e as the Commissary General shall diroot). The Reef to be of the
best quality in
quarters,-with an

S„,r„„

February

?o b°e«‘oudJd.<1:

equal proportion

nMk,,’8hankBkidney

.accompanied by

a

tallow

copy ol this

o{ two responsible
nnroni^Ci?elfi' and *1,e
to enter .into suffiSi«r.!r KBidoatB of Portland)
the laithf“‘ P'"formttnoe
ofthe contr“c8t“6ti<J8f0r
nanK's

a

rei*nres the right to reject any

* D°* aeeme<i
ment

advnntageous

to

th

©

or

Govern-

Proposals must be endorsed “Proposals tor furuishlag * resh Beef, Box 1522, Portland Post Office.’
The bid* will be opened at th© t me
specified, atmy
office. No. 292j Moron Block, Congress stret*. Bidders are invited to be present.
UXNKV INMAN,
Capt. fc A. Q. M. A a.. C. 8., tf. 8- A.
Feb 4—did’

Wotlve,

EDMUND LIBBY is admitted a member
Tyler k Lamb, from January 1st,

MR.of the firm
^

CANADA
For the

Spear

Ihe style of the firm from this date will be
TYLEB, LAMB fc tjo.
Portland, Feb. 8,1866.
feib9d2w •*

OF

USB THB

-MAPS

REGIMENT \

Office 228

SITUA1 ION as Book-keeper in a wholesale
establishment, or as a Copyist., Best of reference giveo.
Address “H. F\ D..’* Press Office, tl

Wanted.
a Gentleman, Wife and Daughter, 8 years*
old, a good suit of rooms with board. Rooms
tarnished or unfurnished, for wh>ch liberal compensation will be paid. Address G. J., box 2204.

BY

Portland, Oot. 26th.

NEWPORT

—

BRICK HOUSE, situated in the Western part of
the city. Possession to be had May 1st It66.
Address Box No. 70, P^rt’and P. O., stating localdecl9dwtf
ity, price fro., for three weeks.

hair.

Beware ofimitations—observe the name and signature. Trade mrrk secured.
Fcr sa c by W. F.Phillips & Co.. Agonts.
Forsaie by the Druggists.
febddltn
of the

Conditiou of Mabsaboit
Company, of Springfield, Mass.,

January 1st, lb65.
Cash Oacitai paid in and investigated, *200.000 00
Cash Surp us,
83,299 88
Assets of the Company are
Ca h on hand,
14,088 C4
Cash in hands of agents,
icy 6t 71
30,9*0 00
Loans on Mortgages, real estate,
do
2 008 00
Leans on Collate ral
do
1,60000
Loans on Personal
00
”0,184
Bank Stocks,
21.0'000
Kail Road Stocks,
105.830
00
Stooks,
C. S. Government
0 9u6 18
Other Investments,

*283,299 88
Total Liabilities for Claims, #5,686.
A. W. Chapin, Pres’t.
Sahpobd J. Hall, Sec'v.
ELIPHALET WEBSTER, Agent,
No 18 KxohangeSt, Portland.
febl6eod3w
Box manufactory#
make,
prepared
our Steam PlanFore and Com-

making, and are
Wooden Boxes of all kinds at
of Cross, between
loot
ing Mills,
mercial streets.

WE

are

feb7eodlm

to

CAPI SIC POND HOUSEj
it is
this

□

are respectfully inlormed that
the intention of the Proprietor that
House shall be kept a first-c’ass road

House.
_i The choicest Suppers served.
30—tt
GEU. W. MURCe.

House,

WINSLOW, DOTKNI&
For

OFFICE NO. 3 CLAPP’S BLOCK,
MARKET SQUARE.
Board at United States Hotel,

novlfi

block of land, of about 78,000 aoree
A SQUARE land,
south side of the river 8t

It is interoeeded by two
considerable rivers with eligible Mill sites. Well
wooded with every
description of timber, such as
«pruce in large quantities, and maple,
biron, beech, tamarac and bass wood to any amount.
Enquire of
H. T. MACHIN, Portland.
Portland, Fab. 1864.
feb26 eodtf

FOR SALE.
subscriber offers for sale his Farm on the
road between
Saojarappa and Gorham. Itoon-

THE

Sacoarappa.

Commercial Street, Portland.

Apothecary Shop for

FOR SALE.
TWO story Store, near Falmouth Depot, formerly occupied by E. Merrill A Co. Eoqulre of

the subscriber.
deol6d8m*

acres

For Sale

E.

or

Exchange.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

C.

AND WINTER

CLOTH [ N G 1

Sale.

Schooner E. A. Williams, 64 tons
nrthen, now lyingat Symonton’sCove,
is offered for Bale.
Elizabeth,
ape
H E. WILLARD,
Apply to
Cape Elisabeth.

Fall and Winter Clothing!
Hay

undersigned have taken the above
House for a term of years, and have entirely refurnished it with mw Furniture, Carpets, Beds, frc. so that it is now one ot the
_[neatest and best tarnished, and in every
resnecc one of the most comfortable ho»elsof its o'ass
in Boston, containing all the modern fixtures of first
cl ss hotels, hot and cold baths &e. It v ill be conducted in connection with our new Ocean House, at
Rye Beach, N H, which will be opened July 1,1866.
We solicit he patronage of our friends aid the
traveling public and will use our be*t efforts to
please our patrons. Our chargos will be as low as
the market will afford.
febl7d#m
JOB JENNESS & SON,

HALLOWELL HOUSE
RKOPENTCD!

and

Boy*

be found at

Saoious,
oose, in

the centre of

Uallowell, two

Also a fine stock of Cloths, such
American Moscow and Castor

ST

ABLINa,

and all the usual conveniences
are amply provided.
Hallowell, Feb. 1 1884.

of

popular hotel

a

moh25eodtf

G volt on House!
Center St.,

Opp.

Lancaster Hall,

I This House is now open to t^e Public,
having been leased by the subscriber for a

term of years, and has been thoroughly renand sp»endidly furnished, regardless ot expense. Rooms to let
by the day or week.
It will be kept on the

-._Jovated,

European

Plan.

O* Meals Cooked to Order at all hours.
lunch every day at 11 o'clock.

GD'

decMdtf

Free

MILLER,Proprietor.

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE
VOBMEBLT KNOWS AS

THB

McClellan house,
Be-oponed with New Furniture ft Fixtures,

WINSLOW & THAYER, Proprletoie.
The pnblio aro respectfully informed
that this
spacious, convenient, and well
'known House, situated at

MORRILL’S CORNER,
Portland, has been re-furnished and Is
reception of Company and PleasureParties. Every attention will be given to the com-

milori from
open tor the

2}

fort of guests.
JB-The Cars from

Portland every half hour.

WINSLOW

Westbrook, Oot. 10—dtf

&

THAYEB.

For Sale.
11

A

The well known Hotkl, situated at Gray
wi.h Sta-

n.ifcjCorner, lflmlles from Portland,
ples, Barns, Sheds, Ac

Also, One Hundred and Fifteen Acres of
L-IGood Land, about thirty-five of whioh is
Wood The rest i3 divided into Mowing, Tillage and

Pasturage.

For further particulars inquire ot the snbsoriVr on

thepremises.
THEOPHILUS STIMSON.
I Gray, Ftb 21,1896-d2w»

as

German and

Beavers, Cassimeres & Doeskins,
Nice Custom

Work.

Wo would inform our firiends and tbe publio that
intend to keep the best the market affords, and
soil at the lewost rates.
Our Custom Work we
guarantee and warrant to
fit at all times. We would also call attention to our
nice Custom

can

Panto, Vents,

which will be sold low for Cash, at the old
stand of Lewis A Smith.
ABIEL M.

V.

S.

SMITH, 171 Fora St.

marshal’s

PURSUANT t®

a

Yellow Metal ACopper Sheathing,
Bolt

Copper,

U. S.

against

Deputy Marshal,

Dist.

of Maine.

Aid for the National Freedmen.

Metal,

RRANGEMENT has been made by which all
A. contributions for the National Freedman’s Relief Association will be forwarded promptly, with
cut expense, to New York. Commodities should be
securely packed, and directed to C. C. Leigh, Nos.
1 & 3 Mercer street, New fork, Caro of George R.
Davis. Portland, Maine.
Contributions in Money to Eben Steele, Esq., PortWM. GEO. HAWKINS,
Sec’y of Ex. Comm, of N. F. R. Association.
jan8d3m
January 2d. 1866.

end. Me.

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
name and style of
JOHN T. ROGERS & Co.,

ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

J.

ARE YOU IJY WAJYT OF A

Newing Machine?

£ioo£in«

CALL AND EXAMINE

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

E. HERSEY, Asent.

j£&26 dtl

THE

No. 16 Union Stroot*

Simplicity & Perfection Combined
OF

Scotch

OtUiVliN,

G-R A 1ST T

This

-FOB SALB BY--

JAMES T. PATTEN & CO.

..

ITS

We

Salaeratus A Cream Tartar,

marchlOdtf

And know

HR.

F. H.

Randall,

OARRIAGEiS,
AMD

SLEIGHS,
Ho. 20 Preble Street, Portland, Me.
ly

The latest styles Of carriages and sleighs constant-

hand,

and made to order.
The new and olegant *‘M intor” sleighs are now
on exhibition, and those
wishing to purohase are invited to call and examine.
Repairing done with neatness and diapatoh.
on

noyddtf

Coal and WoodJ
subscriber having
THa
Coal and Wood,

pnrohased the Stock of
and taken the stand recently
oooupied by Messrs. Sawyer f Whitney, head ol
Maine Wharf, are now prepared to supply their
former patrons and the public
generally, with a

ere

the

thing so long sought tor.

STOKER &

CO.,

68 and 60 Kiddle St, Portland Ke.
General State Agents.

01 w»ter Fixtures ior DweiEV??KYDd®S0rip£0“
ling Houses, Hotels, PnbUo Buildings, Show,

Not 17—J4m

th® b®‘t "““oer, and a.1

lkad“^
T. Lewis <Sz.

Greatest Wonder of the Age.
Gray Hair Restored to Its Original Color,

Co.,

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

PE B U VIA N

HAIR

AND FURNISHING
GOODS,
Chc.*:bert
J. I'.
J. P.

■

REGENERATOR!

fl0». l and 3 Free Street Block
(Over II. J. Ubby k Co.,)

Lewie,

Will surely restore gruy heir to It. original oolor

__

PORTLAND.ME.
_:__ lylidti
Lewis.

where

TRUNKS, VALISES,
AND

a

thorough

Will

surely

given it,

HAFrECESERATuR

PERUVIAN
!

trial is

remove 8ourf, Davdruzz, and cure
all humors of the scalp.

and for sole

WHOLESALE

DUBA5V
HO.

Sc

165

RETAIL

and

BR4CKGT1'.

MIDDLE STREET.

^l ^mluthe

HAlT REGENERATOR

PERUVIAN
Acts

upon the secretions of the scarf skin of tho
soaip, giving life to the roots ol the hair and preventing it from falling off.

city or from the country prompt

_«opt38dtl

—

Leave Your

iJemandg

for Collect.on

At B. D. VERRILL'S
LAW AND COLLECTION
Afo. 117

Susoessor to J. S'. Libby,
Manufacturer of

they

«. Is.

__

Carriage Manufactory.

Daily

MMACTilAG DEPARTMENT!

and Water Closets.

Warm, Cold usd Shower bwlhm, Wait
Bowla, Braam & Silver Plated Cock*,

represented.

B-All goods entrusted a t the owner's risk.

them

OUB

CLOTHING

mabbb of

Coffee roasted and ground for tho trade at short

notloe.

Using
IN

PLUMBER!

,

New Coffee and Spice Milli, 13 and 16 Union etreet,
Portland, Me.
Coffee and Bploes put np for the trade, with any
address, in all variety of packages, and warranted

SUPERIORITY.

are

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

J

EERSON-

-jiw.

erumentoon tract,” L Aim* worn,
•00 do Extra All Long flu ■ Arbreath.
300do Navy Fine
j
Delivered in Portland or Bottom.
Bath, AprtlSO.iaag.
apHitl

“p ,n

chi|ne,

SATISFY

-A-NY

Mleaoiwd 1
SNl/Lf
M ) 300
gOJASSaj-orfor
do All Long !l*x “Hot- [

PORTLAND,

Mft

WILL

Bath, He.

SSiSSV- ®°d ®et

EXAMINATION

AN

sept3dti

COFFEE, SPICES, Traveling Bags
Manufactured

as

It ispronounced by the most profound expert to
be

8T.,

Manutaotaros to order and in the beet
manner,
Itary and Navy Unllorma, and Boya Gar-

Pumps

EMPIRE!

Which has proved itself to be ths best suited to all
kinds of work of any now in use.

Reeve*,

98 EXCHANGE

Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of

Ou Sale

janl3ti

STOVES!
Let 1

or to

PERUVIAN BAIR REGENERATOR
la the most

perfect Hair Benewer in

Everybody should

OFFICE,

Middle St., Portland,

STOVES,

use.

Pbbuviak Hair BzozirQf Imitation* ! Call lor PeruviRegenerator and receive no other.
Jones k Bay wholesale agents, 170 Washington at,
Boston; Also Weeks k rotter, Carter, Ku-t k Co
and other*. At wholesale by bhepparu k Co. Portland. At re'all L. C. Gilbon 14 Market Square**
Short k Watmkhousk, oor Congress f Middle st.,
Croseman k Co., and J. B, Lunt,and dealers genernov 24—d:m*
ally.

brator.
an Ha r

use

Beware

News-paper Correspondence.
ex-editor of-this
city, hereC. H. STUART & CO.’S, THEby undersigned,
tenders his rervices, for
reasonable
pensation, to the publishers of any
Journals
—

Af

—

an

a

com-

news

171 and 173 Middle Street.
COME AND SEE

The celebrated large oven P. P. Stewart Cookland
Parlor Stoves.
The K ew Carpenter MoGregor.
The Meridian Cook.
The Parlor C2a» Burner,
An^ various o*her patterns of Cook and
Parlor
Stoves, tor City and Country use.
Deo 1—d8?n

~

ECOiOMYJS WEALTH.

line sasortment of

WELL PICKED AND SCREENED

Maine, in Boston, in New York or else* here who
woald like to enjoy the ready korresponceuce of an
experienced writer and Journalist at the Capital cl
this State. He flatt-.rs bimee f tPat his sequamtsneo

in

with t helical t. am actions and the public measures
at d the public men of thebtat^ aud C. ui». ry, unwell
as his long experience in t) pograpbical amt editorial labors, give him an advantage in this letp'ct
which few others possess He know* bow to write
“copy” lor the printer that will require no revitiou
after it passes our of his hat ds.
He is aiso a goed
and expeditious * proof
reader, and is willing to
with
who
any
engage
may desire hie services at home or abroad, in V at capsci y.
WILLIAM A. DREW.
janfldtf
Augusta, Jan'y 2, 1866.

publisher

OR. JONATHAN MOOA’8
MpcotMly inioruu. hi* friends
in gener;d ih .t he will
THBuU^Htw
Essence of Lite,
KXCEI.I.KNT MEDICINE. It
Cot gh».
Hazeiton Lehigh,
Rflmir Gat tlemens’ Gannents I SAN
aid
Cold,
Whooping Cough. and nil diie.it. oi
Locust Mountain.
the

Old Company Lehigh,
Sugar Leal Lehigh,

cure.

BVEUY

OY

John’s,

White and Red Ash,
Diamond and

•

Cumberland
A

Coal 1

So that Hone#
J.

Aug 37-dtf

Son

Wood,

to order In any part of the oity.
The former customers of Messrs. Sawyer fc Whitney are respeotfally invited to give os a call.
RANDALL, MCALLISTER fc CO.
IS. 1884.—dly

George Darling,

COMMISSION

MERCHANT,

Fork Packer A Provision Dealer,
And Curer of Extra Family Hams,
Railroad Hotel Buildings,

can

be Saved in these War lime*.

R. STOBT, No. 38 Exchange 8t.

HATCH &

Produce

Delivered

Jane

B80EIPT1OH

FROST.

Dealers,

Mo. 16 Lime Street.

EfB®-!

PORTLAND, M£,

The highest market price* paid lot
kinds. Consignments solicited.

roduce

of al

1—Suit d

WJ0S1AH

HEALD,

DENTIST,
Gongreti Street, corner of Temple Street

No. 256
Oot

7—dtf

PORTLAND,

MAINS.
_

Campus Martius,

Detroit, Mich.

DANFOETH & CLIFFORD

N. B.—Particular attention paid to the purchase
Flour, Tallow, Grain, &c.,fco ,'forth* Kas>
market, and would respetlully refer to, as refer*

■ TTCOBSeOBS TO

of Hogs,

HATCH, CLIFFORD A CO.

ern

ences,

First National Bank of Detroit,
P. Preston fc Co Bankers, Detroit,
Moore, Foote fc Co., Merchants, Detroit,
L. P. Knight, Esq., M. Cent'l R. R. Co., Detroit,
Wright fc Boebe,Com. Merohts Chicago, 111,
deo29d3m
Bancor Courier copy.

Skates I Skates I
Skates, Gents. Skates, Boys’ States,
Norwioh Clipper Skates, Blondin Skates,
LADIES’

Douglas’*

Pat. Ankle

Support Skate*,

Prodace

BUTTER,

DHALHR8

CHEESE.

3

MO.
sept2S>

EGGS.WH.ARD.

LIME STREET,
PORTLAND, ME
dtf

TO

FARMERS,
-AMD-

SHIP

Straps.

,

BUILDERS.

H.HD8. SALT, slightly damaged, suitable
lor ’arming purposes and
salting vessels.

THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT
aa LOW PRICES, to be

MA1>A

Feb 9—d8wia

Please oall and exatnlna befbrelpurohasing.
Nov. 1—evdtf CHAR. DAY, Jr., 114 Middle St.

IN

Hams, Beans, Dried Apples, Ac.

And otheroelebrated Makers.

of 8KATE8, and at
fonnd in the city.

Merchants

Commission
▲ HD

WILLIAM’S &. MORSE SKATES,

Sls.ato

JUST

*

CO‘

NEW LIGHT. A
LIG-RO-1NE.

Q-

Tiling

FOR PORTABLE LIGHT.

CHARLES JOSE,
feol3d4w

DANFORTH & CLIFFORD,
noY30tf

8 Lime street.

New Steam Grist
G

For sale at Wholesale by
158 Fore 8t.

II.

8. MARSHAL’S

* 6
NOS
Maple stfl.

Mechanics’

Mills,

MU],

oorner of

York and

LITTLEFIKL fc WILBON,
feblSdlm*
proprietors,

SALE.

A.rrica,
Ills lice of Miles, la.
I
to Toad:
Expo: to me directed
f oin the Hon Asher Ware, Judge of the United
S'ates District < oort. rlthin and Irr the District o.
Maine. 1 thad exposeand sell at public auction, to
the higtest bi'dtr therefcr, the iollowinir prrpeily
and merchandise, at thetime and place within said
District as follows, via:—
At the Custom House Building, on Fore s'reet,
in Portland on Monday, the eix'k day qf March,
next, at 11 o’e'cck, A. M.,
E’even tbouaiad, seven hundred and forty CIGARS faro hundred and twenty pounds ot GUN,
POWDER; Una hundred aud sixty-five pounds ot
SUGAR, Eight barrels of MOLASSBS; One barrel, SUGAR; Four bbis of MOLASSSS; Ihiriytwo huDdrad CIGARS; Three bblB MOLASSES;
Oat Demijohn W. I. RUM; One PUNO XL HIGH;
Oue ROBB ; One HORSE BLANKET; One H 'R.
NSS8; One HXLTKP; Ten Boults BRANDT
One keg of SPIRIT^; Two bbis and tix bace of
SUGAR; One bbl and ten demijohns ot SANTA
CRUZ HUM; One bbl 8UGAR ; Three bb!S ATLASSES.
The Simo having been deoreed forfeit to tbe United Satesin the District Court for said District,
and ordered to be sold and the proceeds cisposed of
according to law.
Dated at Portland this eishieenth dey of February, a d. 1865.
CHARLES CLARE,
;
febl8 dtd
U. S. Marshal DltS: ol Maine.
or

PUkoUANT

P. 8. MARSHAL’S SALE
Uhitrd States ox Amskica, 1
J
District ox Maikx.bs.
KSUAN r to an Iaterlooatory Order ef Sale.
tome directed, Irom the Hon. Aehur Ware.
Jndsrt ofthe United 8tateeptatriot Coon, wit hi: in I
for the District ol Maine, I ihill •» j ore and Mil
public auction, to the highest bidder thtr.’icr. ih<t
following property and merchandise at the tiii.«
and place within paid District a** fo-lowp, vfi—
fn front qf the Custom House, in For land, on
Wednesday, the tvtniy-second day qf February
current, at 11 o'clock, a. U

PL

received!!

NICE lot of Nbw Buckwhkat, Graham
Flouk, Oatmbal, Hof Ybast Cambs, and
Tor sale by

r © a. t.

Throat end Lunge, si.d it work, like e churn, i t
quieting ohildreu when teething. Try it. L*repsrr<t
E. E, HAY WaBD, Uedlry Mew.
by
W. Phillips A Co., Agent..
j.uJWecdSw

Uwtxd Status

Superior Coal/or Blaeksmithe.

Also, Hard and

t

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES
Lorberry,

Together with the best qaality of

THE

this day dissolved by mutual consent. The affairs
of the 1 He firm will be settled by
CHARLES B. ROGERS,
At the Old Stand, No 61 Commercial s’reet,
Portland, Me.
fjt>2dlm
February 1, 1866.

GET THE BEST!

READY-MADE CLOTHING

GRAFT’S COFFEE A BPXOE MILLS.

A

is

Bolt Yellow

at short notloe and delivered at any port
required.
MoGILVKRT, RYAN A DAVIS.
o.*~dtf
Sept

Monition from the Hon. Ashur

One. hundred ullage Bar
hundred and ninety-fix Boxes of Baisins, seized by the Colieotor of the District of Portland and Falmouth, on tbe tenth day
of P eb'uarv instant, at Portland in said District.
Which seizures were for breaches of the law* of
the United States, as is more particularly set forth
in said Libels and Informations; that a hearing and
trial will be h id taereon.at Portland in said District,
on the Fourth Tuesday qf February current, where
any ue sons interested therein,may appearand show
caufe.ilany can bo shown, wherefore the same
should not be decreed forfeit and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland this fourtceth day of February,
A. D., 1866.
F. A. QUINBY,
14dfebl4

travel

Sleighs,

Copper Comp’y.

^^Tne^

—ah—

Dec

one

IMPOBVED

WATER-PROOI

fllHE undersigned, agents of the above Company,
X. are prepared to furnish suits of

Portland,

Ware, Judge of the United States District
Court, tor the District of Maine, I hereby give
public at tice that the following Libels and Information have been filed in said Court, viz:—
A Libel against the schooner K. A. Williams,
her tackle, apparel and, furniture, seized bv the Collector of the District of rortland and Falmonth,
on the tenth day of February instant, at Portland,
in said District.
A Libel against Four Thousand Cigars, and
Txco ha f Barrels Molasses, seized by the Collector
rf the Port of Portland and Falmouth, on the fourth
dav of February instant, at Portland in said District.
An Information
ret8 rf Pena, and

and

New Bedford

Notice.

United States of America, )
District of Maine, ss.
J

u

WO. 134 EXCHANGE
STREET,

OF

Juueltf

And Furnishing Goods,
All »i

SUfONTON fe
46

Portland, June 18,1884.

FELT COMPOSITOR

Force

PORTLAND, HR.

Ready-Made Overcoats,

Sept SO—dtf

and made to

_june!5dtf
P. KIMBALL,

wo

lindercoats,

Portland, Me.

Sale Rooms, 110 and 113 Sudbury St., Bolton, Man.

-FOR-

miles from

Augusta, and f„ur miles from Torus Spring, has
been refurnished, and is open for the reoeption oi
company and pennanenttboarders.
Every attention will bo given to tbe oomfort ot
gnesta.

SMITH’S

No. 171 Fore Street.

HEW FURHITURE & FIXTURES 1
8. G. DENNIS, Proprietor.
(7*The public are epeoiaiiy informed that the
convenient and well-known Hallowell

1VL.

-A..

LEMONT,

Preble street, (Near Preble House,)

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OB

Men

K.

MANUFACTURER

Approved, J?eb 7,1866.
ATruo Copy, Attest:

For

PORTLAND.

Spikei, Nath, fc.,

SECTION

100,000s^HOAK“^.^
KNIGHT,

prof^os-

*

EF*Carriages and Sleighs on hand

order.

Sixty-Five.

•

■

Preble Street,

Tear One Thousand Eight Hundred and

An Ordinance amending an Ordinance entitled
“An Ordinance establishing a Sinking Fund”
Be it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council of the Oity of Portland, in
City Council assembled, as follows:—
1 —An Ordinance entitled “An Ordinance eftab.uhiug a sinking Fund," passed July 8, A. J> >861, is hereby amended by insertirg the
words “Net loss than live per cent, of the t <ea existing City Debt" aittr the word determine” in tbe
thirteemn line of the eocond section of said Ordinance, and by striving out the word “Cipital" in
the lajtline o< said section, and
inserting the word
“pri cip’l,” so that tain section as amended shall
read as fo lows:—
“Section 2—All balances of money
unappropriated remaining in the Treasury at the end of
any financial year; all excesses of income over the
origi
nal estimated income; -11 balances of
appropriations
original, or by additions, remaining on the books of
the Auditor; all receipts tor premiums on
City Notes
issued tall receipts in money on acoount ot the sale
of any rial es ale of any description now belonging,
or which may hereafter belong ,o the city,
excepting
the sale of buriat lots io tbe Cemeteries o» the city;
all r ceiptsou acoount of tho principal sum of any
stocks, bmds or notes cow owned, or which may
hereafter be owned by the oity; and also of the anni al city tax such a sum as the Citv Council of each
year shall lit and det mi me, not less than five per
cent, of tbe then existing city debt; sha 1 he and the
same hereby is appropriated to the payment, or the
purchase, of the principal of the city debt.

WABHSJi’S

Carriage manufacturer,

the stump
be sold at a

Lot of land No. 86 Portlard St., containing over
3 000 quare loot For particulars inquire at 87 Commercial Street.
feb!6d3w*

Hanover St., Boston.

of

Juneldtl

on

Enquire of FRANCIS B. HANSON, at Geo. H.
Babcock's, Federal Street, or of ASA HANSON,
head of Berlin Wharf.
oot6 dtf

A

vers

adiam Produce,
Granite Block.

137 Commercial Street,
Charles Blake, )
Henry A. Jones, J
R. W. Gage.
J

Carriages

Wood for Sale.

Treenails.

former paUeata and the pat

*w^ss^iSr”toth#

CO.,

FLORE & GRAIN DEALERS,

REUBEN MERRILL.

of Pine Wood
eight
at Graves Hill, Westbrook, will
ABOUT

SeptMth-dti_ l«lCom£"2J’8t.

menta.

BUK<i ,MSESS

Sale.

Stock, fee Ihe ftook is new ana oomplete in all its
departments. The Btand is cue ol the best in Portland, beine suited to Family and Country Trade.—
Apply at 146 Congress rtreat.
cot84

„

_____

_

gued wishing to chinge his plaoe
THEof unders
rosidenoe, will sell his Shop, Furniture,

Scotch Canvass,

Or. J. H. Him o
disposed efhii entire interest in hi'
Offloe to Dr. 8. C. FlSKNAiD, Tonld
otacerlnl.y
rwwoicmend him to hie

LIVERPOOL, ENG.

Western and C

DAiuroRTH A CLIFFORD,
N o. 6 i.lme St.

tut Bimin

Portland, Hay J?.1S«.

Alexander D.

Not 11—dBm*

Choioe Appplea, Just reoeired and

by

_

f treat.

Imianm.Drs.Ba.co

FORWARDING,

And Re

CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
rooms, large stable and sheds-—situated two
and ono-haJf miles from Portland, and the
finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a wa[tering place and summer boarders: For
icuiars enquire of
GEO. OWEN,

?BL8'

for sale

ooaur

Brokers, Tailor Sc Draper,
SHIPPING,

tams 64 aore? 01 land, well divided lute
tillage and
grass land. There if on tae farm, a one story house,
and barn 87 fret by 60, with a good
cel.ar und’r it. It has a good
orchard, with about
300 young fruit trees.
JOHN M. AUJEN,

jan26eod3m

200

OENT1ST,
Middl

Skip

carriage house,

Cnstom House Wharf.

Apples.

No. 176

AND

Sierra Morenu Clayed Molaao

thos. asencio & co.,

janlOtf

A CARR.

FIRK

Molasses.

Crop Clayed Mdiuw jolt
brig Caedllian, lrom CardeALSO,

400 HHDS. Prime
ee, fbr sale by

DR. S. C. FERHALD,

(Late Songey, Cooper f Co.)

And General Commission Agents,
No. 1 Tower Buildings North,

New
trow,

co

..*)WieStM-,

dtl

WILLIAM F. SONGEY & CO.,

ot wood
on the
L.a wreuce, in Canada East.

The

Co.

----

The

HUNKINS,
D.,
SURGEON & PHYSICIAN,
M.

Crop Clayed

1 ‘17 HHDS
AO
I landed

moU8M__

Juneltf

S. C.

For Sale.

~TALL

HOTELS.

TSOU-

growth and luxuriance of the

mr Work executed in every part of the State.

feb9—32wJ. M. HEATH, City Clerk.

PORTLAND, ME.

BEARS’ GREASE,

Inburahok
STATEMENT

oot27tf

Wanted to Purchase;

CTUSIWE,

A-tt

Lieut. Col. Ellis

F. A .Os-

Lt Col Robt H. Stevenson
Maj Ewd C. Richardson.

Esq.

—

17—dtf

ciOtVv

Gen.

born

Esq.

Recruiting Office, City Building.

Overcoat.

A

feblO eodlmo

to

Feb

PERMISSION TO

Stephenson.Br't Brig.

No. 144 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, MM.

v

The'public

Officers’ Accounts.

application to

An

P. HOBRELU If CO., have a good assortment at -air
deol4dtf
prices, 113 Excbangostroct.

SOKUMACHIB,

New

Sendlotnnd Trimming.'»Iwayi can*.*

Fresco and Banner Painter, HAVING

THREE MILES FROM PORTLAND.

SCRIP,

OFFERED

E. N.

CASH

good place to bny

Webster

W AN TED !

the

a

CAPE ELIZABETH

IS

to

tbe snnny side of Exchange street, about midON way
between New City Hall and Post Office,

Thousand Dollars,

Fifteen

u¥d7

f o

Scrip.

SUBSTITUTES TOWN

Fred, needed

rouse

I

oi this highly successful school
March 16. For “Circular.” Ac.,

res* the principal.
please
W. JOHN80N, M. A.
feb7MWS6w

DOLLARS.,

Parties desiring to enlist
tutes, will apply there.

WANTED I

*•• **

OF

__

The subscriber offers his Faria for
sale situated near Dunn's Depot in
North Yarmouth formerly known
as
the "Morse Farm." Likewise
his s ock and Farming tools.
,i
The
Farm contains about 110 aeies or
good land, good
buildings &c. Those wishing to purchase are invited to call and examine for themseives.
T- Dillingham.
Easta xt
North Yarmouth, Jan 2d, 1866.
jandsodtf

In the

Family School, A

will
THK
add

of

a

WILL pay tun cents per lb. for all Pamphlets
delivered at the office ot the Portland Sugar Co.,
corner Commercial and Maple sts.
J. M. BROWN.
jan21dtf_

febl 3w3taw

Franklin

Farm For Sale.

w~eks through the
given.
Post Office, F. R. 8. Camp Berry.
ieb8a2w*

Spring Term

To Citizens of Portland,
Bum

For

FREE.

oharged one dollar.

o!

a

Wanted,

Wednesday,

Bounty Advanced;

additional

SCHOOL,

FARMINGTON.

AT

Making

I cannot stand between a mother and son. Hut 1 should
be a hypocrite if I did not tell you now, once lor alt,
that I can never marry a man whose sense of dnty is
not paramount to all earthly affection—even for my-

are you going?’ they said.
And she answered them:
‘To Washington, to bring him home; or to
stay with him until the last.’
And she did go with the escort that went
for that purpose. Every hour aud every minute she was haunted by the vision of a dead
face, and a motionless figure stiffening into
that terrible quiet which comes to us
only
onre.
Oh,God! how hard to realize it!
With this figure before her eyes, she stepped from the cars at the Washington depot,
aud did not see an officer with his arm iu a
sling, who was likewise looking at something
in th:*. distance, until she came into collision
with him, and was nearly thrown down. He
raised his cap and turned quickly to
apologize
and the living face usurped the place of”the
dead one! It was Fred Harper.
Coming back to life out of death is something like the way in which she felt how she
fully realized that he was a flesh and blood

8. ALLEN, Sec’y.
feb21eod3w

THE STATE NORMAL

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS,

The

three pereons, 2 Rooms in
family
quiFOB
et, respectable neighborhood. Satisfactory refAddress for two

THE

Kent’s Hill, Feb 20, 1865.

lips;

some such shock aa this to
him to the stern realities of life. Heretofore he had been a dreamer, and had been
nurtured so tenderly into manhood by a mistaken mother, that he was well nigh spoilt for
all manly purposes.
With a woman's instinct, Hattie knew this,
and she alio knew that the present crisis was
the turning point of his life.
He sighed and protested, and wrote doleful
verses, all to no purpose. Hattie was firm—
the engagement was broken; and Mrs. Harper exulted greatly thereat.
But Fred, grew gloomy and thoughtful; and
one morning his mother found a letter under
her plate at the breakfast table, bidding her
‘good-bye,’ and stating that he had taken the
early train to join his regiment at Washington. She went into awful hysterics, aud ou
coming out of them went directly to Hattie's
home, and then upbraided her as ‘the murderer of her only son’, laying it all to her charge,
and if he should die or be killed, his blood
would be upou her head; and then went off
into a second Ut.
Hattie felt as if some one had stabbed her
in the heart. She felt that Fred, was right in
going, and she loved him better than ever for
it; but it was terrible to feel that he might
have gone to his death, and worse: if he
should be kiiled, that, while she would go
mourning all her life, his mother would lay
that terrible responsibility upon her shoulders.
But what could she have done? She could not
marry a coward.
Thereafter, Hattie lived as one lives who
holds his breath in constant dread of some
awlul catastrophe. Time went on; he was
well, aud getting to be in love with a soldier’s
life; he bad been in several battles, and bad
been promoted. Oh! how proud Hattie was
of him! It had needed only this trial to
bring
out his really noble character in all its
strength. Hattie was satisfied, and leant upon here love for him with perfect iaith.
By-and-by came the news, ‘Hooker’s across!’
and ail the terrible fightings of that Ill-fated
advance across the liippahaanock. And the
tidings came that Captain Fred Harper hid
been brought to Washington, fatally wounded, it was thought.
Mrs. Harper went wild.
‘Oh, Haltie Evans, you have killed my sou 1’
and took to her bed.
But Hattie Evans rose up and began to prepare for a journey.

Spring Term, thirteen weeks, will commence
March 18’.h. Normal Cla s will be formed near
*■
the commencement ct the ter -u.
For particulars send ior a Circular.

THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS

OKAS. J.

Janl3 eoddfwtf

ereno s

places.

And FEMALE COLLEGE.

ob

Wanted

MANUFACTURER

__Inneldtt

waste laud npon it. Said farm is situated in
Yarmouth, about one and half miles from the G. T.
R. R. Depot.
Enquire of Charles Humphrey at Yarmouth Til-

CO.,

A

At either of the above

A

DAVIS,

PAPER HANGINGS.
Wo. 68 Bxohange Street, Portland, Me.

bargain.

SITUATION in the Editorial Department of
some newspaper, by one who loves the
profession, and from ohoice would make it a business lor
life. Address lor one month
Iebl6d8w
ENOCH KNIGHT, Lovell,Me.

WOODHIAH, TRUE
IAQENTS,

Premium Paged Account Books.

recently
the late
Capt. Thaxter Prince, containing
80 acres of good land, IS of which is
-^MVHm-rwood. Good buildings and not a
rou of

dtf_101

L.
AHD

Tnat superior A. 1 farm,
owned and occupied by

A

arm
in a
con-

SaiUCa

Bookseller, Stationer,

Farm for Sale.

or

Wanted.
one requiring the services of a
Book-keeper,
Assistant Book-keeper, or CopyiBt, that can

Commercial, College,

BOUNTIES!

Paid to the Rkckuit

rent, on,

H.

janSldtf.

ap7

ANY

BAY

ings good, Fences substantial Stonewall, young Orchard, choice gra'ted Fruit. About 300 cords wood
bait Oak and Walnut. Also Farming tools, and Eli
cords dressing.
Terms rf payment made
easy.
For particulars enquire of SCOTT DYER on the
Premises, or through Pobtlakd, P. O.

feb 18d3w*

furnish good re ererces, from lormer employees,
has only to a-tdross LEWIS, Portla'dP. O.
February 16th 1865.
fewl6d2*

jan27eod6m

$100 State

,
year, m advance.

merchandise.

SEWING MACHINES)

_

jnnoldtf

FOR SALE.

Wanted.

)
Woodbury Dana,}

cards.

8 IM « E K;
$

a

Wood Choppers Wanted.

—AT—

NORTH BRIDGTON, MAINE.

CITY OF PORTLAND

Bo wheu Mrs. Harper said, ‘you shan’t go,’
Fred was in a sore strait, for he knew that
Hattie would say, ‘you must go.’ His mother
threatened to go into a decline and die out of
hand if he persisted in exposing himself to
the chances of beiDg sun-struck or bulletstruck, while Hattie would doubt his courage if he remained behind. Finally, habit and
Mrs, Harper gained the mastery, and Fred
succumbed. He went to Hattie and told her
of it; she saw that even then she could have
influenced him to make a far different decision. At first her eyes flashed and spirited
words sprang to her
then she thought—
‘It is his mother!—God forbid that I should
come between mother and son!’ And her
head dropped. Therefore she said no word
in opposition to his determination, but she was
very silent for the rest of the evening.
She had the night to' think over the matter,
and in the morning she arose pale but strong,
and wrote to Fred this letter:
“You uniat ever be dear to me. My terrib’e struggle
with my heart last night has told me how dear. Hut
with me pride is stronger than love. Fred I will not
say one word to you against what you have decided upon.

or

business

Portland,

Lather Dana,

John A. 8. Dana. )

subscriber offers hit Farm, situated in Cape
THE
Elizabeth, about three and
half miles from
Wholesale and. Retail.
Portland bridge,containing 70 Aores Land, Build-

fflO chop 100 cords wood. The highest cash price
X raid. For partio liars enquire ol Arthur Oyer,
No. 80, Yoik 8t., or Scott Dyer, Cape Elizabeth.

ACADEMY I

BRIDGTON

COTTAGE House,

emslt two itoiy tenement, within fifteen minutes walk of Post Office,
between this and tin first of May. One with small
barn preferred.
Enquire of L. P. H 58 Middle
street.
Iebl8d2w*

ed.
For further information please cal! at the College,
or send for
College Monthly and Specimens of Penmanship, enclosing letter etamp. Address
BRYAwT, STRATi'ON & GRAY,
Jan27eod&w3m
Portland, Me.

He has been careful to leave window spaces,
and tacking pieces of his shelter tent over
these he has provided light, but
keeps out the
nipping air of winter. Then with his board
he makes his door, and, the boot
leg supplying hinges, it soon swings In Us place. Then
he fills the spaces between the
logs with solt
earth from his mud puddle, and his home is
done except tne chimney, and the forest and
the mud puddle soon provide that, for his
chimney is nothing but a pile of sticks plentifully plastered within and without with mud.
Then with his old ax he manufactures out of
pine logs a full assortment of furniture, bedstead, chairs, table, wardrobe, and generally
adds a mantel. Then with a bright fire
upon
his hearth, he is prepared to
laugh at winter,
and generally does.”

I

to

Wanted.
a young man of twenty, employment in
any
BYrespeotabie business Inquire of
leb21itf
D. H. INGRAHAM, 101 Middle st.

8EWALL, Seo'y.

D. B.

Feb

SON,

Dana & Co.
Fish
and Salt,

Farm for Sale.

lage.
Yarmouth, Jan. 17,1S65.

Feb’y 16th, 1866-dlw

FRYEBITHG ACADEMY !
Spring
f|YHf£
X mence

40

BUSINESS CARDS.

Fa»m lor Sale.
mHE Subscriber off rs hh Farm, situated in Cepe
X El zibetb, aoou H milt s from Portland Bridge
eentaieg 16 aores of Lind,Build ms goof.
Forrarticulars enquire of E. N. PERRY, at the
Sheriff's Office, or through the Portland Post Oifice
Box 1786.
febUdtf

CAPT. JAMES FRENCH & CO.,
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the veteran. If he be camped In
pine forest, give him an old ax, a bootleg, a mud puddle, a board or two and a handful of nails, and he builds him a
house, and a
house, too, comiortable and commodious, and
not wanting in architectural beauty. First ho
fells his trees then cuts and notches his logs
and lays them together to the required
hight.
His roof he puts on, giving it a
great slope,
and thatching It with the green of the
pine

27.

Begin Feb.

will
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An army letter has the
following description of the manner in which a veteran soldier
makes himself comiortable in camp:
“It is a trite remark that a man never knows
how much he can do without until he tries it,
but it is more to my present
purpose to say
that he never knows with how little he can
make himself comfortable until he makes the
experiment. Nobody possesses the invaluable knowledge so much as the veteran. Put a
recruit into a forest of pine trees with his
shelter tent, and if he have
nobody but recruits about him, ten to one you will find him
under his shelter tent three weeks from that

one

Spring Tern

School is for both Misses und Musters,Jwithr|7HJS
X out regard to age or attainments.
Pupils miy be admitted at any time in tne term.
For lurther particulars apply to

How the Veteran makes Himself Comfortable.
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Hattie Evans had constituted herself

The

Five Hundred Men Wanted!

ACADEMY!

PORTLAND

not known before
how much I loved you, the
sight of this—
which is a souvenir of that terrible night’s
journey to Washington—when X saw you before me, cold and still—dead—would tell
me!’
But she made a man of him! I do not
think any one will ever again call Fred Harper a dreamer or a coward. And I have not
heard that Mrs. Harper grumbled any when
Fred came home, looking ten times more
manly, and wearing the shoulder-straps of a
colonel.
But 1 think that never a day passes that he
does not kiss that queer little silver streak in
Hattie’s bright, brown hair. She is not any

ear jos Faramro o: overy description oxesuted
witnaispateD.

WANTS, LOSTaFO UNI) FOR BALE & TO LET.

EDUCATIONAL.

through her sobs:
‘Oh, darling! if I had

Advertisements inserted in the Kaibb Iitata
Ennss (which hue * large circulation In every port of
the 3s -.is) v r 8100 per square for first insertion, and
60 oouts per square t-r each subsequent Intel won.
Lee AL Ni rryns at usual rates,
'i-austentadvert.’semests most be paid forln advance
Hxsibbeb Notiobi*. It roodiri columns. 20 cents
per line for cno insertion. Ho ohargt- lee than fifty
coats for each insertion.
UP'Ai.oenuuuiiicuuons in:ended for the paper
sbouli* bedireoted io tho* Pditrr of the Pratt," and
Itcse of a hnaness; haraoter to the Publithtrt.

case

optica!

ried ‘out of hand,' the eve of the night of
her arrival—in combing out her
long, bright
hair before the glass, she gave a little shriek:
'Just look, Fred!’
Fred looked—and I will tell you, there was
a silver streak about a
quarter of an inch in
thickness on one side oi her head, and
striping her beautiful hair! And what had caused
it! Can you not euess?
Turning from the
glass she fell into his arms, and whispered’

ef er: three insertions or lees, 81.00; continuing evepy other day alter rirst week, 60 ccats.
Hulf square. * bre-e insertions or jobs. 75 oents; ome
ueoi, tl.OQ; 60 cents tier week after.
Usdor head of Aatu'eiurnNTB, *1.00 per square per
woe’i; one insertion, 81,60.
dPAUIAI, NonOBb, 82.00 per square first week,
less, 81.60;
•1,00 aper square after; throo insertions or one
half
square, three insertions. 81.00;
week,
*1.50

BY HOWAKD

one, and no

Hattie went home as Mrs. Colonel Harper;
(as the Jenkinses of American society have
a way of expressing titles.)
But the morning after this recontre—they had been mar-

■

a

pale

sgainst Hattie.

Bated of Advertising
tmeinob ofspaoein lsutb of column, constitute
‘fdLAUK.”,
•1.60 per squareciaily first week; 76 cent* per week

She made

very

delusion. She clung to him as if she would
never let him go again.
He had been wounded in the arm,at flrst dangerously lhe surgeon
thought, but there had been a very careless
mistake in reporting it as fatal. All the danger which the surgeon had feared—mortifies
tion—was now past. And he was just on the
point of starting for home when he jostled

JOHN T.OILMAN. Editor,
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Terms of Sale—Cash.
Dated at Portland, this eighteenth day of Feb«
ruary, a. d., 1866.
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DONATION.
Never should gifts be desired. To desire
PORTLAND.
gifts is coveting that which belongs to anothis
• --er without rendering *“ equivalent. Yet it
There are
to receive gift*.
1865.
not
wrong
Feb.
25,
always
Saturday Morning,
valuab.e
times when they are greatly more
and when giver and
value,
money
the comthan
than
their
is
layer
The daily issue of the Press
and
in the city.
receiver are made exceedingly happy,
bined circulation of nil the other dailies
belter. This class of reeeivers are
much
very
•’* advance.
Term*-$8,00 per r”'
I those who prefer to earn their living by honest labor, but circumstances beyond their conon all Four Pages.
jy Reading Matter
trol have made them poor. Snch feel deeply
when relief is givon, and their first impulse,
Laborers and Capitalists.on receiving aid, is, how to do something to
m8n
In the highest and truest sense every
return its value. The other class want the
whether
who contributes to the common weal,
means of living, but are reckless how it
or his musby his head or his hand, his brain
comes. They not only have the disposition to
tho
teaches
cle, is a laborer. The man who
receive, but will go farther and make a dechild to read, who prescribes at tho bodside mand
upon you for aid, and are often angry
altar of re
of disease, who ministers at tho
with you if it be denied. From this feeling
factoa
directs
a
ligion, or who navigates ship,
the professional beggar.
financial institution, is )ust as springs
ry, or manages a
Now I wish to say very distinctly, that I
a
who
holds
forges
he
plow,
much a laborer as
regard the professional beggar, as no better
uses them after they
the mechanic’s tools, or
than the highway robber. The same prlnclTHE

--

are

completed.

But there is a more limited sense in which
the term laborer is understood, and that iB to
mean and designate those who periorn actual
physical manual labor. But understood in
this restricted sense, the laborer is often a capitalist; that is, the man who toils early and
late, making his muscles thrill with pain or
languish from exbaution, is very often found
to be a contractor, or an employer ot other
laborers, and thus he is a capitalist. To meet,
therefore, the common idea of those who use
the term, we must understand the word labor-

ciple underlies the action of both. There is
this differencethe one takes your money by
force, the other by deception. If there bo
greater criminality it is with the beggar, for he
lies and trifles with your sympathy, which is
the better part of your nature. The robber
to you and bluntly demands your mon-

comes

ey or your life. He appeals to your feais;
the beggar to yonr kind feelings. I do not
wish to be understood as saying that all beg-

ging is a curse, for necessity sometimes compels people to beg, and they do It in pain.—
But I refer to the professional beggar, who
er In an even more restricted sense, as desigwould rather beg thau work, and who pracnating those only who are employed to per- tises the art of
deception in its various ways
form physical labor at an agreed-upon rate of
to make you think he is needy aud suffering,
or
month
year.
compensation per day, week,
he is too lazy to work, or because he
And now we are prepared to say and to when
supposes he can get more by begging than by
and
those
that
between
this
class
maintain,
working. In Europe this c'ass is numerous.
known as capitalists and employers, there
at the corner of
should be—there must be, to secure permanent. They meet the stranger
street.
Their piteous moans, distorted
every
utmost
as
harmony; just
perprosperity—the
faces, and broken and ulcerous limbs, appeal
fect harmony as there is between the hands
strongly for help; but they are only deceivers.
and the feet; jnst as much as thereis between
From foreign countries, and springing up
the lobes of the lungs or the ventricles of the
in our own midst, this class will grow in our
To adjust nicely the relations beheart.
city, unless due caution is taken to preveut it.
tween the laborer and the capitalist is a very
delicate work; one requiring the broadest They will live on the earnings of others, and
views and the clearest sight; and he who seeks produce nothing themselves, and divert charity from its proper objects.
to remove any elements of discord between
I would warn people against giving to
them, and to promote their harmonious work
strangers at their own door. Aiding such,
is
a
who
labors
while
he
philanthropist,
ing,
whether to get rid of them, or feeling that posto place them in antagonism, or to make a
turn a needy, suffering person
breach between them is a foe to the common sibly you may
away, or whether you have adopted a princias
much
an
to
the
and
good;
enemy
peace
to
one that
to
prosperity of a community as that man would ple always give something every
are encouraging an evil, which herebe to the domestic peace of a family who asks, you
unless prevented, will be very difficult
should seek to set the husband agaiust the after,
to remove. Foreigners observe the freedom
wife, or the children against their parents.
The capitalist, without the co-operation of of our city'from this great evil. The aversion
of our New England people to begging has
the laborer, may continue to live, but all enas having its basis in
terprise and progress must stop. His capital ever been considered
good and substantial reasons. I do not say
Is needed to stimulate lal>or and to make industry available for the common good. On
hand, the laborer—who has only his
labor to dispose of, that he and his may sub-

that you should not have those come, whom
know, to receive your charities, nor that

the other

you

sist and grow upon the wages of that labor—
finds himself at once in trouble when capital

you should refuse altogether to give. Far
from it. But first have their true character
inquired into, either by yourself, or some one

Is no

longer forthcoming to stimulate the industry of a community. There is a mutual
dependence between the laborer and the capitalist which cannot be ignored without detriment to both, and instead of there being-any
real antagonism bet ween them they are each as
much tlie complement of the other as the water is the complement of the wheel or the
steam of the engine. Together they are like
verbs which signify “to do;" separately the
one is like a verb which signifies “to he,” while
the other is Use the verb which signifies “to
suffer.” The man who would make labor the
mere tool and instrument of capital is a despot, and would be a slaveholder, making the
capitalist own the laborer. The man, on the
other hand, who would ignore the capitalist,
and deny to him a voice in the management
of those affairs to the success of which his

capital is so important, is no less despotic in
his spirit, and were he a capitalist and in power,

he would

be found the

veriest tyrant

alive.
In

England and

European countries,
necessity. The right to

other

class Interests are a
vote—if voting is allowed at all—rests
property qualification.

on a

Whole classes are

ig-

nored, and have no other way to protect
themselves but by combinations into distinct
classes. With us there is very little reason for
such distinctions.

The

polls are

open to poor
and rich alike; so are all places of honor and
of trust. The highest positions are often filled

of the most lowly arigin. The President of the United States was once a poor
boy—a “rail splitter.” The Vice President
elect was a tailor’s apprentice, and his wife
actually taught him to read. Let those who
think a poor or humble mau has no chance for

by

men

success

in this country, think of John Lynch,
Perham, James G. Blaine and John

Sidney
H. Bice,of our Congressional delegation; of
John B. Brown, T. C. Hersey and William
Moulton, of our “merchant princes;” of N. P.
Banks, B. F. Butler and U. S. Grant, of our
military officers; of Henry Clay, Millard Filmore, and Lewis Cass, of our past statesmen, of
Henry Wilson, Schuyler Colfax, and a host of
others of the present generation of active public

men.

All these commenced life

as

poor

boys, and have won distinction, honor and success by brave hearts and strong hands, while
manfully laboring in harmony with the great
elements in our business or public life, and
not by striving to antagonize those elements.
Industry, thank God, is a badge of honor to

selected for this purpose.
Not long since a young woman was solicit-

ing aid

for a soldier’s

lived in the city.

family. No such family
A boy goes round asking

money to go out of town, or
for a sick one in the family.
to
The money which his apparently innocent
looking face draws from the kind-hearted is

work, or for
buy medicine

for

spent in candy and in riding in the horse cars.
A girl fifteen years old g>es about wretchedly
clad to excite sympathy. Investigation proves
her statements false.
merous

cases

And

of the

thus ou are nu-

kind.

Calls

to

help

real sufferers are numerous, and we do not
wish to have your sympathies and money
wasted on worthless deceivers.

Itecently

benevolent friends have put into
hands money to give to sefreral families
which in former articles have been alluded to.

our

Now there is
more

no

acceptable

donation to

than

a

a poor family
barrel of flour. By

extra effort ten barrels were procured for as
many families. Such smiling faces, and Buch
heartfelt expressions of gratitude would give
you some idea of the Divine Teacher’s meaning with regard to the blessedness of giving
and

receiving.

There sits a mother thinking of the wants
of live or six dependent children. Something
is

earned, but sot enough to meet the necessiliving. The question how tr provide
bread ibr them presses heavily on her heart,
ties of

and a prayer goes up to Heaven that some
way may be open for an adequate supply.

She lies down to rest, but her anxiety keeps
her awake. Morniug comes, but the day looks
dark. Still she hopes against hope for relief.
Hours pass, still her heart is heavy. Presentthe team drives up to the door, and unloads a barrel of flour. “It cannot be mine,”
she says to the man, “it mast belong to somebody else.” On being assured that it is un-

ly

mistakably hers,

the fountain of her heart

up', and her great joy and gratitude
expressed in sobs and tears, and so choked
is her utterauce by her feelings, that she cannot tell him where to put it.
Beader, this is no fancy sketch. It is a
real case in this city, and there are many similar. Her feelings are those of one who does
not desire gifts, but knows how to appreciate
them when they come. Those kind friends
breaks
are

who have put into our hands the means to
and distribute the flour to relieve such,

buy

assured that such

aid, at such a time, 1b
gratitude. Occasions
of this kind make donations doubly precious.
any man in our part of the country. Those
II those who are troubled about investing
only who sneer at honest labor are despised.
Hard hands and bronzed faces are badges of their surplus money would only appropriate a
distinction, and the man who Is true to him- good poitionof it in gilts to the poor, they
would never be troubled with an insane temptself will find it as easy to rise to posts of honation of coming to want. And they are asor from a mechanic’s bench, a farmer’s plow>
sured by the great Treasurer, that all they ina vessel’s deck, or a weaver’s loom as from a
merchant’s counting room, a lawyer’s office, vest in this way will be returned in good
measure, pressed down, shaken together and
an editor’s sanctum, or a professor’s chair.
running over. Iu the farewell words of one
Yarmouth Paper Company.—This company, recently Incorporated, met and organized at their office in Yarmouth on Thursday,
the 23d Inst. The stockholders having voted to
accept the act of incorporation, and a code of
by-laws having been presented and adopted,
the following gentlemen were elected Directors:—James N. Winslow, J. C. Coolidge, B.
O. Conant of Portland; Ansel L.I
''ring, San
uel Bucknam of Yarmouth.
After the adjournment of the stockholder’s
meeting, the Directors met and organized with
the following officers:—James N.
Winslow,
President; Prentiss Loring, Treasurer and
Clerk; Charles D. Brown, Agent.

are

received with heart-felt

of th<S greatest

men

that ever lived we And

the injunction:—“I have showed you all
things, how that so laboring ye ought to Bup
port the weak, and to remember the words of
the Lord Jesus, how he said, ‘It is moro blessed to give than to receive.’ ”
O. P. T.

Petroleum,
The success which has attended some of
these Oil Companies has been marvelous,—so
much so as to remind one

tion

I suppose we may now consider the question of tbe “third raii” definitely settled. It
has been mixed up with the
of this

legislation
materially. Gen. Virgin was
right when he said, in his able speech yesterday, that it was the most important question
of the session, save that of the constitutional
session very

amendment.
It was evident yesterday, when the majoriof
ty report was refused acceptance by a vote
17 to 10, that the Senate were

prepared

to

put

this extraordinary legislation through, as the
House had done. The opponents of the
measure were zealous and faithful,—but the
flat was written and could not be changed.
Gen. Virgin made an effort to get incorporated into the Bill the propelling power avowed,
which has been bo extensively used—and that

is, the
as a

aid to be received from Massachusetts,
breaking down this protective

bonus for

His
barrier to the interests of the State.
amendment was, that the provisions of the
Bill shall not take effect till Massachusetts
has satisfactorily settled the claims which this
State has against her.

This

was

refused,

12

to 11.
Mr. Chase also tried to get a

provision

that

the third rail should not be laid down without
express legislative leave. But all this was ol

The resistless sweep of the
North American Railroad influence, under its
chief engineer, could not be resisted. The
spirit of last winter had passed over to this.
Nothing must get in the way of that train.
The interests of the western part of the State,
which had been contended lor and secured
through much tribulation, and admitted for
no

account.

years, were stricken at with much
and the solid reasons behind which

been sheltered,

were

laughed

coolness,
they had

at as unsubstan-

tial as the wind.

This is all very fine to some,
and wreathes their faces with Bmiles. It has

griuds slow. Let
patience.

been said that the mill

us

possess our souls in
It is but j ust to say that this battle has been
well fought by the enemieB of this radical

change iu the policy of the State. It broke
ground in the House, and there our Representatives were faithful.

Much credit is due

Larrabee, Webb, Cram and Miller for
their persistent resistance of the measure.—
Mr. Miller, when the debate ensued, went inMessrs.

to it with zeal and skill. As the youngest
member, it is right to say, as we draw so rap-

idly to a clcse, that he has been sedulously at
his post, and carefully watching the proceedings

taking part in the debates. Mr.
an acknowledged leader iu the House,
won his position by hard service of

and

Webb is
and has

two years. Mr. Lirrabee holds his rank as
reliable members of the
one of the most
House.

watchful, he is rarely out of
keeps the run of the course of
closely as any man there. Mr.

Ever

his seat, and

legislation as
Cram, as a member of the Railroad Committee that reported adversely to the measure,
was equally on the alert, and by his watchful-

did much to procure the report which
from that committee.
Mr. Woodman, also of your city, has thrown

ness

came

his whole soul into the

legislation

of the ses-

sion, and has been faithful to his post through
all weathers. He felt aa though it devolved upon him in that branch to look after this bold
He has

acquitted himself well.—
Our other Senators, Messrs. Pierce, Holbrook
and RichardsoD, have been true men in their
positions. The delegation throughout, whom
I have named, it has seemed to me as I have
watched the phases of this measure, have walked up to their duty strait forward in this matter—and I am happy to accord them the verinnovation.

quoit.

will not only enrich themselves but all who
*
take stock with them.

be found on the last page.
iyOne of Barnum’s

giants was at Central
Park, New York, the oiher day—realizing the
expression of “A big thing on ice.”
J3TThe “Country Parson” whose books have
had so wide a popularity in this country and
England, is

Dr A. K. H. Boyd.
jyThe rebels are looking up. They are so
nearly flat upon their backs that they cannot
without difficulty look any other way.
jy A woman in Germany gave birth to four
daughters at once. Her husband fled the country
in despair.

jyThe experiment of making gunners for
the navy of the contrabands taken into the service, is proving a decided success.

8y Reports have come to hand that the Union
troopshave left Newbern, and are pushing forward into North Carolina.
tyTlie Brunswick Telegraph says General
Chamberlain left for the front on Tuesday, sufficiently recovered for active duty.
jy Dr. Thomas H. Brown of Paris, has been
appointed by the Commissioner of Pensions, an

examining surgeon.
ETA reoruiting office for the 12th regiment is
to be opened at South Paris. Col. Kimball is to
resume command of this regiment.
jy A very old English lady Mrs Eliza Hughes,
of Wolverhampton, died lately in her 102dyearShe retained the whole of her faculties up to the

day of her death.
jy English jewellers

are

now

setting small

jyA petition is in circulation in New York
asking for the Appointment of General Butler as
Provost Marshal of Charleston and South Carolina.

jy Mrs. Elizabeth Cushing, mother of the
Hon- Caleb Cushing, died at her residence in
Newbury port Thursday morning of pneumonia.
Her age was 80 years.
tyThe damage caused by the Hoosac Tunnel
riot is estimated at $10,000. The large engine
house was blown up by gunpowder, and there
will consequently be

a

suspension

of work.

STA small whale of the grampus species, 16
feet long, was found dead on Wampassac Point,

Stonington, Conn., on the 18th inst. It
made 44 gallons of oil.
jy Capt. Robert T. Lincoln, son of the President, left Washington on Tuesday for the front,
under orders to report to Lieut. Gen. Grant for
service upon his stall.
Of A bridge one hundred feet long on the
near

Providence and Worcester Railroad in Sutton,
Mass., was burned on Wednesday, ignitingfrom
a

represents the sentiment of York county
than it did on the senatorial question.
Only

two members from that county voted to repeal
the restriction upon extending the broad gauge
to Boston.

I3T Who can give a valid reason why the
liquor law should not be enforced with the same
impartiality and firmness as any other law, or
why, when enforced, it should not be made to
bear upon the “upper teu” violators as well as
upon the keepers of low shanties ? If the law
will not bear such enforcement the sooner it is

repealed the better.
iy We have received from Falmouth, from
the friends of Mr. Ramsdell, a communication
in reply to the one signed “B,” in Thursday's
Press, complaining of its unfairness and perversion of truth, and calling attention to his
numerous friends in the district; but we decline
to publish it os we do not care to have a controversy
columns.

so

purely personal continued in

our

tJjf"TheDover (Me.,) Observer says that one
night last week two drunken fellows made a
brutal assault on Lt. Charles Clark of SaugerHe went to Abbot to attend a Masonic
meeting, and as he stepped from the sleigh, two
drunken secessionists stepped up to him and

ville.

asked him if he had not been an officer in the
army, to which Mr. Clark replied, “Yes, sir."
Whereupon the two ruffians struck him and
knocked him down, knocking several of his
teeth out, and bruising his head and face severely. The assaulters were arrested and their trial

being had at Sangerville.
jyThe insane folly with which a few western
publishers made war upon the paper manufacturers, has defeated itself, and the paper duty
is likely to remain undisturbed. It is a significant fact that the leading spirits in this free foreign paper movement, were the proprietors of
the Chicago Tribune-,—a paper which is said to
divide $100,000 net profit annually, and whose
now

managers are the very incarnation of narrowness if not of meanness.
Probably no paper
manufacturers in the country, with an equal
amount of capital invested, realize one-fourth

profits of these Chicago gentlemen.
gy The Bangor Times misrepresents us—
unintentionally we hope—in saying we termed
the “wishes” of any portion of the citizens of
our state, on the gauge question, “impudent demands.” This language was applied to the demands made in Boston- The Times will pardon
the people of Portland if they continue to think
they know best what will work mischief to their
city. We nope Bangor may be able to reap all
the advantages she is looking for, bnt it will be a
long day before onr people will get clear of the
impression that she has shown a willingness to

the

locomotive.

saorifice Portland to Boston to benefit herself.
If Boston reaps no advantage or if Portland
suffers none, no credit in eitner case can be ac-

ty The tunnel under the lake at Chicago is

corded to

making very rapid progress.

The estimate for
the tunnel was fixed at the rate of three and a
half feeta day, but they are making as much as
twelve feet every twenty-four hours.

jyi'he rebel House has passed the bill for
putting negroes in the army, and its action is
approved by all the papers. The Whig says
that some brigades of white troops have voted
in favor of arming the negroes.
Ey The last papers printed in Columbia, S. C.,
before its evacuation, allow that Sherman enforces strict discipline, and punishes with the
utmost severity any of his troops who are guilty

a

Legislature of Maine.

ac-

more

is

Brazilian beetles of green and gold color, which
are found in immense numbers in Bahia, in gold
and silver to form bracelets, brooches, etc.

the

our

willingness

They have shown
gratify Boston in drawing busi-

eastern

to

friends.

away from this city to herself, and, as we
have said, “it a long lane that has no turn.”
When the E. & N. A. Railroad is built with
ness

Massachusetts funds we expect to hear of it.

The Social Tea Party.
Yes, certainly, we shall attend, for we love
tea, and are reminded, by this tempting
Invitation, of those fine tea parties which were
in old times, and social too, when
mothers took their children and knitting work,

common

of outrages upon citizens.

and set out at four

{yThe New York Tribune's Paris correspondent says M. Chateaurenard, the new French

round.

o’clock, for

a

good

time all

Aud then w'eare to have Chandler’s

Passed to be enacted—Aa act additional to
an act ta
incorporate the Portland and iforcst
Avenue Railroad Company; to incorporate

tin: Maine Express Company; for tbe assessment of a S'ate tax for the year 1865, amounting to $2,476,821.21; to repeal an act to pro
mote gaiety of travel on railroads, approved
March 14,1800; concerning the militia; to increase tne capital stock of the City Bank oi

thrown into the Ohio and his person incarcerprison, for advocating the practical application of the doctrines of the common
Brotherhood. But now how changed! The
chief magistrate of the State, Gov. Bramlette,

ated in

recently sent a message to the Legislature,
urging the passage of the amendment by that
bo ly, upon the condition that Congress shall
appropriate the sum of thirty-four millions to
Indemnify the slaveholders. Bat he adds:

islature that will
give a full endorsement of
the eminent gentlemen
above

quoted.

mineral lands are worth at least $8,000,000,000,
making together a total ot $2,000,000,000.

sty The last story about the rebel senator
Foote is this: “He looked so seedy when he got
within our lines that owe of his former acquaintances said to him, ‘Why, Foote, I can scarcely
recognize you.’ ‘Waittilll turn my coat, and
you will all know me again,’ was the sardonic

reply.”
fyCrinoline seems to have got into politios.
The English papers assert that the movement
for the suppression of crinoline on the part of
the ladies of the Faubourg St. Germain is political apd not fashionable, and that henceforth
spare skirts will indicate legitimate opinions and
full ones Bonarpartist.
jy An English paper says that it is expected
the work of shipping the Atlantic cable and

preparing

the Great Eastern for sea will occupy
about five months from the present time. Under present arrangements she will not take her

departure from

the

To Hon. G. Welles, Secretary of the Navy:
The Cuyler has just arrived from Cape Fear
River, and reports that our forces took possession of Wilmington on the morning of the

22d, Washington’s birthday.
treated leaving
our hands.

(Signed)

a

The rebels

large number

of

re-

prisoners iu

Whereas, In times of National trial and war,
the security anil happiness oi the people, the
lame of the Nation, aud the permanence and
progress of the country’s institutions, are com
utitted to the chatge, fidelity and ability of
it
patriotic soldiet,
an

becomes the duty, as it is
intelligent people, publicly
the pleasure of
and gratefully to honor those who have served
them well, and particularly to acknowledge
splendid individual achievements, even where
all have done gloriously:
Resolved, That the State of Maine has watched with the deepest satisfaction, the brilliant
and successful military career of Major General O. O. Howard, and particularly his distinguished conduct on the Peninsula, at Gettysburg, and throughout the Georgia campaign, and offers him the public thanks for tbe
hono£ he has conferred on his native State.
Resolved, That the Governor be requested
to cause a copy of these resolutions to be transmitted to General Howard.
The resolves received their several readings and were passed under a suspension of
the rules.
Mr. Stone called up 1 he majority report of
the committee on Railroads in reference to the
broad gauge between Portland and Boston,
and favored its acceptance.
Tbe debate was continued by Messrs. Bradbury and Tenney In oppositiot, and Messrs.
Woodman, Virgin, and Pierce in favor oi the
adoption of the majority report.
The vote having been ordered to be taken
by yeas and nays, the majority report reccm
mending no legislation in the matter, was refused acceptance—yeas 10, nays 17.
[The
yeas and nays we gave yesterday.]
On motion of Mr. MansoD, the minority report was substituted for the majority, which
had been refused acceptance, the bill accompanying was once read and assigned to this
afternoon.
AFTERNOON SESSION.
an act to
an act to

Feb. 22, via Jfortress Monroe Feb. 24,9 A. M.
To Hon. G. Welles, Secretary of the Navy:—
I have the honor to inform you that Wilmington is in the possession of our troops.
David D. Porter,

Hear Admiral.

provide for
tbe safety of travellers on railroads, approved
March 12th, 1860, came np by special assignment.

Mr. Virgin moved to lay the bill on Ihe table until alater hour. He wished to offer an
amendment and wanted a fail Senate when
the matter was acted upon.
Mr. Manson understood that the object of
delay asked for by the gentleman from Oxford

(Mr. Virgin)

was

to

introduce

proviso

a

which would have the effect to kill the bill.
Mr. Virgin disclaimed any intention to kill
the bill. He desired to simply put into the bill,
a proviso to the effect that, the bill shall not
go into effect nntil after certain action has
been had upon the European and N. American
Rail wav.
Mr. Barker thought the amendment to be
proposed by the gentleman from Oxford aside
thrust at the bill, and would be disgraceful to
the State if adopted. Tbe motion to table was
lost.
Mr. Virgin moved to amend so that the previsions of the bill shall net take effect until
Massachusetts has satisfactorily settled the
claims which this State has against her.
It seemed to him tiat no person who was
really a friend to this European and North
American Railroad would be opposed oi the
The legislature ol Massachu
amendment.
setts had not commuted itself in the least and
did
not
believe
be
they intended to aid in its
construction; their object was simply to get
the restrictions removed from the law. This
amendment might have the effect to influence
them in aiding in the construction of the
road.
Mr. Barker thought this proposition to
amend was a knife under a cloak.
On motion of Mr. Woodman t ie yeas and
nays were ordered on the adoption of the
amendment, and it was rejected, yeas 11 nays
12.
Mr. Virgin moved to amend by adding to
the first section the words, “Provided, however, that any railroad company putting down
the third rail shall be obliged to take passengers and freight at pro rata price with their
charges Irom Portland to Boston from any
road which may be constructed leading from
Portland to a connection with said road,” and
advocated the same.
Mr. Manson opposed it.
The amendment was rejected and the bill
was passed to be engrossed in concurrence
with tbe House.

from. Richmond Papers.

Washington, Feb. 24.
The Richmond Sentinel of the 22d is reticent on the subject pending military movements in Carolina, in compliance with the
wishes communicated to ail papers.
It reports lurious shelling by the Fedejals on Monday in front of Petersburg, caused by the ap-

Medway until June next, so
as to have the best period of the year before her
for her important undertaking.
jyThere are on exhibition in the museum of pearance of a Confederate
working party.—
the Department of Agriculture at
Washington, Several shells exploded in Petersburg and a
two clusters of raisins of extraordinary size, number in Blandiord.
Grant is extending the line of railway to his
grown and cured in California.
The larger of
at Hatcher’s Run.
these clusters has one hundred and seventy-five new position
The Petersburg Express says the enemy are
berries upon it, and the smaller one hundre l
throwing up heavy works on the Brunswick
and twenty. These are “companion pieces” for stage road, between Ream’s Station and
the mammoth “four pound pear” from that Monck’s Neck bridge. Heavy canucnading
was heard near Dutch
Gap yesterday. A genState, to be seen in the same department.
tleman flow here from Kentucky proposes to
jy A Philadelphia correspondent of the New put his ablebodied slaves at the
disposal ol
Bedford Mercury, refering to Miss Diokinson’s General Lee.
expected lecture in that city, says, “The critics
are beginning to berate Miss Dickinson for her
The Federal Expedition from Knomville.
Nkw York, Feb. 24.
unwomanly style, as well as for her unjustly
The Richmond Examiner of Ihe 21st saysharsh phases. She has done good servioe for
the right, and it is pitiable now to see her strid- The expedition from Knoxville is intended to
North Carolina, and probably to
ing about the stage like an Amazon, with the de- penetrate
strike the railroad between
and

nunciations of a Pythoness—flinging about hot
words and scornful sentences, as
though the
times were ‘out of joint.’
May be they are

but is not the nation
striving
self, and does not that merit
tion T”

to redeem it-

kindly recogni-

And the first

Saulsbury

Charlotte. This force, consisting of several
thousand cavalry, and supposed to be nnder
the command of AveriH, was
yesterday at
Greenville. There is nothing to tempt them
into southwestern Virginia, as the salt works
and railroad there have already been damaged
and the country rendered barren.

stages of

Dealers.

82.

WEEKS & POTTER.

Druggists, No, 170 Wamington Street, Boston,
General Agents.

Mass.

febleddw

NOTICE.
DU. P. P. Quimby would give notice that on and
after March 1 at, 1866, his terms will be as follows:—
82 00
Examination, at office,
1 00
Each eubpeq ent s tting. at offioe,
First examination at residence, il within the

Fir at

city,
Each

2 60

subfequent visit,

160

Terms for visiting patients in ether places
learned at his Office, No. 13 International

by addressing

him

a

letter

cau

be

Hou$e,

thero, enclosing stamp.

Portland, Feb 17,1866.—d6w*

For

Hilton’s Insoluble Cement,
wood, leather, crockery, and other eatstancea

is the boat aid to

eeonomy that the housekeeper can
bare
It is in liquid form, and Insoluble in water or
oil. It will adhereolly anbstanoesoomp'etely. Twocunoe

bottle,

with brush

(family paokage)

26 cents

Sold everywhere.
HILTON BKOS. ft Co.,Proprietors, Providence,
E. I. On receipt ol 60 oenle, a lamily paokage will
febid8m
be sent by mail.

feb8d4w*

PORTLAND

Gallery
Photographic
S.
80 Middle St-,

Copying done in the

DAVIS, Proprietor,
Portland, Me.
best

manner

deo29tf

Road T his.
S5 to (10 per day made by
Prize Pan .ages. Agents Wanted.
From

Address,
feMdSm*

L.

TEBBETTS’

<

PHTBIOLOGICAL
HA1K

R

E

BNERATORl

(i

ITS

MODUS

domestic ports.

NEW ORLEANS—Below lBth. ship Benj Adams,
Cba»e. from New York, bound up, (has been lying
outside the bar lor three weeks.)
Also below, brig Stockton, from Boston.
Cld 11th, barque E F Herriman, Herriman, for

OPBBANDI:

the scalp there are very
called Glands ;or more commonly Boots
of the Hair. It is from these Glands that every hair
ofthe head is formed and secreted. As long as tho
scalp is tree from disease these bodies also remain
healthy, and the hair keeps its natural appearance
aud color. But whon humors and other diseases a:feot the soalp these glands bocomo involved in the
suno disease, and the hair gradually turns gray, dry
and brittle. Sooner or later the hair begins to iall
off, and in many coses, if not arrested, will produo©
complete baldness.
To remedy this pathologioal condition of the
glands, and create a new and healthy notion, tho
Physiological Hair Regenerator has proved a per-

Immediately beneath

■mall bodies

fect

8agua.

Went to
Y ork.

selling Dresser’s

DBK88EB,
Portland, Maiaa, Box 182.

sea

13th, ship Vanguard, Russell, for New

BALTIMORE—Cld 21st, sch Joseph Turner, Hodgdon, New York.
bid tin the Capes of Virginia 19lb, sch* Jas Freeman, Young, and Lookout, Lane, for Portland, both
from Patuxent River.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 23d, barque John BouP.on,
Davis, Porto Cabello; brigs John Chryail, Barnes,
bagua; Emma, Wil-on. St Thomas; Frank K Allen,
Merrill, Matanzas; ech Ida L Howard, McDuffie,
Portland.
At Delaware Breakwater 2lst. barque Houston,
Ross, irom Port Royal SC; brig bitka, Brown, from
Trinidad; Omaha, from Mobile H&v.
NEW YORK—Ar22d, ship American Eagle,Urquhart. London; brigs Kato Freeman, Gardiner, from
Demarara; Lillian M Johnson, EJlis Fort Midway;
sch Frcdouia, Thompson, St John NB.
Ar 23d, barque Statira. Herriman, Matamora?; sch
Central America. Phinney, Palermo
Cld 23d, ship Jane J Southard, Bishop, panama;
barques Adelaide, Clemens, Bremen; Mary C Dyer,
Si«mon», Sagua; brigs Eureka.Din-more, Leghorn ;
Aurate, Clark. Philadelphia; sch Mjy Queen, Gutt,
Port Royal SC.
Ar 2»th, ship Horatio. Falnier, Manila.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 28d, brig Jessie Rbynas, Feupleton. New Orleans.
Sid 28d. sch Searsvrlle. Sears, New York.
FALL RIVER—Ar 22d, soh Hardscrabble, Grego-

suocoss.

It is not a “Dye/* and will not stain a
particle. It
will positively "Rutubb Gray Hair’’ in all oases
to its original oolor. It promotes a
growth of new
hair in all oases on Bald Heads when the
glands or
roots ofthe hair are not
completely disorganized.—
It prevents the hair from fallingoff, and removesall
dandruff, heat, humors and itching from tbe scalp.
It keeps the hair soft, moist and perfectly
healty.aeU
gives it a glossy and beautiful appearance. It is
pertained, and as a dressing it has no snperifbe" Regenerator” is warranted to produce the
or.
above results in all oases, if not the inonoy to Le
refunded. With it every “Gray Head” in Now England oan bo restored in less than thirty days.

highly

ry. Rockland.

NEWPORT—Sid 22d, brig Condcr. Ames, (from
Sierra Leone for New York; schs Hardscrabble, Gre-

Price $1. per Bottle.

gory, from Rockland for do.

i
In port 23d, ship Young Mechanic. Me Loon, ftp St
TEBBETTS BROTHERS,
Thomas, wtg orders; schs Bengal, Pinkbam. fm Fall
Druggists and Chemists, Proprietors, Manchester, River for New York; Sarah. Holden, do fordo.
HOLHES’S HOLE-Ar 22d. schs Ru b S Hodgdon, Hall. Rockland for N York; Gen Meade, DinsGRORGB O GOODWiy !f CO., 38 Hanover
Boston for do.
more,
street, Boston. General Wholesale Agents
Balled 22d, PM, barque Aberdeen; brigs Cathsi ae
W. W Whipplu, Agent for Portland, Maine.
Calmuck. and Renshaw; schs L«uis W 1 h.
Rogers,
Jan 2eod 4m*
Willow. Cherub, Chas H Uod^don, R E Pecker,: id

Scratch!

Scratch!

W HE A TO AT S
Will

Cure

the

Henrietta.
u
imnoueuAr wta, sens it v unase, to nos. im
in
PEI for Mew York; Charlotte Fish, Strong, Bo
do
for.
for Fortress Monroe; Capitol, Robcits,
jw
York.
Bailed, brig Delmont Locke; ache Charlotte Fish,
and Geu Meade.
In po t, scbs Wm Carroll, Ruth B UoJgdon, and

ITCH!

ITCH, ITCH,

Scratch I

OIJVTJUEJTT

Itch

Iu

48

Hours.

Capitol

Also cores Salt Rheum, Ulcers, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions of the £>kin. Price 60 cents. Fur
sale by all Druggists.
By sending tie cents to any Apotheoary in Port*
land, it will be lofwarded by mall, tree of postage,
to any part of the Unittd Slates.
Weeks fc Potter, Sole Agents,
170 Washington street, Boston.
Also for sale by
W. W Whittle,
and £. L. Starwood.
jtn26eod3m
DR. WADSWORTH’S “DRY UP" is aoertain
remedy for Catarrh, 'l'tere is no mistake about
tu h
ihe “Dry Up" lias cured thousands o casts,
and the sale of the article is constantly increasing.
▲ word to the wise is suffleknt.
H. H. Hay, Drnggist, Special Agent,
Feh9ecd&ew8w
Portland, Re.
wantol any kind of PRINTING
tf
ali at the Daily PreaaOffloe.

fe#*Iiyonareln

Boston Stock List*
Bboksba' Boabd. Feb 24
11.000 American Gold,. 199
10 000 .do.b 60 200
Sals

BOSTON—Ar

Jehu, 8mith, Messina;
soh Cherub, Bailey,

28i, barque

brig Reus haw, Smith, Cardenas;
Klizabetbport.

Cld 22<1, ccbs S R Jameson, Jameson, New York;
Ella F Crowell, Stevens, d >
Ar 24th, barques Sains. (Hr) Treffy Liverpool; R G
W Dodgo Jarvis, Caroeuas: brig Catharine Rogers,
Yeaton, New York; scbs R E Pecker. Ma-on. Nor.
folk; Louis Walsh. Eaton, Georgetown; Ixtiauc#,
Robinson, New York.
rion.
Sid 23.1. barqne S W Holbrook; brig
SALEM—Ar 23d, soh C H Hodgdou, A kins, from

Hyp

New York.

rORKIGX PORTS.
At Messina 28th ait, brig Waverly, Small, for New
York.

8ld21at, brigs W E Alexander, Tucker, Boston;
Wood, do; 27th, J W Harris, Davidson, for

Af.on.

Philadelphia.

Sid ftn Palermo 23d ult, barques La Ciguena. Nowell, for Philadelphia; 24th, Trajan, Sleeper, lor New
York.
Ar at Havre 6th last, ship Swallow, Small, from
Hull. E
Passed Deal 10th inst, brig Celia M Carver, Treat,
London for Matanzas.
Ar at Cardlil prev to 9th inst, barque Frances,
Kelley, St John NB.
8ld tm Buenos Ayres Dec *4, ship Regent, Hamlin,

at thb

13 500 .do. 199}
5.000 .do.199
29 000 .do.199
6 000 .do.s GO 197
2.000 .do.8 30 197 $

3.000 .do.199$
8 30
200
20.000 .do.
GOO United States Coupons...198
800 United States Curreuoy 7 3-10ths. 991
60.000 United States Debt Certificates (Aug)
98j
1.000 .do (Oct). 96)
8.000 United States Ten-Forties.........102j
3U.000 .do.102$
80.000 .do (Coupons ofl').lo2$
...

100.do. 97

1.000 .do (registered).101
6.000 U S Coupon Sixes (1881).111$
2 J00.do.Ill
27,500 United States 6-20's.110$

4.000 .do.110$

590.do.llo)
7.200 .do (small).U0)
United States 7 8 lOths (small).116j
..do.116)
1,7'j0.do (Aug).116$
l.<00 Eastern Railroad Sixes{1874). 99
600 Ogdensburg2d Mortgage Bonds....
24$
1.000 Vermont Central R K 1st Mort. 72
1,000 Vermont State Sixes. 96
4 K) Boston & New York Air Line R K Sixes 66
24 Boston and Maine Kailroad,..119
17 Eastern Railroad.101
42 Vermont and Massasi-achntetts 11R. 40
10 Old Colony and Fall River Railroad.110$
2 Western Railroad.l: 8
2 000
900

....

Rangoon.

inst, ship Macaulay, Roger#, fm

At St Thomas 1st

Newport E. disg.

Ar at 8t Thomas 3d inst, tobt Planet, Powers, from
Boston for Port au Prince, leaky; Ida I. Rav, Huy,
Portland for Cardenas, dismasted ; 12th, Haines,
Griffin, Beaton for Miragoane
Ar at Cieufuegoa 16th inst, barque James E Ward,
Tibbetts, New Orleans.
Ar at Havana 17th inst, barque Eureka, Chandler,
Key West.
Cld 17th, brigs A F Larrabeo. Carlisle, New Orleans; Bessie Rowe, for Sagua to load tor a port
North of Hatteras.
Sid lAth. brigs Hope, Simpson, for Baltimore;
Hattie, Gilkev. and Webster Kelley, Brown. Sagua,
to load lor a Northern port: Kalano, Morris Ms-

taDzas, dodo; 16th, barque Arietta, Colcord, Sagua,

do do; 17tb. Beetle Simpson, (Br) McMahon, Sagua
to load do do.
In port 17tn, ship Marcia C Day, Chase, for New
York; barques Sarah Hobart. Crostm. for a Northern port; Jane A Bishop, McLellan. unc; brigs
Maria White. Snow; V m a Dresser, Hatch; Alfaratta. Merriraan, and Freestone. Chisholm, for a
port North of Hatteras; Ella Reed, luzzo, for Philadelphia; Hch July 4th, Shaw, unc
Ar at Matanzas 15th inst, sch Light Boat, Ames,
Turks Island.
Sid fm Cardona* 13th inst. barque Elba, Drisbo.for
New York; soh Island Belle, Staples, for New Orleans.

SPOKEN
Nov 8. lat 26 S, Ion 58 E, ship Ratler, Almy, from
Manila for New York.

HLABBIIJ).

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

In this city, Feb 7, by Dr Wright, George W Morrison and Miss Susan P Green, both ot Portland.
In Cumberland, Feb 23, by Rev E S Jordan. Ira
Wit ham, ot Portsmouth, and Miss Maria Libte, of

BARGAIISTS

^

Scarborough.
In Pownal, Feb 19, by Rev Jos Boardman, Lieut
Goo A Green, of New Gloucester, and Miss Lizzie T
Merrill, of P.
In Freeport, Feb 23, by Rev Jos Boardman, Lieu'
Cbas F Burr, of F, and Mrs Hattie G Purlin, of
Natick. M&«8.
In Eaet Fryeburg, Sept 8, by A O Piko. Esq. Levi
I Emerson, oi Bridgton, and Miss Hannah M Allaid,
of Conway.
In East Fryeburg, Feh 14, Samuol Libby, of Bridgton. and Mies Julia M Sawyer, ot Sweden; 19 h.
Cassius W like and Miss Abba J Barker, boih of
Fit*burg.
In Dixneld. Feb 19, Leonard V Brackett and Miss

—IN—

NEW

KID

GLOVES,

OPENED THIS WEEK.
DOZ of nio« Kid., plain and MltcVil back,
OO in aeeirable oolon, which we lb ah letaiifor
the p re lent at S.l 60 per pair.

Thompson'* Hosiery A Glove Store.
F.by 26,1865

164
—dlw

Middle,

ooruor

of Croaa bt.

SPRING HATS

Eliza E Hopkins
In Bath, Feb 22, Lemuel H Sonle and Miss Harriet
A Turner.
In Lawrence, Miss. Jan 23, Edwin Churcbill, of
L, and Miss Annie V Crowell, of Gardiner.
In Gardiner, Feb 4, Joseph S Wa d, ol G, and Mrs
Ellen J Brown, of Richmond
In Jay, Jan 31, Jos E Francis, of Hartford, and
Miss Cordelia M Beals, of Turner
In Auburn, Feb 20, George F Reed and Miss Ellen
M Bryant.

136 Middle St.
Shaw’s,
Feb 26-~isd4w

DIED.

WAJffTEn>"i

In this city, Feb 23, of disease contracted in the
army, Hirsm Winslow, of Co K, 16th Me Vol Reg,
aged 26 years 8 months.
Jg^*Funeral this (Saturday) afternoon, at 2 o’clk.
from his mother's residence, No 6 Bradbury’s Court.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In this city, Feb 24, Mr Charles T Morse, aged 32

years
[Boston papers please copy.l
By Funeral on Sunday aflernoou, at 2$ o'clock,
at ne rtsidenoe of his mother, No 19 Washington Bt.
Relatives and friends are invited to at'end.
In tbit city, Feb 23, Lydia, daughter of Philip
Manuell, aged 4 years.
ga^Fuueral this (Saturday) afternoon, at 3 o’cl'k.
in Windham, Feb 23, Charles Johuson, Esq, aged

88 years
In i.ray, Feb 11, of disea e contrac od in the service of his country, Benj F Ramsdeli, aged 30 years—
member of Co C. 20th Me Reg.
la Gray, Feb 18, Dea Charles Libvy, aged 60 years
11 months.
lu barmington, Feb 12, Mr John Brooks, formerly
of Augusta, aged 98 years 9 months.
Iu Bethel, Feb 17, Mr Newton Swift, aged 42 yrs—
late postmaster under Buchanan.
In North Waterford, Feb 2, suddenly. Miranda J,
wife of the late Capt Moses Rand, aged 39 years.
In Oxford, Feb 21, Mr Robert Hiiooru. aged 80.

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
FROM

8 TEA M KB

FOR

SAIL*

3
Now

A

14
15
1«
18
18
28
Beigiaa.Liverpool.Portland.Feb 23
Cite.Liverpool.New York... Feb 26
United Kingdom .Glasgow.New York_Feb 25
Hansa.Southampton.New York. .Mch 1
Australasia^.Liverpool.New York .Mch 4

Portland... .Liverpool.Feb 25
Liberty.New York. .Havana.Feb 25
North American..

Etna.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 15
Guiding Star.New York. .New Orleaus.. Feb 25
Corsica.New York.. Havana. Ac... Feb 27

Ruropa.—. Boston.Liverpool.... Mch

1

La Fayette....New York. .Havre.Mch 1
Asia.Boston.Liverpool.... Mch 1
North Star.New York. .Ca’ilornir.... Mch 3
York. .New Orleans. Mch 4
4
4
4
H
11
Liverpool.Mch 11
York. .Liverpool_Mch 11
Mch 16
Canada.Boston.Liverpool
Hansa.New York. Southampton.Mch 25

Evening Star.New

Mch
Nova Scotian.Portland—Liverpool
M ch
New York. Liverpool
City of Boston
Saxonia.New York. .Southampton,Mch
China.New York.. Liverpool-Mch
New York.New York.. Liverpool... .Mch
—

...

Pennsylvania.New*York.
Edinburg.New

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Saturday.February 25.
Sun rises.6.42 I Length of days..11 03
San sets.6.45 I High water (am).... 10.30

ready,

at

PA RTNER

light and p*otitxble bminem, capable
IKlargely
increased.
a

S3*** inference, exchanged.
Addreti P. u Box 1711, Portland.

CITY

feb2Sdlw»

ELECTION.

tner or, qua!
according to law to vote in the
eleotim of City Officers, will mee: In their respective Ward Rooms, or nsnal places cf meeting, on
Monday, the sixth day or March nt xt, at ten o'clock
in the forenoon, to give in their vote* for
yor of
H-tidCily; for Oae Alaeiman tnd Three Common
Couno. linen, a Warden and Clerk, aud tor iwo City
Constables for sa;.d V\ ards.
And the Aldermen of said City wil! be in session
in the Ward Room iu the C ty Building (entrance
on Myrtle Stree>,) from nine o'clock in tha f irenoon
to one o'clock in the afternoon on each of th* .hree
vecu ar days next i receding such d*.y of eleotion,
and fiom three o’oloc< to five o'clock ou the afternoon of the last of BSid three becu ar days,
for the
purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of
voter* wtoie namei have net been entered on the
lisis of qualified voters, in end for the several w
ards,
and for oirrecting said lists.
Per Order of the Mayor and Aldermen
J. M. HEATH, City Clerk.

Portland. Feb26,1866—dtd
Argus and Courier copy.

Valuable Property lor Male.

Mill* situated at head of tide-water, at the
©uS tot of dtroutwater river, occupied by the subTHE
scriber
the ia*t

lor
twenty-live >«ais
Property conof buildiug 30 by 36, stone dam, and iour acres
of flat< and land adjoining. » he mil's aie in good
repair, and now nnaer lease expiring Nov 1,1866.
For particulars enquire ofthe subscriber, at No. 16J
Cu nb rland street, between 13 x, and 3 r X.
feb25ecdAw8w
W. C Bit A Lu.EY.

Bisting

NOTICE.
after thh date. Fee'y34th, 8amuol Tyler
to have any interest or retponsibllity in
ourbusness.
AUGJ. E. dTEVENb St CU.
Feb 34—eod2w

ON

and

oeaeea

Notice.

undersigned woa:d give this
THEpnplic
that he has turn:shed
New

notice to the
a room at the
Glass W are, Cutlery a.hi Cooking Apparatus, wliioh he will loan n
reason ,b'e u rms, s thatt.use wlching for the same,
wi 1 save expense of Trucking, Packing,
Help Jo.
Apdlyattho Fat ug Huu:0 No* 18 A 1R en.ple
Street.
feb26 lwd
ISAAC BAKNUM.

City Boilding.

with

Crockery,

Singing

bcliool.

lMt half of Mr Oardirkr's Singing School
c,m me nova oa
Tuesday Hvsnisg of utxt week.
Boas oi l eraperauu Mail, Congress h:
2dfebk6

THE
at

email

MARINE

NEWS

1KD—Parties who hare
large
WAN
ol the beet money-max
capital to invtst in

OF

PORTLAND

rrl4mr.Fcbrury

V4.

Lewiston, Knight. Hoston.
Barque8 W Holbrook. Smalt, Boston.
James Freeman, Yonng. Patnxent River.
Lookout, Lane. Patnxent River
Henrietta, Smith, New York.

Sch
Sch
Sch

Sch Willie Lee, Cray, Boston.
Sch Tahqiaroo, Cray, Portsmouth.
Boh Qen Marine, Soatt, Bath.
CLEARED.
Brig Almon Rowell, Boyd, Havana—Phlnney A
Jaokaon.
Sch Bramhall, Ricker, New York—Orlando Niok-

united Slates
E. CHAPMAN Jr.,

228 Co .Rii.aa

Snow

TXL. TO MERCHANT'S SICBAS81.
NEW YORK Feb 2*-Scb Ida L Rsy. from Portland for Cardenas, bos arrived at St Thomas, having
been dismasted and blown off
PHILADELPHIA, Feb 28—Ar, sch Ida, Blake,
BY

Portland.

(Id, barqne Pbiiena, Davis, Portland.
disasters.
Sob Abby Perkins.from New York for St John NB

St.

Bank.

Mooting ofthe Stockholder of *he
at their banking
day or Mach next
Mouse, on
at 11 o'clock A. M, for th> following purposes, to

A SPECIAL
Canal Bank will be hold
Wednesday, the 8th

rst—Te see if the Stock'loldon will votito
Charter of the Bank.

render the

Second—To see if they

will vote

sur.

toohaogn

or conHanking As.

vert the t anal Ukok Into a "Notional
aooiition,’ under the laws ofthe Uni ed States
Third—To act upon any other business that
'mav
legally come before them.
Per Order oi the LHrec’or,
v- 80MEKBT, Cashier.
Portland, Ftb21,1366.
fcbUtd
_

erson

SAILED—barques Eagle, Sisubeo: brigs
Bird, Wenonah; sch C F Yonng, and others.

the

Cannl

ARRIVED.
Steamer Chesapeake. Willetts. New York.

or

one

log invention in
Feb 26—dlw

PORT

of belag

to warrants frcm the Mayor and AlPUR8UAWT
dermen of the City of Portland, the inhabitants
filed

Pennsylvania.Liverpool.New York....Feb

.Southampton.New York.. ..Feb
Moravian.Liverpool.Portland_Feb
City of Limerick..Liverpool. ,*...New York .Feb
Canada.Liverpool.Bouton.Feb
Feb
City of Baltimore.Liverpool.New York

—AWD—

CAPS,

New xork.

8teamer

book !

500 Buff Envelopes Only $1.36,
AT DRESSER’S OLD STAND,
99 Exchange 8t., above the Post Office.

ALONZO

jan31dlyr.
DU.

each.

book,

leak aud tilled in a few hour, alter aud went over on
her beam ends. The crew were taken off by barque
Balus aud have arrived at boston. They weie nearly
starved and exhausted
by exposure.
Barque Statira. Herriman, »t New York from Mattamoras, experienced heavy wtather on the passage,
lost and spilt sails, fcc
Brig Sitka, Brown, from Trinidad, arrived at Delaware breakwater 21st aud reports having xperieno*
ed heavy weather, lost sails, stove boats, ac.
Sch Haines, Griffin, from Boston lor Miragoane,
put into St Thomas 12th instwih less of bowsprit,
rigging, &o.

..

CONSUMPTIONIt is a sure preventative for
DIPTHERIA.
For 4*le by ail Druggists.
Price per Bottle

or

Items

Goods

repeal

Stephen D. Trenchabd,
Commander.

Washington, Feb. 24.
The Navy Department has just received the
following:
U. S. Flagship Malvern, Cape Fear River,

COLO4Tl’J HONEY SOAP.

Mr.

Barker, by leave, laid on the table the
following resolves:
Resolves extending the thanks of the State to
Major Oliver O. Howard.

with floor, went ashore on Great Ledge. Vnmrd
Bound, during the iog ou Thursday night and will
have to diooharge pari of the cargo beiore she can
he got oil'.
slip Minnesota, Arnold, from St John KB for
Liverpool, w.th lumber, was 1 alien in with on the
14th mat. in a .inking condition, having expetienceu
a severe
gale ou the 8J inst, in which she sprung a

TUiS celebrated Toilet Soap. in auch uuiv.rui
demaud, U made from the oholoeit mateiiala,
*“ mild and
emollient in its na'u.-e. fragrant y
Beamed, aud extremely beneficial in ita act upon
tbe skin,
p^r dale by all
Druggists and Fancy

Biddeford.

Bill,

NOIIC1I.

BPKCIAI'

SENATE.
Augusta, Fab. 23.

—

1^

its

j

over

11

—

filled

BT An organ hag just been put up in the
Corliss Street Church, Bath.
SyThe recent Catholic levee in Lewiston resulted in a product of $1,100.
mf Some racy lines on domestic matters will

Union exults

the railroad gauge question at Augusta.
It is gratifying to know that in this thing it no
on

baud, and a dance, and after that “coffee and
Minister, will soon leave for Washington, and oysters”—not coffee and pistols. O, certainly
that he is said to fully sympathize with the North
we cannot resist this soft impeachment, and
in its struggle to suppress the rebellion.
on Monday evening, ladies, please count us
jyWe understand that the Workingmen’s iu. Aud what is still better to the large symdict of well done. The fortune of war was
Reform meetings are quite fully attended and
pathy of this Jaige hearted community, we
against them. Portland and the western secthe Bpeakingspirited. Messrs. Joshua T. Emery
shall have the satisfaction of adding our contion have had a staggering blow aimed at them.
and L. F. Pingree are said to have made very
tribution t that most worthy cause, the “MinIf it does’nt take effect there will be uo vote of
earnest speeches at the last meeting.
istry at Large,” which has been laboring long
thanks due its false friends -who have basked
jyOver three million two hundred and four- and well, as one of the sterling agencies of
iu its favor till they thought they saw a more
teen thousand dollars of United States inter- our city, in promoting the- comfort and best
brilliant sun dawning in the east. The orinal revenue tax were received by the several colwelfare of a deserving and suffering class of
ental sun is oftener brighter than the accidentlectors in New York city during the month of our people. We are sorry to hear that the
al—but its rays are not so warming or so enhard winter and high prices have drained the
January ultimo.
during.
jyTlie life of the Rev. Eliphalet Nott, D. 1)., poor’s purse of faithful Mr. Tuckerman and
The alteration of the Constitution in order
HOUSE.
LL. D President of the Union College for the his good wife, his energetic and most efficient
Resolves making an appropriation in aid of
to punish the skedaddlers from the draft, met
the
Milford
and
Princeton
of
sixty-three years, is drawing to co-worker. This purse is not a deep one, and
Turnpike was relong period
with but poor succers in the Senate. It had
fused a passage—42 to 80.
its dose. His infirmities, always great for the requires
in
such
a
seafrequent replenishing
tolerable luck till Judge Tenney put his huge
Bill to change the shire town of Somerset
past five years, seem to increase.
son as this; bnt it will not remain empty long>
County was again taken up.
legal paw upon the head of the child. There
Mr. Tapley of Saco, proposed an amendjyA deserter in irons at Gallop’s Island was for next Monday’s tsa party will swell its
was poor chance for it afterwards.
Apoplexy
finally enabled to release himself by the inge- gaunt sides, and cheer the honest hearts of lta ment, submitting the question to the people
ensued speedily.
ot that county at the next September election,
of one of his female friends, who procured
faithful almoners.
The attempt to overthrow the Board of nuity
the act to be null and void unless the same
a key to unlock handcuffs, plaoel it
in her
Shoes
are
wanted
for
the
children’s
was
defeated
in
the
an
shall
be accepted by a majprity of the people.
feet,
Agriculture,
House, by
and
it
while
into
his
mouth
vote.
The
committee
mouth,
clothes
for
their
dropped
overwhelmiug
reported
shivering backs, fuel for the The amendment was adopted. The bill was
in favor of abolishing it. After a smart dethen passed to be engrossed.
giving and receiving a parting kiss.
hearth stones, and numerous needful articles
Bill to abolish the Board of Agriculture was
bate, the vote was taken by yeas and nays,
the
of
black
for
the
households.
The
gy
Bishop
Crowther,
occasion
bishop
will taken
present
and by a vote of four to one the report was
up, the question being on the indeflnite
to
a
achas
writted
furnish us an opportunity to contribute to
England satisfactory
Niger,
rejected.
postponement of the bill. The question was
The House was In a friendly mood last even- count of his first expedition up the Niger, in
debated at great length. The yeas and nays
these pressing wants, while it provides for
were ordered on the indefinite postponement
ing. It had an evening session, in order to Augustlast. He had obtained a grant of land ourselves a most
recreation.
pleasant
By
the
business
It
voted to raise the
of the bill, and being taken was decided in the
push
along.
frcm the King of the Igara, for the purpose of thus
blending the useful with the agreeable, affirmative by yeas 86, nays 22.
salary of the Librarian f rom $600 to $1000. A
forming a new missionary station.
bill was passed to allow the Inspectors of the
we may afford efficient aid to a most excelState Prison, in conjunction with the GoveriyA Parsonsfield correspondent proposes to lent institution, and realize that noble sentiSPECIAL. NOTICES.
nor and Council, to vary the salaries of the
have the poll tax question submitted to a vote of ment
taught in the Bible and beautifully illussubordinate officers of the prison as circumthe people- The suggestion oomes too late, for
trated by Shakspeare:
stances may require.
BT“Carriers of the Daily Press are not allotted
The vote rejecting a bill aiding the erection the bill has become a law, and there is no time
•‘The quality of mercy id not strained:
to sell papers oh their routes.
of a new wing to the Insane Hospital, by an
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
to change or modify it this session, even were it
Upon the place beneath; it is twice bless'd;
appropriation of $20,000, was reconsidered, desirable to do so.
It blesseth him that gives, and him that takes.'1
and the bill passed to be engrossed without
Wanted Immediately.
ItyThey recently had a mysterious murder
YOUNG MAN acquainted with tho ApotheLet us, then, accept this kind and general
opposition.
casein
Scituate, Rhode Island, and now, to cap
A cary business, and oompeient totake charge of
It remains to be seen how tho Senate will
invitation to a party, where all may go and
the retail department at
receive these emotions of liberality and rever- the olimax, the murdered man, like Capt. Souttle
W. V. PHILLIPS ft CO.’S
of
the
luxuries and enjoyments febKtf
sal of action.
in Poor Pilliooddy, has “turned up” in good freely partake
No 149 Middle St.
of the occasion in perfect freedom, consistent
The Senate referred to the next Legislature health and
and
will not hear a word to
spirits,
the bill for a Departmeut of Education. Mr.
with
and
without
good
or
manners,
his being dead and mangled.
parade
Westbrook.
Richardson, Senator from Cumberland, con-,
ceremony.
The unconditional Union Voters of Westbrook
tended that the bill ought to pass—bat the
jy A nundred guns were fired in Biddaford on
While we are every day giving liberally to nre hereby requested to meet
vote was too strong for him. It however, has
inCaucus, at braokett’s
Wednesday in honor of the fall of Charleston,
our noble soldiers abroad, let us
Hall, Saccarapa, in said Town,on Tuesday,Feb28, at
one social,
yet to come to the Honse, and this vote is not and the bells of Saco were
give
Not
a
in
bell
rung.
So’o'ock r. m, to make arrangements for the ensuing
quite indicative of its fate. The features of Biddeford
wagged its tongue, and the Union in- festive evening to the dear and suffering objects Man-opal Election.
the hill, which are of much importance, I gave
at
and
thus
PerOrlercfTown Ccmm'ttee.
make
home,
timates that their silence was owing to a preglad many hearts now feb22d&wtd
you in a former letter.
The day of adjournment is slill an open
p ning in sorrow and distress:
ponderance of copper.
till.. HARVEY. Having sold oat my busi18 worthy of note that the states of Euquestion. Probably it will be among the early
“A heritage that seems to me
ness in Boston, I have
Worth
rich
to
hold
iu
fee
Pelham.
permanently located in Portdays of next week.
being
rope which boast of having been ruled for the
land, M?, where I shall pay particular attention to
greatest number of centuries by Divine right,
the treatment of Chronic Complaints with
try new
and whose courts are still surrounded
Progress in Pnblio Sentiment.
Chemical Remedies.
by the
BY
1
most
have oared hundreds of oases after all other remgorgeous royal pageants, are the very
Notwithstanding Kentucky has for the presedies hare failed.
-TO THEentrefused to ratiiy the abolition amendment powers whioh are the most deoripit and deUonanltat-oa Free.
to the Constitution, the progress of liberality
caying.
Office hoars from 9 to 12 a. m., and from 2 to 6 r.
EVEiWWG PAPERS.
in the public sentiment of that State, is emifyi'he United States owns upwards of 1,000,“•
feb21dtf
nently gratifying. It is but a few years since 000,000 acres of public lands susoeptible of cultivation.
own
at
least
an anti
of
acres
They
2,000,000
slavery newspaper in that State could
THE GEEAT GEBMAN HEILMITTEL
War Bulletin
Occupation of Wilnot be tolerated, and Cassius M. Clay was
gold and silver-bearing lands. The arable lands Official
Will positively cure
mington, JV, Cbg Federal Troops.
mobbed and Wm. Shreve Bailey had his press are worth at least $1,200,000,000 and the
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds,
Fortress Monroe. Feb. 24.

forcibly of All&din’s
lamp. Territory has been purchased or leased
“Bi tter accept the amendment unconditionaland companies formed to bore it, and oil has
than to reject it altogether;” and he tells
been found in inexhaustible quantities, and the ly
the Legislature that slavery is already uprootresult has been the reaping of a golden hared in the State:
This company is composed
largely of practi- vest, thirty, sixty and a hundred lold. Take
cal business men of this city and
“No intelligent man, whatever may be his
Yarmouth for instance “The Columbia Oil Company,” on
desires upon the subject, can hope for the perand has a most excellent and convenient
mil)
the Story Farm, so-calied, on a tributary of
petuation of slavery in Kentucky. Every
which Is now In full operation. Mr. Trlstam the
Alleghany. The capital of the Company state ivhich surrounds ns has abolished slaDurell, an experienced manufacturer, acts as is $2,500,000, divided into 50,000 shares of $50 very. The laws for rendition of fugitives are
foreman of the establishment, and a good each.
The experience of this Company shows repealed, and there is no possible hope of their
re-enactment. The mostvaiuable slaves have
amount of excellent paper is now
being worked that more than half the wells produce oil.
enlisted in the army or fled to other states;
off daily, for which an ample demand is had in
oil produced by these last year was 141, those that remain are
^be
hopelessly demoralized,
and
Boston
New York.
this city,
and rendered not only valueless, bat burden6W»hrreU of the value of $1,043,199.
In the evening the stockholders, a delegaDuring Ove months the oil delivered was some. These facts are of general *notoriety,
*
*
and indisputable. *
Whethtion of the press of this city, and a few other 10,000 barrels per
month, and daring the oth- er the proposed amendment be ratified by you
guest? sat down to an excellent supper at the er seven months their cash receipts amounted or not, slavery has been foredoomed
by re“Baker House.”
to $100,000 per month.
bellion, and cannot be maintained.”
The working expenses
Lieutenant-Governor Jacobs, of the same
during the year were
The Third Rail Question.
Senator
the net
t28,221’,eaTiDg
receipts of $1,048, state, has also declared himself in favor of the
of
on
Woodman, Cumberland, Wednesday last,
delivered aa eloquent speech, setting forth, in
amendment. He said, a few days ago: “KenAnd the dividends which
massive arguments and closrness of statement,
this Company
tucky is bound to become a iree state through
his objections to the bill authorizing the lay- paid and set aside to
pay in 1863 and '04,
the choice of her own people, and delay
ing of a third rail between Portland and Bos
amounted to the enormous sum
of #i all'
in settling the question can only complicate
ton.
The speech attracted much attention,
and It was characterized by great breadth of 600.
the process by which she will reach that desThis result seems almost incredible.
research, by many telling points of historical
We tiny.”
and commercial interest, and was delivered
by could hardly believe it unless fully vouched
Mr. Guthrie, late member of President
an earnestness and
glow which awakened with for and authenticated in the published
*11 hearers a kind of
reports Pierce’s cabmet, Chairman of the Committee
personal interest in the
subject, which evidently laid so near the heart of the Company.
oi.HResolut’ona at the Chicago Convention,
or the
It serves, however, to show two important and now a
speaker, and which absorbed his entire
U. S. Senator elect from Kentucky,
conviction. The Senator is one of the self
facts,viz: 1st, that the flow of oil has con- has also written a letter favoring the adopmade orators of our
on
this
occaand
State,
sion gave great satisfaction to his friends.— tinued steady and abundant for many months, tion of the constitutional amendment extirhas been greater than
Mr. Woodman s speech will be
and
pating slavery. These are signs not to be
published In the 2d, that the demand
to morrow s
supply and the oil has bad rapid sale. If mistaken, and the
Journal—Augusta Journal, 24th. our
day cannot be far distant
have
a
organized
enterprising friends who
when
Kentucky will be represented by a Legcompany here meet with similar success, they
gy Lewiston has about
half

(yrhe Biddeford

ORIOIXAL AJflt SKIjEVTRJK

Glimpses of the Oapitol,
Augcsta, Feb. 24,1866.

Incident* about Home.

SPECIAL

Casco Bunk.

of the Stockholders of the
A Casco Bankmeeting
will be held
tbelr banking Houss
at

on

Wednesday
M

the 8th day ol March neat at
3
the tbUowing put poses, to wit:
First—To see if the Stockholders will vote to
sur.
render the Charter ei the Bank.
Second—-To see if they wl'l vote to ohange or o n.
vert the Caeo • Bank Into a National nsuking
Asro.
ciaton under the la we of tee Uniti d Stairs,
Third—To set upon any other business that mav
7
legally come before them.
Per order of Dlreotors,
E. P. UEKKISH, Cashier

0

olock I

for

Purtlaad Feb. 21, 1666.

Ieb22td

PORTLAND AND V IVINITT.
New Advertiaementa lo-Day.
Th atre—Deering Halle
Valuable Property for Sale.
City Election.
Sinking School.
Ppriag Hit* and Caps.
Capitalists Wanted.
Partner Wanted.

Special Notice.

Religious Notices.

Religious

notices of
words or les s, free
of this amount will be charged ten oenta
a line, eight words
a line.
This rule
hereafter will be rigidly adhered to.—[Fob. Panes.

twenty-five

excess

constituting

0“B«V. E. C. Bolles will deliver the sixth of his
lectures on Pr.,aching and Preaohers, in the new
Ohuroh in Congress .Square, to-morrow evening at
7 o’olook. Subject—“1 human Chalmers
8ervio<s
in the forenoon at the usual hour. All who attend
will bs furnished with seats to tbe iuli capacity of
the lioase.

*3r~ ttev E H. Capin will prtaohst the Unlversallst Church, Co uer ot Ptarl and
Congress Streets
to morrow, at usual nour of serricas. Contributors
of books furt e Sabbath School of this Society, will
cooler a lavor by
seuiiing them totne Church thia

(Saturday)evening,

t&~ New Jerusalt m Church—Servioe at the usual
hour to morrow morning
Evening lecture at 7
u'olock. bubfeot—Forgiveness of sine.
OFTne Washingtonian Society will hold a meeting Bundav evening, at S. off. Hall, 858 Congres
struct, at 7 o’clock. Tbe public are invited.
BB^Mr. W. K. Blpley, medium, will locture in
Congress Rill, corner or Oongrrss and Elm streets,
to-morrow aft, rn on andeveumgat three and seven
o’clock,
Afternoon: “Regeneration.”—
Subject
Evening: lno P_st, Present and Future of the
—

Rebellion
Children's

Progressive Lyceum at 10j A. M. Free
Conference 10) o’clock A. if.
E?“Rov. C. H A. Bulk ley of Brooklyn, N. Y., will
preach at High Street Church to-morrow.
Paul C. Richmond will proach at the
Pine Street Church on Sen lay.
Services at the
utual hour.
GP'-Rcv. Edward J
Vcung of Newton, Mass.,
Will preach at the First Parish Church to-morrow.
tar Tuero will be a Prayer M< eting at Mission

Chaoel, Deering’s Bridge
mencing at 6) o’olock.

Ninth

on

Sunday evening, com-

Course,
evening at City

Leotuie—Independent

This led ore was given last
by A. 1). Richardson, a former war1 correspondent of the New York Tribune. The
Hail

hall was very full and made a brilliant show.
Hundreds of patriotic heaits beat in the pro-

cenium,
wilh

and the

body

of the hall was crowded

and women who were full of

men

BY TEEEGIUT’Il,
--—----

The fallowing regulations will be
rigidly observed
by the Proprietors ot the Press;
1. No papers will be delivered
by Carriers exoept
to those who have subscribed at the oflioe.
il. N o Carrier will be allowed to sell
papers on his
route, or tooolloot money from subscribers.
8. Carriers round
guilty of violating the foregoing
rules they will be discharged.

all

We regret to annouoee'tlie death of Hiram
Winslow of Co. K, 16th Maine Volunteer
BegIment. He was a noble soldier and
performed
TO THE DAILY PRESS.
the many duties assigned t > his care as
every
loyal soldier should. He was honored by
all who knew him, and he is
greatly mourned XXXVIII CONGBESS—Second Session.
by his many friends. At the breaking out of

the rebellion he left a fond
mother and dear
brothers to aid our
country in her hour of

peril.

He served his time in the three months
volunteers as an able soldier. He then rt-en"
listed in the 10th Maine
regiment and served
his time
faithfully iu this regiment also, and
even then would not remain at
home, and en-

listed

as a

private

iu the 16th

regiment then

in

the field, where he here remained
up to the
time of his death. He was wounded some
three or four mouths ago in the hand. He returned home and remained a short time. He
then went back to his

regiment, was taken
sick, obtained a furlough and arrived home
Wednesday afternoon and died very suddenly
Thursday afternoon. He was a promising
young man and had a large circle of acquaintances, who not only respected but. will feel
that they have lost a very dear friend and a
true and noble soldier who loved his
country
and was willing to sacrifice a dear
loved

home,
companions, and life itself to avenge our country’s wrongs. Oh beautiful the thought, it is
sweet and glorious to die for one’s
country.

prisoner and the general aspect of affairs
among the rebels, was very interesting, and
gained the undivided attention of the andience.
as a

The account of his capture and the scenes in
the river at midnight, was thrilling. It was a
fearful night, but he suffered no hurt amidst
the failing shells. They bad run five miles of
the rebel batteries and a few minutes more
would have placed them beyond range, but

suddenly there came an explosion, the engine
of their lug stopped, a sharp, ragged yell was
heard from the batteries. A shot had exploded the boiler, the hay was set on fire, and the
tug was cut in the middle. He jumped into
the water, saw a ball coming towards him after he had mounted a bale of hay, but it stopped before reaching him. He was soon taken
off and placed in Vicksburg jail.
In V cksbnrg he was not very badly treated.
Afterwards he

was

taken to Richmond and

Libby prison. Some time after an
old negro came up to his prison room and began to dance. Thu old darkey showed him a
paper announcing the fact that Grant had
placed

taken

in

Vicksburg and that

was

the

cause

of the

negro’s rejoicing. After his removal to
Castle Thunder, he received money, and it
came to him in butter.
Once more he was re-

moved and imprisoned at Salisbury, IT. C. The
fare here was hard indeed. He was forbidden
to purchase any food and compelled to live on
prison rations, which consisted of corn bread
made one-third of cob, and meat which gave
out a bad smell. Many of the prisoners were
without food for forty-eight hours, and daily
there

were

those who had no food for twenty-

Mr. Batchelder skins the birds and then tans
the skins by a process that renders them per-

fectly

safe

against moths,

and so that

the

feathers will hold on with the tenacity of life.
We advise those who, in their sporting excur-

sions, secure any rare birds, or those of rich
plumage, to send them to Mr. Bachelder, who
will preserve their form, beauty and life-like
appearance; everything about them that is
pretty except their life and song, but divested
expensive and offensive habits.

of all

The young ladies of the K. F.
Society desire to express their thanks to the
Mayor for
allowing them the use of the City Hall—to

Lieut. Ritchie of the Mahoning, who kindly
volunteered his services and that of the crew,

and, with

their

flags

and

bunting, so gracefully

decorated the halls—to Mr. H. B. Brown for
his gift of a beautiful painting, and efficient
aid in the decorations—to Mr. Wm. H. Wood
for the loan of his

portrait of Washington—to

the donors of flowers and refreshments—to
the floor managers—to Mr. Clement for the
of a horse and sleigh—to those who loaned
and bunting—and to all who contributed
in any way to make their entertainment so

use

flags

successful.

fer order.

Dramatic Club at Cokgin.—A correspondent states that an efficient Dramatic Club,

Mr. Richardson tells his story well, and occasionally throws in a little wit to enliven his

There is

hearers.

challenges

our

one thing we
admiration, he

himself forward

noticed which
did not thrust

great hero, but told a
unvarnished tale, keeping himsetf out of
as

a

plain,
Bight as

much as the nature of his narrative
would admit. Such modesty is highly commendaUe and gives an interest to his lecture
in the minds of all sensible hearers.

Another

soug closed the meeting.
The next lecture will be given the ninth of

glorious

March next by Miss King, sister of the late
Rev. T. Starr King. She is spoken very highly of as an elocutionist.

U. S. Commissioners’ Court.
WM. II.

CLIFFORD, ESQ., COMMISSIONER.

Thomas Vorrill ofEast Poland, who
fore the Commissioner on

Thursday,

was

be-

had an

examination yesterday.
He was charged
with assisting U. 8. soldiers to desert. The
evidence did not sustain the complaint, and
he was discharged. G. F. Talbot, U. S. District Attorney for government; J. H. Williams
for respondent.
Humphrey 8. Edwards of Baymond, was
charged with aiding and assisting U. S. soi
diers to desert by counselling and advising
them.

The evidence did uot sustain the comlie. was

plaint and

discharged.

Talbot, U.
government.
Geo. F.

Supreme
JANUARY

S. District

Attorney for

Judicial Court.

TERM—DAVIS, J.,

PRESIDING.

Friday.—in the divorce case of Elias Norwood, libellant vs. Mary J. Norwood, the hearing was finished. Judgment reserved.
Joseph Currier, libellant vs. Laura E. Currier.
Libel for divorce. A hearing was bad, but
no decision given. J. O’Donnell for lilellaut.
No appearauce for libeitee.

presented.

were

Tue Finance committee

were instructed to
the expediency of
extending the
power of the Bureau of Emigration, to enable
it to afford reliet to Southern refugees.
Mr. Trumbull called up the bill providing
that contractors and others, arrested under the
act of July 1862, lor military offenses, shall be
admitted to bail.
Mr. Powel offered an amendment that,
whenever any Executive, Naval or Military
officer ol the U. S., shall arrest or cause to be
arrested any person or persons not in military

performance
another is to soon follow.
wg?

season,

Theatre.—The

popular

favor which the

company of Messrs. Bidwell & Pike has gained in this city, and the large and fashionable

audiences that have greeted the performances
night after night, has induced the managers to

prolong their stay,

and

place some new plays
upon the boards. The performances this evening will be “The Drunkard,” and “The Persecuted Dutchman.”
Next week some new novelties will be pre-

service,

nor

immediately

in rebellion, they shall
hand him or them over to the

engaged

civil courts.
Pending the consideration of this subject
the morning hour expired.
The Fortification Appropriation bill was
taken up.

adopted, reducing the
original appropriation one half, and the bill
then passed.
An amendment was

EVENING SESSION.

Mr. Sprague called up the bill for the better
organization of the Pay Department. It gives
the Paymaster General the rank of Brigadier,
and provides for two Assistant Paymaster
Generals, with the rank of Colonel, and twelve

so,

until then.
Mr. Henderson—does the Senator from
Massachusetts assert that Congress has a right
to interfere with the rights of suffrage.
Mr. Sumner replied that under the constitution a republican form of government was
guaranteed to the citizens of every State, it
was the duty of Congress to guarantee pertect
and complete freedom from all oppression and
equality before the law to every man.
Mr. Henderson said if no State government
was republican in form that did not
permit
negroes to vote, then the majority of the
S a.es in tbe Union were not republican in
form. Mr. Sumner ought to move for the exclusion of the Senators from Connecticut, New

ner

mitted the constitution of the United States to
wh- n he undertook to declare the
de^re which the Federal Congress had nearest its heart to see these States consolidated
into one.
-Mr. Henderson—The Union is consolidated
he said, and that is the consolidation I am in
favor of.
Mr. Sumner said the government of Louisiana that Mr. Henderson was in favor of, was an
oligarchy, and he was opposed to any such
thing as this. The trouble in Louisiana was
that ail loyal citizens were not allowed to
vote
Mr. Henderson—Wbat does the Senator

by ail loyal citizens.

Mr. Sumner—All the black of that State.
Alter further remarks by Mr. Henderson,
the Senate adjourned.
HOUSK.

Committee of Conference was asked of
the Senate.
Private bills were then considered.
The House returned the consideration of
the amendatory enrollment bill. The section
providing that all persons mustered into service shall be credited to their actual residences,
in order that just credit may be given to every
section of the country, was agreed to.
The section making the principal liable for
the substitute was stricken out, and new section that the musteringin of a substitute shall
be conclusive iu favor of tbe principal, and
shall exempt the latter from military service
tor the term for which he was drafted was
A

The Committee will be in attendance at the
Universalis t Church on Congress Square this
afternoon and evening, where persons desirous
of purchasing pews can make selections.
Wo are further requested to state that eligible seats will be provided freely for all who
have not secured permanent seats, until such

the House

have

til tiie unsold

opportunity to do so,
pews are ready for rent.

or un-

Accident.—Mr. William Beernan, a stevedore, was severely injured Thursday, while
discharging the cargo of brig William H.
Parks. A hogshead oi sugar rolled against
him, crushing him between it and the keelson.
One leg was broken and the other badly
bruised. He was taken to his residence, and
kindly cared for. His case is deserving of
sympathy, as he is a poor man, and has recently lost two children.
Personal.—The friends of Lieut Edward
P. Merrill of this city, will be pleased to learn
of his safe arrival at Annapolis, Md. Lieut
M. is connected with the 1st Maine Cavalry,
and Wits captured on the 6th of last September, since which time he has been an inmate of

Libby, Salisbury "and Danville prisons. By
telegram received yesterday, we learn that he
is in good health.
Patents.—The following patents have been
granted citizens of this State, viz.:—Ezra
Calderwood of Portland, for improvement in
revolving hay rakes. Ebenezer F. Decker of
Southport, for improvement in fishing line
siukers. Church Burton of Union, for improvement in tanning.

Robbery.—Early yesterday morning, just
lights were extinguished, one
of the large panes of glass in the clothing shop
of Mr. J. Sisk, on Fore Street was broken, and
after the street

Without concluding any action

on

the

Irwn

sent out from Fairfax Court House on the
21st on a scouting expedition, has returned
with a number of rebel officers and guerrillas,
who have been lodged in the old Capitol
was

The Senate has confirmed the nominations
of Brig. Gen. Robert Anderson to be Major
General by brevet in the regular army, and
also Brig. Gens. Charles J. Paine and Edward
Hearth of the U. S. Volunteers, to be Major
Generals by brevet. The Senate also confirm:
ed the following to be Brigadier Generals in
the Volunteer force: Col. Clayton, 4th Arkansas cavalry; brevet Brig. Gen. Beall; Col. of
29th Maine; Col. H. G. Thomas ; brevet Brig.

Gen. Pennypocker; brevet Brig. Gen. Raum.
Also the following to be Brigadier Generals
by brevet: Col. Jos. F. Wade, Maj. Verflank
Van Anthwerp. Cols. Charles W. Blair, Geo.
P. Estee, John W. Ames and J. J. Little; also
Major Alexander P. Dyer to be Chief of Ordnance with the rank of Brigadier General.
The nomination of Edward H. Ropes of Massachusetts, to be Consul at Zanzibar was also
confirmed.
Preparations for
Alabama and
Li»io of Retreat

Movement

a

Mississippi

—

of Gen. Lee.

to

Occupy

Apprehended

Philadelphia, Feb. 24.
The Bulletin’s special Cincinnati dispatch
below
indicate grand preparfrom
advices
says
ations for a two-fold movement to occupy
Alabama and Mississippi, viz.: Gen. Thomas
from the north with a strong mounted force of
infantry from Vicksburg, via Jackson, and
Gen. Canby from Pensacola.
It is apprehended that if Lee is compelled to
relinquish Richmond he will fall back on
Lynchburg and thence make his way through
tho

mountains to

tucky.
Efforts are

East Tennessee

or

Ken-

The Mask Ball.—Great preparations are
making for the Mask and Fancy Ball that
comes off next Friday evening at Lancaster
Hall. Messrs. Curtis and Woodbury will be

lady

from

Boston,

and the

Highland Fling,

Sailor’s Hornpipe, and various National dances
will be performed in costume. Chandler will
furnish the music, and a Brass Band will be
in attendance for the Grand March. Secure
your tickets in' season.
Convenient.—It will be noticed by the advertisement of Capt. Barnum that he has fur-

laud

ing such

articles to and from the hail.

Buxton I.

Rebellion.—R. W. Ripley, Esq., will deliver a lecture on ‘’the past, present and future
of the Rebellion” to morrow
evening in Congress Hall, corner of Congress and Elm street,
commencing at 7'o’clock.
The soldier belonging to Co. X, 18th Maine
Regiment, who lost his hat in the running fight
down Middle street last evening, can have the
same by calling at the Police office.

nished a room in the

City Government building, with crockery, cutlery, cooking stove,
&c., for the use of psrties who may get up
suppers, fairs, &c., at City Hail. It is an admirable arrangement, for it Will save a vast
deal of trouble as well as damage, in convey-

1,

The next convention of the Cumberland

County Temperance Association will be held
at New Gloucester on Thursday, March 0th,
at

2 and 7 o’clock P. M.

Popular Hotels all use and recommend
Burnett’s Flavoring as the best.

New Yobk, Feb. 24.
Beall the Lake Erie -pirate, was
hung
° to-

day.
Among those drafted in Brooklyn, is Dan
B. Moore, Editor of the Brooklyn Union.
Nnw

„„

Y0KK.Feb.24.
upland

Won-dull; sales 950 bake; middling

State 9 9

7000 bbls; State and Western dull;
ra.l 60; Round Hoop Ohio 11 0!®12 ro
heavy sales 460 bb's
S?-Ut,hern
8daBdnl
! 9aJ-,®®° bbls at 1080
■

S Rl«raii9A9Mi®,10Ki

@U90®U5°:
W«rtSi“rJo“i

81168 8000 bushels White State and

and steady; old mixed Western at

iCom-quiet

Beef—active; sales 470 bbls.

*L°:*-:ower;

(ffiOD

1864, and

Lard—firm; sales2860 bbls at 20j®24i.
Gutter—dull; Oluo30@45; State 60®58.
Whiskey—lower; (sale.- 800 hbls at 2 i’64®2 29

M“aail«®

Coffee—quiet; Java400 mats

Naval Sto.es-dull.
Oils—dull.

ara

currency, cr
bolder into

are

issued under date of Angost 15th,

payable throe years from that time, in
arj convertible at the option of tha

GOLD-BEARING BONOS I
premium of nine per
cent. Including gold interest from November, which
makes the actual profit on ths 7-30 loan, at current
rates, including interest, atout ten per cent, per
annum, besides its exemption from State and municipal taxation, which adds froro one to three per
are now

worth

The interest amounts to

One cent per day
Two cents

$50 note.
“
$100
$500
«
$1000
«
$5000

on a

Ten
20

$1

“

promptly furnished

upon

receipt of subscriptions.—

This is

Only

Loan

in Market

now offered

by ths Government, and It is confidently expected that its superior advantages will make It

Great

at 46

Popular'Loan of

days,
when the noles will undoubtedly command n
premium, as has uniformly been the case on
closing the
subscriptions to other loans.
in order

that citizens 01 every town and section of
country may be afforded faoilitiee for taking the
loan, the National Banks, State Banks, and Private

Bankers throughout the
country have generally
agreed to receive subscriptions at par. Subscribers
will select the r own
agonls, in whom
bare

they

and who

only

lower"

**
nog
.1 24
1104

j,.5
No w Yo rk Cen t <
al..115
Cumberland Coal Co.tt’
gg3
..

Reading..llii

Chicago fc-Roak Island,_97|
C,09e<, at tr*Ila*er’s
Evening Exchange at

199J0ld

PROSPECTUS FOR 1865.

The Maine State Press,
Is

published every Thursday

Two Dollars

Year In Advance.

a

It is the

largest political papor in Now England,
ia in quarto form, gives au
unwaveriDg support to
tho Government iu its confliot with
agiantrebollion,
contains

a

largo number of carefully prepared Orig-

Artioles, Stories—original and selected, Poetry,
Army Correspondence, the Current
News of the Day, Latest
Intelligence by Telegiapb,
Congressional and Legislative Proco dings, a lull
Marine List, Portland,Prices Current, carefully preinal

extensive

an

pared Review of the Market, Stook List. New York
Maikete, Boston and Now York Brokers’ Board,

Brighton and Cambridge Cattle Markets,
Enclose *2 current money by mail, aud
To any person who will forward ten
cash in

o.

receipt

returned.

for one year will be

bers,

a
a

advance, we

will send

new
au

subscri-

additional

0ory gratis, fbr his trouble.

COOKE,

Febilijd&wSm

Interesting

Questions

7-30

and

Answers

TO THE

U.^.

LOAN.

upon nis duties he desires to axswer

plainly the large number of questions daily aad
hourly propounded ro him, so tnat his fellow-coun
try men may all understand what this “7 30 Loan'’
is, wh«t are its peculiar merits, how they oan subscribe for or obtain the notes, &o.
1st Question
Why is this Loan called the “SevenThirty'" Loan ?
Answer.—It bears Interest, in currency, at the
—

ra»e oi Seven Dollars and tliir y cen.s each year, on
every hundred dol ars; malting the interest as follows:
One C3nt per day on each $ 60 note.
**
Two cents
ICO
••
<«
Ten “
600

Twenty

1

18t>7?

Answer.—Mr! not un'ess you* yom8 df
prefer to
do s »—the L»w gives you the
right to oeinaud from
the Government, at ma< time, either
ycur money or
°r ,h0
and popular
*
6-JO GoW /tearing 6 per cent Loan.
mucil do y°u consider this
f coavar610‘1' ioto 6-ao
Lj.u, t0 be

aipar-

«Hlrr?U:iSfciOn ~“0Wj
Answer

The largest daily east of Boston, large eight column
pagec, at $8 a Year In Advance.]

Address,
N.

FOSTER A CO.,

A*

PUBLISHERS,
PORTLAND,

Hiram

ME.

Tucker,

BEDS,

-ASD

FOLDING

WOOD

COTS,

117 and 119 Court Street,
BOSTON, MASS.
mannfseture all style! of Iron Bedsteads,
oonsisting, in part of Tester, French, Pipe, Childs’,
and Servants’ Bedsteads, Chilos’ Crad ee ai d Cribs,
which I should be pleased to show, at my
I also

SALES
ROOMS,
117 & 119 Court Street, Boston, Mass.
Feb 24—dtf

Real Estate for Sale.
following HOUHE8 are offered lor
Bale by
JOHN C. PROCTOR, LIME STREET,

THE

Together

A 2

3

with many other desirable residences in
ihe city and adjacent theieto,
On Line ol Railroad.

story wooden House
brick
wooden
brick

2

wooden

11

on

Cnestnut

•*
44

2j

41

44

“2

Atlantic street.
Lincoln

*■

2
3
“3
"3

44

•«

cedar
Park Place,

#3,COO
2.800
3,u00
5,000
2,600

<■

York

Spring street,
44

*•

4 760
2,2 0

stetson

4,200
4,000

"

Feb28d4wlw

court,
Middle street,

Portland Petroleum Office,
ON

IjIME

First Door North

qf

STREET,
Post

Office

Entrance.

Bubacriber is precared to sell Petroleum Oil
THE
Stocks in
of the Best Companies in New
some

Kngland, and will purchase and Jurnish stock
most lavorable terms, in the most
a boston, New York and

pauies

desirable O

on

om

Philadelphia.

offjr superior in- ;
JOHN U. PnOCIER.

,BT Seme of the^e Companiei

duoemonts.
Feb23—d&w3w

iromlst of
per cent, premium.
If theyaro
no mere at the end of the two
years aud-a-lmlf, wton you taiear.ghl to them
than they now are, this pitminm added to the interest
you receive, will give you at least lu per cent, per
annum lor your money—buf tha
opinion is that they
will be worth more than 9
per otnt. premium at
that time.
to
worth

day,

worth

Kegs Lard.

Tierces Lard.
For Sale by
JOHN LYNCH & CO.
Feb 18—d2w

The expedition moving

O

$10 REWARD,
OOMEWHERE between the foot of

otheratoeks mortgag.s, Ac., Ac.
Nothing oan 1 e safer, for we are all bound fo- It
and all that we have is held and
firmly bound for the
payment of principa and interest. How loolish
those people are, who keep idle, and locked
np. their
gold and greenbacks, or purchase morlasos or railroftd stocks and bonds, which pay
only 5 or 6 per
cent inteiest, when the e S.vsn-Thirties
pay (oountmg the premium; cn Five-Tweniiis,) over ten per
cent., and much safer and surer.
9th Ques son.—How man/ Seven-Thirties are

there and how muoh remains unsold.
Answer—There are only about three hundred
twenty-five million* authorized by law, and only
one hundred and
nine‘ytmillions remain unsold.
10th Questicn.—How long will it take
you to sell
1he balance?
.answer.—mere ar> about 8U0 National Banks all
engaged in sel ing them; also a large number of the
eld banks, and at hast thrse thousand of
private
bankei s and brokers, and special agents will be engaged in all par,s of the country in disposing of
them to the people.
11th Question.—How long will it take to sell the

■nd

whole?

▲rawer.—In le?s than three months, they will be
all sold, and will no doubt, vhen sell at a premium,
as was the case with the old Seven-'l
hirties, the first
Twenty-Year Loan, and the Five-Twenties.
1 he above questions and answers, it is
believed,
will g.ve full information to all. If not, the General
Subscription Agent, or any of the Banks or Bankers
employed to sell the Loan will be glad to answer all
questions, and to furnish theSeven.-Thirtiee, in small
sums, las tbe no ea are issued in denominations of
*60, #100, *600, *1.00\ and *6 000,1 and to render it
easy for all to subscribe—tfcus lulfllling the imtrucions of Mr. Fessenden, who
earnestly desires that
ihe People ofthe whole land /as well as tbe capitalists,lanall have every opportunity afforded them of
obtain! rg a portion of this most valuable investment.
Let

no one delay,
THROUGH ‘IHE

but

subscribe

National

at

oncb

Bank,

St.

SEVEN-THIRTY
LOAN.

assessment of Ten Dellars a share has oeen
laid on ihe oapital stock of the NewEngland
Sorew S eamship Company, and the sa ,ne is now due
and payable at the oflioe ol ihe Treasurer.
Per Order o- the D rectory
HENRY FOX. Treasurer.
Feb. 21, 1866.
feb21dlw

No

Price
Terms

WM E. BARNES,
84 Old Slip. New York.

hereby gives public notice to all
concerned,that she has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix, ol

THE

subscriber

the estate of

Thomas MoKksmet,
of Portland, in the county of Cumberland, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs: she
therefore requests all persons who are indebted
to the said deceased’s estate to make immediate
payment; and those who have any demands thereon,
to exhibit the same for settlement to
Mast t LIZA BETH MoilBVUKY.
»7w8w
Portland, Fob 7th, 1866.
late

Portland,

Five Per Cent. U. S.
to the

The Bank

Pay

Notes,

day of subscription.

MECHANICS’ HALL,
Commencing

On

Wednesday Eve’ng,

March 1,1885.

COMIC AND MASK

will also

Maturity,

at

The Five Per Gent.

Coupons

of 7-30

Will be paid

d<5Si

Dxohang".

reoeire consignments ol Me- diandls* ol
•very description, for public or private sale. Balta
of Roal Estate, Vessels, Cargoes, Stocks and Mei.
of.andlse solicited.
Cash advances made, wit
prompt sales and returns.
mchlSdly
Will

REMOVAL!

PortOfflce.

DK.V'.N.

DEilURCi,
Medical Electrician

$200,000.

Shares, 2000.

PAR VALUE, 8100.
No Assess me hts.

I ooorporated

Feb' y 4,18M.

President, JOHN E. DONNELL.:
Treasurer, CHARLES RICHARDSON.
Clerk, H. P. DEANE.

174 HUDDLE Sl hAET,

DONNELL,
WM. CHASE,
HENRY P. DEANE,
£■

RICHARDSON,
ELIPHALET CLARK,
JAMES N. WINSLOW,
A.

WOULD

vioinity, that h. ha. aermanentin this city. During tho two yoars wa
hare been in this oity, we nave cured some o
tho worst forms ol disease in persons who AaaaJrled
other forms of treatment in vniu, and curing pa
tlents in so short a time that the question is olten
asked, do they stay oured 1 To answer this question
we will say that all that do not ctay cured, «e will
ly located

doctor the second time lor nothing.
Dr. D. has been a practloal .Jectrlotan for twenty
one yeare, and is also a regular graduated
phyaioiun
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic disoasce
in the form of nervons or sick headache; neuralgia
In the head, neck,or extremities; consumption,when
in the aoute stages or where the lungs are not fnlly
Involved; aoute or ohronic rheumatism, scrdtula, td-i
diseases, white
spinal disease*, uorvati a
of tbe spine, oontraoted muscle*, distorted limb*
or paralysis, St. Vita*' Dance, deafnoee, stammering or hesitanoy oi rpooch, dyspepsia, indigee.
Han, constipation and liver complaint, pllee—we oura
every ease that can be presented; asthma, bronchi,
s. stricture, of the chest, and all form- — female

palsy

CHAS.

ROBERT

tb« United State* Hotel, Here Hi
respectfully announce to theoltisen. cl
Portland and

Nearly Uppoiite

swellings,

Directors.
JOHN

BIRD.

Company have nine lea-os of land4 compriaHALL, THE
ing
many different tracts and oontaing about
714
of
7th.

All persons wishing for Fancy and Comio Dressoan be supplied by a Gentleman and Lady from
Boston who will be here in Portland Monday morning, March 6th. Ladies will select their dresses in
the atternoon, Gents in the evening, at the anteroom of the Ha 1.
1 he Highland Fling will be
danced by two gentlemen in full costume; also the
Sailor's Hornpipe, Clog Doncing, fcc. It is
requested that every person in costume will mask, when at
13 o’clock every persoo in the Hall will unmask
Tickets for the Course, including Ball, £8; single
Ticket for Ball, $1 60; Proscenium Ticket* for Gent
and Lady, £100; Proscenium Ticket lor Gent 75 cts.
Proscenium Tioket for Lady 60 cts; Tickets lor Assembly 76 cents.

A Full Band Furnished

by Raymond.

Ail persons wishing to learn Fancy Dancing, will
at Mechanics' Hall. Wednesday Evening Marl,

meet

at 7 ('clock. No extra charge.
Floor Managers—W H Coiley. M T Dunn, E S
Wormed, J C Colley, W W »Veeks.
Tickets can be had of tlietfanagers and at the dcor.
Assemblies commence at 8i o'clock.
feb!6tf

BROW N

Baby

S

Tender !

A noiseless vertical

SPRING CRADLE,
Combining Utility, Economy, Com/brt f Elegance.
Easily converted into

a

Reclining Couch, Spring Chair, Baby-Walker,
Ottoman, Hobby-Horse, Baby-Jumper, Baby-Horse, High Chair,
or Nursery Chair.
The motioi orthe Baby-Tender, which it vertical
and noiseless, unlike that of the common
rocking or
sw nging cradle, is m the
highest degree healthy, deilghtiul and soothiog.
It relieves mothers of the hirdest
part of babytending, and enables her to dispense with a nurse.
Found at

PRAY

&

SMITH’S,

Exclusive Agents lor Portlavd,

Fancy

their

at

Goods Store,

MORTON BLOCK, Congress St.,
At Manufaoturer’8 prices from *26 CO to *80 00.
Call and examine

nw

cr

iorget the place,

send for Circular. Don’t

them being for the term of fifty
acres, most
yeArs and two for ninety-nixe
These lands have
been selected with great care by a skillful
Agent
who spent five weeks or more ;n exploring the lands
of Oil Creek, Cherry Run, and other tributaries ofthe
Alleghany River aud then culled these in the vaUey
and c:ose proximity ol tne Alleghany upon the Conewango stream ia caitarangus County fi. Y. very
near the Peunsylvaniaiino.
They *re favorably looatei near the Great Western and Atlantio Railroad in a
very rich Oil territory as has been demonstrated by scientific reports
and actual exploration. Tho Arne icin Cyclopedia
Volume 12page 260, under New Vork
says.-‘At a
number of pieces in Alleghany and
Cattarauyua
Counties, springs oi' Petroleum or Rock Oil i-sue
fromthe rocks, and jets of Caouett d hydrogen
gas sometimes accompany the oil, and are also
seen bulbliug up in the standing and running water,
especially oi Cattaraugus county.
A ad Prof. Shepherd of New Haven, an eminent
geologist, after a recent oarelul and thorough examination repoi ta, ‘Here, av in the locality ofthe first
well bored on Oil Creek, oil is found rising from tho
bed of the streams, and rosing from the banks with
more or less gas emanating lrom the streams and
On an adjoining lot a well is being
stagnaut
bored which has struck illumlcating gas and some
oil at the depth or 22ufeet.”
Our Superintendent, who has accompanied Prof.
Sheph rd, writes, “We found the genuine Oil, Petroleum, in many plaoes on Springs, and by digging
boles in the ground Oil and water w~uld come up
Preparations are being made by other Companies
to sink wells In our neighborhood, and this Company is making every arrangement to bore wells as

pools.

BUUU a D

mplalnte.l

Only

producing well

Notes Dae
on

Feb’y 15th,

NEW

SYSTEM
OF

Musical Instruction.

signorTborra,
Who brings the highest testimonials from Boston
and Providonoe, where he has been eminently successful, has taken room in

C0HGBES8 HALL, llClapp

LAMB&

MERCHANTS,

Wo. 97 South Main
ST. LOUIS

St.,

MO.

B5F“ Particular attention given to tho purchase of
Flour, Provisions, Cotton and Wool. Orders solic-

Thayer, Brigham A Co; Fenno A Child; A. Q.
Co., Boston. Hoyt If Company: F. P.
Woodbury; New York. Merchants Bank, St. Lou's.
Feb

23—dim*

Oanal

Rood quality and assortment
As
be found in Portland.
For
can

sale at wholesale by
F* A*

Banlt.

WANTED ineveryTown and County
in the State of Maine, to canvass for The Norse
and Spy in the Union Army.
Disabled Soldiers,
Teachers, and young men iro® th®basines«. E/i
find this a t lensant and protitable
r«2F
further particulars address N F.
k®*'
^
s *
eral Agent, Portland, Me, or W. 8
febl6dlawfcw2«
Hartford,Conn.

AGENTS

Go., Publishers,

ol

Groceries

SMITH,

19 and 21 Silver 8t.

For Sale

as

or

THEoremicea

of

Decalcomani*,
MRS. J. W, EMKKf,
Corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets.
Feb 20—d4w

The

Exchange St,

full

a

v.

x,,

Wednesdays

Sawyer,

GENERAL

Commission and Forwarding
Merchant,
to

and

Saturday!,

commencing this afternoon. Jan'y 7, for tbo heneflt
ot Ladies and Children.
Fare »er adults S6 ots:
ohUdren 16 ts.
J ff« ROBINSON, Commander.
Pirtiefcsh arrange for a ride out of town bv an*
ply in r to the Commander.
JanTdtf

PERFUME'

NEW

Ho. 102 F. Second St, Second Floor,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
given

Belle,

rig. will leave

at 2 o'clock

Particular attention
Flour and Tobacco.
•

Portland

RIDEl

her moorings at the Biding
IN School, South street,
for cruiso around town,

MAINE.

lv£elville

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

the rarchape of
feb2id2m

PBilOI’S

SAVE YOUK COFFEE
■i-

}By I’ring Sherwood's
L Tea and Joffje Strainer.
L is botn ornamental
and es-ful, and email)
adjusted to Ttior COtiee Pots.
Ooe trial will oonrinc e
rny one o‘ Intir went).
Yon will And the bot
torn of *our cup f»e©
from
Tea or Coffee

L

grounds.

i lie Handle Strainer
shown in the cutis used
for Htrainiug Nursery
and Fancy drinks, Cub-

u«.uc, otarcn, uianc .tiange, ayrupa. domes, anc
for sifting Sugar on Cakes, Pies, fro
Two sizes of
the above goods, both plain and silver plafed, ano
for sale bv the gross, dozen or single one at the man-

ufacturer’s prices,
AT LANE’S, 4 Free Street.
Feb 9—eod2m

I

THE

copartnership

nacre

dissolved.

J.

heretofore
of Plummer ff Cole, is

Iff.

&

deol7d3m_
Floor and Oats.
and So.

1 A/t/ I BBLS 84. Louis
JL\_"v/x / Family Flour.

ARRIVE.

n

18.186V_

UUDS'pcr b",<i,ie
Libby.”
per ship
I»ANA A

J.

”W.

OF

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD. BUTTER. and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention given to »hlpping by quickest
and cheapest route*.
Ao. 152 South Water St.,

DIVIDEND of Two Dollars por Share, le-a
on Federal bharea

Government Tax. iwWf
AStockholder,
of

record UBl3KS,4Ttt„Dnr.

°“«tl»d,FabV20,.MW* }

P. O. B

MAYOR'8 OFFICE,
1868.

I

I

Surveyor

Butter.

Portland, Feb.» 16*5

Copartnership.

copartnership

Itbl8d2w*

sen, Isaao Smith, his
*ime. to act and trade for himself; I -ball clajm
none of his wages, or pay any debt-* of his contractHENRY SMITH.
ing after this date.
Witoess, Wm. Andrews.

Feb 22d, 1866.

mv

Ieb23d3t*

—

qtmai26

AT

Freedom Notice*

I

Hmswr

Lost.
Chestnut streeet Lcvie, Tutsdov Evening, lu
ler 1865, containin'
City Hal!, a Pocket D.ary
Whoever will return th«
aome money, paters, To
«> me to the store of A AS.Hhunefffc Co,64 euu
66 Mi idle «t, will be liberally reu ard/d
GKO C. IRVIN.
feb23dm*
Portland, Ftb 22,1866.

heretofore existing between
the subscribers, under the name of Knight s
S mar lion is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
Stephen M Ktighr will settle the aff irs of the late
firm.
Stkphkxi M. Kfioht.
Samuil E. Smakdom.

HAVE this day viven

Engineer,

Tow Boat far Sale.
-ft
^ A good Tow Boat of about 70 ton*
hurt non, in gjol running order, will
B'or par
if applied tor immediately.
io»
”oHl
ticulars enquire of
12
No.
E. M. PATTEN,
Kxchangst.

PACKAGES prime Dairy Butter, lor tale by
J. F. WEEKS A CO,
’ebfJ3w
72fc74Fore8t.

February 8th,1865.

and Civil

mohl7dAwtt_Taima

'dfcU

THE

Illinois.

OFFICE, COD*A« BLOCK.

•—dlw__

Dissolution of

Chicago,

JOHN F. ANDBK80N,

A

A

471.

3. G. Bewdlear A Go; Maynard A Sons; 11. A W. Chickering; C. H. Cnmmtn,*
N. Bacon,
A Co; Hallctr, Davis A Co; Boston.
Esq# President Newt n National Bank, Newton,
iet23dty
Fork
Uty
Ul.i; C. B. Coffin. Esq., N.w

be had to enliet one or two
Companies of man in tbla oity, to be officered
men
tha> have aoen aerrice.
by Portland
For partloulara enquire at the City Recruiting office, City Bullaing.
JACOB McLELLAN, Mayor.
Feb 21

x

References— Messrs.

feb21dlwia

Portland, Feb'y 20,

SYKES,

vv.

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,

CO.

Atlantic & St. Lawrenee R. R.

AUTHORITY

111. Ckoics

600 Bb'8 Double Extra Flour.
700 Bbla Wfateru Extra Flour.
860 Bbla Canada Extra and Super Flour.
Oats by the Car load, or otherwise, for sale by
GEO. F FOSTER,
No 2 Galt Block, C^aiaeroial St.
Portland. Feb
f*b2')dtt

LIVERPOOL SALT

can

name.

Ask for J'halon's—Take no oilier*
Sold by druggist* generally

To which the attention of former patrons is invited.
Portland, Feb 20.1S65.feb21d2w

to

Ita

BP Beware of Counterfeits.

CO.,

Flour, Orocsries.and Country Produce,

1600
:i300 Hilda

taken

Manufactured only by PIIALON Sc WOIV.

Continue business a'the old stand, where maybe
found, as usual, a well eelected assortment oi

TO

It

which

existing under the
by mutual consent

PLUMMER

A Most Exquisite. Bdirnlc nutl FrnPerfume, BislillrH from Use
ansi Beautiful Flower from

frnnt
Hare

Dissolution.

To Let.

ed by Doctor Le Prohon, No
sup7 soutn
premises are oo ivenient,
soft
water, furnace, gaa fee.
with hard-and
tolled
v
*|lo * lot o» land *7 by 76.
Enquire at the premises between 12 and 2 P. M.
Feb 20—eodlm
occup
at. The

corner

Or the Art of Transferring Plciuree in Oil Colors upupou Chna Glass. Matblo or Wocd.
Plain VaserOrnamentod, Defaotdonea Renovated.
Pictures and Materials for Sale. Instruction Free,

Feb 21—dim

LOANi

fH coX1llo™7Wflet omndhultb piei"goef

To Grocers.

to

CONGRESS A CHESTNUT STREETS,

day will

*u2SilniIs__

for Sale.

Cashieb.

OULD inform the public that she haa removed

McBRIEN,
Oyster and Steak House, A MEERY SLEIGH

FOR

U. S. 7 3-10

Removal!

Mrs. J. W. Em cry.

J.

QUINLIN,

COMMISSION

Removal!

A'imimi ted Portion only of the stock is offsale at the Company's office No. 66
Exchange Street.
i«bl7dtf

Block,

Where he wi’l undertake to give a thorough Musical
Education, in the shortest possible time anl with
the least possible expense, according to the
Cheve
System." If practised one year.at an expsnse oiForty
Eight Dollars,a pupil may be qualified not ODly for
the Opera, Concert Boom and Church, but ior
Teaching with success, Beading all Musio at Sight,
and executing the most difficult pieces with laoility.
Application may be made to him, as above, where
the testimonials refered to from Jenny Lind, Hon.
Edward Everett, Dwight, Ed. of the Musio Journal,
J. V. C. Smith, Mayor of Boston. Oliver D teon,
Esq. Musio Publisher, Geo H. Chiokering Piano
Manufacturer, and others, may be seen from 10 to
12 and from 2 to 4 every day th s week.
Feb 26— d3l»

TEETH I TEETH!

TEETH!

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Kltctt it
itjr without Pain. Persons having decayed tetth
or stumps they wish to have removed tor resetting
he would give a polite invitation <o call.
Superior hlcctro Magnetic Machine! for Mis lor
family use with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can aoeommodate a tew patients with
board and treatment at his house.
OPoehour!, frem 8 o sleek a w t» )2m.:i
from 1 to 6 p. m., and 7 to 9 in the Evening'
Consultation rrar.
uovlti

srbd for

PORTLAND

and elastic.

LADIES

TEA AND SUGAR
.

agility

Who have cold hasili and feet; weak stomachs;
lame and weak backs; nervous end sick headache;
diaziness and swimming In tbe head, with Indigestion and constipation of the bowels; pain In tbe side
and hack; leaeorrhtea, (or whites): Tailing oi tbe
womb with Internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and
all that long train of diseases will find in Eleotriolly a cure means of core For painful menstruation
too profuse menstruation, v.nd all of those long line
•f troubles with young ladies, Kleotrioity is s certain
specido, and will, in a short time, restore the indent
to the vigor of health.!

pay us h udeome di«i ends.
It Is apparrent that as soon os our first well strikes
tie meat oil reservoira. our stock will double ii not
triple in value as has been the experience if many
companies

C HE VE’S

and after that date.

GOULD,

o< tenlarr Is per

and move with tbe

the heated brain is eooiod; tbe troet
the unooutb deformities removed ; faintness oonverted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, tho deaf to hear and
tho palsiod form to move apright; the blemishes o
youth are obliterated; (he accuttmU of mature life
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated, and
an active otrealattor maintained.

of land.

one

Joy,

limbs restored,

PWBIJIB,

acres

with

of youth;
ity
bitten

the lauds lying around u« and above ns
both sides of»h» Alleghany for many miles have
b'.en taken up and none can now be procured except
at enormous prio< s.
At Fredotiia, not fkr from our lands, the town is
lighted with gas procured Irom a natural spring.
And at several places there are goed producing wells
of oil.
It id evident from the great extent rf oil territory
pessessad by © »r Company, that the Capital Stt?ck
is very tmall. Many other companies, with Capitals
exceeding half a million of of dollars have less than

No. 14 and 16

& SMITH,
Horton Blook, Congress St.
Pertle=u, job 13th, 1886.—«od2w*

The Rhenmatlo, the goaty, tho lame and the lasf

leap

▲11

76

MK_lu

,.

By Elleotrlolty

on

PBAY

“Nurse and Spy.”

Legal Tender Notes,

Witt. EDW.
Ftbll.18d6.-d2w

jan23d4w

No.

BALL,

Tuesday Evening, March

& Aneliomej

Han removed to the apaelona atom i»
**
■xohange Street, four
beiovr
Merchant’s

\

-AT-

CITY

PATTKfT

Merchant

Has removed his offloefrem Clapp’. Block to

Alao a GrandCivio,Siremens’,Military and Facet

B. C. SOXERBY,Cashier.
Portland Feb. 16,1866.
feb!7isdtf

With the accumulated intereetthercon.

Sale.

end Lot
4« Franklin street.
HOUSE
Thirtv-throe hundred dollars (83.800:)

easy Address,
feb24d2w*

AT

(Joiiimission

STATE OF MAINE

will give another course

FOR SALE AT THE

AN

Fear

Sd

,

tttto

SELECT ASSEMBLIES)

ELDORADO SALOON,

Will receive in payment for subscription, to the
above Loan, from actual investors, all kind, of

Allowing interest up

Notice.

FEUCHTWANGEB & ZUNDEB, I
81 Middle St., Fox
Block,

HBFKK TO:

First National Bank of
Chestnut

of Prices until March 1st.

Feb20 dlw

p.
Ctt-

2J

_

HOODS !

Change

and

brown

“onim*. Stripes, Ticks, Delaines, Alptocas,
broadc.otba, B.ekms Linen Go<dt,
Hoaw.Vi'1 ™Laces, Sb'rls ana Druweie, togeiher with L
N°
T*',My of *°od* ,0r f,aiy

poetpou!4Rt!

JS^=esk« •ss^jsrsiji
No

28tn at 10 A. X
dee a-sortment of « hte and

a

other

Capital Stock,

With Stock and Fixtures, No. 76 Fore Street, Port*
land.
fec22d2w«

United Estates Hotel, a leather pocket-book,
containing a small amonnt of money and the discharge papers of a returned soldier. Whoever will
return it to Henry Liby No. 18 115 Warren Market,
sha.lreoeive theabove reward.
*feb24dlw

For

A

ited.

!

and

the Southwest—Hardships of the 8th
Few HampsIHre Hegiment.

Caibo, Feb. 24.
The steamer Robert Burns has arrived here
from Memphis. She has 346 bales of cotton for
Cincinnatti and 39 tor Evansville.
A scouting party under Capt. Newell of the
8th N. H. Regiment, left Vidalia early in the
month to patrole along the Black River. They
have returned in a terrible state of delapidation, having subsisted four days on I orse and
mule meat alone in a swamp surrounded by
rebels.
Brig. Gen. Meredith has been relieved from
the command of Western Kentucky. His successor is not announced.
Col. McArther, late commander of the post
of Columbus, Kv., and Capt. Goss, a Provost
Marshal, arrested by Gen. Merideth recently,
have been fully exonerated and have returned
to Columbus.
The trial of Gen. Paine is progressing. Thus
far not a single charge 8gainst him has been
sustained.

_S

T

And ail

Auction.

IAN Tuesday, February

j

Course,

Farwell A

Pork,

CLOTHS

Tickets 81, admitting Gent, and two Ladies; single
tickets for Ladies 60 cts; for sale at Paine's, Crosm&n & Co's, J J Gilberts, R L
Robinson's, an l by
the managers at ths dcor.
feb22eodtd

The managers by request,
of three Assemblies

Sheetings, Shirtings, Flannels, Ac.

PRINTS,
DR\

Gwen

Ol

Serleot

at

Isanoaater
Sail,
Friday Evening, March 3d.

Second

rtal estate

PUTNAMAdmmiTrator

BLEACHED

COTTON

Will be given at

e

8th Question,—How does the Government raise
the money to pa/ the
inprtsj, and is it safe and
Buret
An wer.—The Government oolleots,
by taxes, internal revenue, and duties oa imports,
fully three
hundred millions eaoh yiar. This is nesriy three
times asmuoh as is neeiod 10 pay the inlerest on all
thsdtbt and as soon us the war is ended, the amount
n it ueedod to pay the interest wtil be used in
paving
off the debt,
ur Government hat twice
paid off
all her debt, and can easily do so
again. Ihe interest Is sere to bo paid promptly, and the debt itself is
the very safest inv.stment in the world. It less
safe as a mortgage on a gooi farm, and
pays a better
interist. It is, in faot, a Firtt
Morttge on ad lands,
all incomes, all r.ilroad and oanal
bonds, bank or

First

Novelty.

FANCY DBESS& COMIC RALL

Feb 15—d&w2'v

CLEAR POKK.
50 BBLS.Mess
Pork,

L

The Second Great

PORTLAND, ME.

Pork and Lard
50 Bbls
60 Bbls Extra Mess
25 Tubs Lard,

A

Cities*

Bedsteads !

SPRING

—6-20a bearing Gold Iuteree

Novemoer, are,

7ih Question.—What o her advantage Is there in
in-estiug in the 7 80 Loan?
Answer—They canno; be taxed by States, Counties, or Cities, and this saves you two to five per
tent, on your Income, as all railroad and other
bonds, and stock', mortgages, fee are taxed, not
only by the Government, but by States, Count its and

Manufacturer of and Wholesale Doaler in

Iron.

tir Chandler’s Full Band his been
Coffee, Oysters, and other Refreshment*engaged.
will be
served, ana every effort will oe made to render the
oooasion a pleasant one.
Fri.nds are requested to send refreshments to the
hall af er 2o clook P. M. on the dav of me Levee
Doors open at 6, dancing at
7J o'olook. Tickets
or admission 263, to be Had at
trosman & Co's, and
J. R. Luqi & Co’s.
iet22td

l,OoO

One dollar
6,000
2d Question.—When and now can
they be obtamed?
Answer.—They ore for sa’e, at par, and accrued
interest, by all Sub-Treasuries, National and other
Banks, and all Bankers a.d Brokers.
3d Question.—When is iho interest payable and
how can it be collected ?
Answer —Tha Coup ns or Interest Tickets are
due
15th oi February, and 15th of August in each
year,
and can be out off from the note, and will be cashed
by any Sub-Treasurer. U. S. Depository, National
or other Bank or Banker.
4tn Question —When must the Government nav
Y
off these 7 30's?
Answer.—Alley are due in two yesrs and a half
frog; the 16th of Fcburary, 1866; viz: on the 16th oi
Aujmst J867.
6th Question.—Must I receive baok my money so

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS. worth?

invited.

are

AUCTIONEER, 12 Exchange

E M. PATTEN. AUCTIONEER, 12 Exohange St.

BBOWN AND

Evening,Feb. 9Tth,

ALSO,

lollo»ing
Martin, deceased, namely
iho to.emtut I" use sud
lot in toe rear ot house No. 3#
Monument, being the
same
bought by ,.id Marlin if Patrick
property
Gouoley, by deed recorded In Registry ot Deeds
vol. 806. page 236. litlo supposed
WILLIAM L.
Ot estate of Owen
Martin,
r
Jan.
18—dtdw3w

L

Middle Street,

CITY HALL,
To which the pnhlio
generally

L

Scap,

H«ai Estate for Sale.
V Public autlon on the prenises cn
’*5 26111 day ot February nest, ai U

s

A

And hnar tho prloe.
for

SOCIAL TEA-PARTY.

FATTEN,

T

—AT—

81

fet26dlt

es

Mr. Jay Cooke, of Philadelphia, who for so
long
*
the management of the popular 600 miltu“eJ?*d
lion
6 JO Loan, has jus: b.en appointed
Seoretaby
ry hesstnd'n. the General Agent to dispose of the
only popular Loan now offered ior sale by the Goveminent, via: ihe “SEVEN-1 HIJiTY

sr.on ;.8

" c Beal With Vaets.
°

x, two

Cigars, Cream Tarter,

Nine oases Boots aud Rubbers, 4 doz Lanterns and
Solar Limps; Dry Goods; 6 new three ply slid suptrdne VVoot Carpets; 2second-haoU Cnamb r Carpets; Sewing Machine; Bag.teje Board.
it!2ltd
E. M.

charge.

Monday

Spices, Cars Corn, &c

—

COTTON GOODSI

Dutchman,

mHEpatroneefthe ministry at large, connected
andllwat the P®’i“tendhMln* ‘

OF

as

RELATIVE

entering

Mrs. G. W. Pike.

—

Dress

Subscription Agent, Philadelphia.
Subscriptions will be received by the
First National Bank of
Portland, Maine.

In

Mr. &

Exohanga St.

Mola-ses boxes C»f tile and Arown

Tickets for sale at the nsoal
place* and at the door.
Box office open from 10 a. m. to 4 p.
x., when
Reserved Seats can be secured without extra

oon-

to

are

JAY
r°“' ^
Board.—Stocks
American Gold..
United States 10-40 oonpons ........V..
United States 6's 1881 coupons.
Cnton Company.

five

To conclude with the roaring Faroe entitl d the

cyder*..

Stock Market,

Hudson,.

People.

be responsible for the
delivery ot the notes for which they reoeive

freights to Liverpool—dull.

second

the

Lose than <200,000,000 remain unsold, which will
probably be disposed of within the next 00 or 90

fldonoo,

in
m

ANOTHER DOWNFALL! ONhbds.
Chocolate, Coffee, Tot«eco,

a

according to the rate levied on other
property. Ths Interest is payable semi-annually by

The

Irish Jig,

The Persecuted

cent, more,

E. M. FATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12

Groceries a* Auction.
Saturday, February 26, at IS o'clock a.

Doors open at 7—commence at 8 o'clock.
Admission—Parquette 60 ct3,Gallery 26 cts.

V. 8. 5-30 Six Per Cent.

Feb.a^Tis^

Portland,

OB. "TWO CENTS CHANGE.”

the

4000 bbls; new mess at 86 50

tale*

19

Will be presented the great moral dram,
acts, entitled the

Or, The Fallen Raved.

making

in East Tennessee.

From

These Notes

AUCTION SALES.

**,.

DRUNKARD,

the

Iwi Marks’.

the

from Knoxville is to defeat the movement,
and by again destroying the railroad render
the transfer of Lee’s army weBt of the mountains impossible.

here from Boston, to furnish fancy dresses and
masks. A fancy dance will be performed by a

Various Items.

proposition to arm 200,000 negroes,
passed the rebel House on Monday, was
hidetinately postponed in the Senate on Tuesday by one majority. The Dispatch thinks it
will be reconsidered and passed.

bearing seven and three tenths per cent, interest,per

MISCELLANEOUS.

HALL

Managers,..,
Saturday Eve’ng, Feb. 25,1865

annum, known asths

Kolos of all the denominations named will be

„

9j0

of

DEERINq
LMvee.and

the Treasury,the

Secretary
undersigned has assumed the General Subscription
Agency for the sale of United States Treasury Rotes,

000 from Columbus. The number of
individual subscriptions in sumsot $50 to $100
each, was 2247.

The
which

Recruiting.—Twelve substitutes and recruits were put in yesterday at the office of
the Provost Marshal. They were credited as
follows:—Portland 4, Kennebunk 1, Shapleighl,Cape Elizabeth 2, Hollis 2, Cumber-

Court adjourned
Tuesday
o’clock.__

Feb. 24.

by Jay Cooke
largest single
subscriptions were $325,000 from Philadelphia,

prison.

next at ten

tj

Philadelphia,

The sales of 7-30’s
to-day
amounted to $3,168,450. The

Washington.

Washington, Feb. 24.
The detachment of the Illinois cavalry which

an' hority of the

coupons attached to eaob note, which may be out off
and sold to any bank or banker.
s'

-Financial.

bill,

to repair the Virginia
and Tennessee railroad to Bristol.
It was rumored in Knoxville last week that
a division of Lee’s army has
already appeared

entrance was thus

and Industrial Arts.

adjourned.

effected. A number
of garments and about $3 in money were
Btolen, amounting in all to the value of $100.
an

Augusta, Feb. 24.
T
the Legislature
has voted a sword to be
presented to Maj. Gen. Oliver O. Howard * of
this State.
The Senate has concurred with the
House
in passing the bill
establishing an independent
college for the promotion ot the Agricultural

Congress,

mean

By

7-30™lE

S.

These Bonds

Items from Augusta.

would have a very small Union belore he

was speaking of the
rights reserved to the several States by the
Mr.
Sumner
said:
constitution,
May I ask the Senator if he remembers the
w-'rds of George Washington, when he trans-

uT

^entertainmentsT

Double

dispatch from Fortress Monroe dated
morning, says the U. S Gunboat K. K.
Cuyler has arrived from Fort Fisher, with the
news of the evacuation of
Wilmington on the
night of the 21st. Maj. Gen. Terry entered
aud took possession of the city at 9 A. hi. on
the 22d, capturing a large amoum of
supplies, and stores of all kinds which the rebels
in their haste
neglected to destroy.

got through.
While Mr. Henderson

adopted.

they

...

A
this

FINANCIAL.

SEVEN-THIRTY LOAN.

■The Capture of Wilmington.
Ealtimobb, Feb 24.
v

York, Indiana, Winois, Kentucky, Missouri,
Maryland and many other States. Mr. Sum-

sented.

time as

8ah Fbanoisoo, Feb. 21.
Honolulu advices received, represent that
extensive pieparations are making for cotton
culture. The colony ot Mormons are preparing to plant a large quantity In the confident
expectation of realizing a profit.
Nothing eventful is stiring in California.—
Business continues to improve as the season
advances, and agricultural and mining interests
are looking up.
The bullion receipts here for the la9t ten
days amount to about a million and a half.

enquire into

The House passed the Senate joinst resoludirecting inquiry into the present concomposed of the young ladies and gentlemen tions,
dition of the Indian tribes, and especially
of Congin, gave an entertainment a few eventheir treatment by civil and military authoritings since at Ayer’s Hall, when the plays of ies, with an amendment providing tor a Com“Poor Pillicoddy” and “Loan of a Lover” were mission by the President instead of a select
committee of members of Congress as originperformed in a most acceptable manner. The
ally proposed.
was
and
alt
the
scenery
excellent,
appointThe House acted on the Senate amendments
ments were in good taste, while the performers to the Navy Appropriation bill, refusing to
strike out the provision lor tbe appointment of
evinced an appreciation of their several parts.
Extra Midshipmen.
It
the first
for the
and

four hours.
About one third of the prisoners at Salisbury
lived in holes in the ground. The scenes witnessed at this prison are truly appalling. During all bis imprisonment and while making bis
escape, lie always found true friends in the negroes. We have not time to give any thiag
like a full rcporttof this lecture, for he spoke
some hour and a half and gave a graphic account of all his trials, travels «nd sufferings
until he came within the Federal lines.

Washington; Feb. 24.
The credentials of Mr. Tates of Illinois,

Two of his brothers are at the present time in
the army, one a veteran of the lOtb Maine
instead ot as now, two Deputy Paymaster
regiment, now a member of the 1st Maine cav- Generals. The bill was postponed until toalry, formerly of Baker’s D. C. cavalry. It morrow, as Mr. Grimes demanded the yeas and
will be sad tidings that they will hear from uavs, and no quorum was present when the
call was made.
home that another has departed to that better
The joint resolution recognizing the State
land where there is no war.no bloodshed. Oh ol Louisiana was taken
up.
Mr Powel opposed it.
that all were like him, so unselfish aHd so kind
A motion to postpone the Louisiana quesand we trust it is so. His dying words extion aud take up the Bailroad bill, was repressed that Heaven is his home. We can jected—10 against 22.
Mr. Sherman reported the tax bill, which
deeply feel for the widowed mother and family
in this their great hour of peril, and may the was made the special order for Monday.
The consideration of the Louisiana question
absent sons be permitted to return and comwas then resumed.
fort the declining years of their now muchly
Air. Henderson advocated the hill.
1a the
bereaved parent.
course of his remarks a short dialogue took
Open th ooffin lid, look on Us face,
place between him and Mr. Sumner.
*
OAy a private gone to hit rest.
Mr, Henderson inquired of Mr. Sumner if
he believed the southern States were out of the
Union.
A Taxidehmist.—And what is a taxiderMr. Sumner said he did not. They had
mist ? Not a collector of taxes, or an assessor
never been out of the Union.
of taxes, but one who prepares, stuffs and
Mr. Henderson inquired if that were so, why
mounts birds, beasts and creeping things. Of not lei Louisiana be represented in Congress.
Mr. Sumner replied, because the governthis kind is Mr. Joseph Batcheldeb, whose
ment of the State had been subverted, and
place of business is a few doors above our of- ttiere was
really no government there now.
fice, on the opposite Bide of Exchange Street.
Mr. Henderson said the loyal men of LouisiHe prepares and mounts all kinds of birds ana had recognized the existing government,
from a canary to an eagle, both land and wa- then why should the Senate not recognize it.
Mr. Sumner said when loyal men, white and
ter birds, preserving their natural, life-like
apbut not
black, recognized it he would do

rejoicing at the glorious news that is coming over
the wires every morning and evening. Shaw’s
Quartette struck up a patriotic song, which
pearance, and the charge for such work is so
found a hearty respouse in every bosom.
low that we were
at the
The lecturer was introduced
by M. A. small amount of absolutely surprised
money required to get up a
Blanchard, Esq. After referring in eloquent
set of family pets that wlil make no demand
terms to our recent victorins.the fall of Charlesupon one’s resources, and require no watching
ton and the raising of the old Flag over Sumor care to keep them from harm or mischief.
tet, Mr. Richardson chose for the theme of his
lecture his travels in rebeldom, his prison life
lor many months, and his final
escape from
rebel thraldom. His description of the scenes
he had witnessed in Dixie, of his expeiience

SENATE.

‘Mram California.

"***

Notice.
T.ouD&K. try wife, has ’eft ray b-d
and board, this is to forb'd say one ha-boring
trusting her on tav amount, as I shall pay no

WHEREAS,
or

debts of l»r contiaclirg.
GEOdGE W. LITTLEFIELD.
»3w»
Wiadham, Feb 20th, 1866.
,,

I

T=K

For the Prets.

OF

‘Itm sleepr to-lay,”
I bear! a friend ray;
"What, sleepy,” said I, before

"Oh, I've dined. Sir,” raid be,
•
That's the matter with mo;”
‘Tia often w.th many a sinner,
Who ats till be winks,
Then in doziness sinks.

OF NEW YORK.
JANUARY

am

one

Par Value $100 rack
rf Shares, 2,0 0.
Amount <f Outstanding Bisks,
*12,906,683.

1st.

Branch Office,
JoftKPH
al

toup one more day
Gives yonr appetite play,
And makes on your means but small drain;
Yon have reaohed Friday noon,
And yon still teel in tune.
And only two days now remain;
Fish, beans—Saturday, Sunday
Will bring yoa to Monday,
Or if on the Friday to fish you are hound.
Hare soup as the Saturday weekly eomes round.
irlend who complained of teeing
till 1! was almost a bare

of meat

bone.

tFlam—A trifle—a fancy ; all the best lexloograaphers, Webster and Worcester 1.eluded.

A Novel Trick.
A young gentleman going to the continent
took a through ticket from Glasgow to London on Monday evening. He had with.him a
considerable deal of luggage, all packed in his

trunk and labelled with his name and destma
tiou. He saw it put in the van with the rest
of the luggage, but was not a little astonished
on arriving at London to find it had disappeared. He made inquiry of the guard, and
was informed that a telegram had been sent to
an Intermediate station, he understood by the
railway company, to send the trunk back to
Glasgow, and it was accordingly taken out
and lelt at the station without the consent or
knowledge of the passenger. At a loss to understand this proceeding, he telegraphed to
his friends in Glasgow, who on inquiry found
that the telegram had been sent by a tall Irish
woman, rather good looking, and about thirty
yean of age. She had probably noted the address on the trunk before it was put into the
van, and and taken this bold proceeding to obtain it. She waited the return of the trank,
and then employed a porter, but finding it too
heavy for him to carry, she hired a cab, and
aloog with a man who. had joined her, pro
ceeded to lodgings at the Southside, where
they had to get money from the landlady to
pay for the cab. Next morning the man appeared re-dressed from head to foot from that
which he had appropriated from the trunk,
and the woman and he W6nt out and no doubt
proceeded to a pawn office, as they returned
shortly afterwards and paid off the landlady
for the time they had been with her—about
a fortnight—and then procured a cab and
made off.—North British Mail.
An Unexpected Answer.—At a missionary meeting among the Hottentots, the question was proposed, “Do we possess any thing
that we have not received of God?” A little
girl of five years old immediately answered,—
“Tea, sir, sin.”

61 Wall St,

cor.

Company

William, NEW YORK.

January, 1966.

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navigation Risks.
Ths whole profits of the Company revert to the
Assured, sod are divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; and'or which
Certificates are issued, bearing inter,st until redeemed.
The Dividends In the Years 1868 4 and 5 were 41
per cent each.
Ths Proflu for 22 Years amount to ths
sum

of

Of wnioh there has been redeemed Ly
over

Dollarg,

12,668,73)

Steven Million

vU:—
United States and State of New-York
Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
Loans scoured by Stooks and otherwise.
Premium Notts and Bills Receivable,
Beal Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other securites,
United States Gold Coin,
Cash lu Bank,

84,974,700

2,187,930

8,140,630

Ml ,890

298.430

Chtrlei

Tssttnt:
Wm

Stnrg's, Jr,
Henry K Bogert,
William Ji Dodg),

Danuta,

WH H Moore,
Cali,
Henry
Wm 0 PiekersgUl,
Lewis Curtis.
Charles H Russell,
Lowell Hclbrook,
B Warren Weston,

Dennis

PerkiBs,

Joseph GsiUrd, Jr,
J Henry Burgy,

Cornelius Grtnnell,
C A Hand,
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,

Royal Puelps.

Web Saratov,
Benj Babcock,
A P Piilot,
Blotch r Wes’.ray,
Daniel S Miller,
Boh B Mi at urn, Jr,
Joshua J HeLry,
Goidon W Burnham,
leorgeU Hobson,
Frederick Chaunoey,
./avid Lane,
James Lew,
James Bryce,
Chas H Marshall.
John D. Jones. President.
Charles Dennis, Vie ,• President.
W. H. H. Moore, 21 Vioa-Pres't.

J. H. ChRpman, Acting Secretary,

Applications

received

by

J. W. HUNGER, 168 lore St.,
Feb21edlm UmeodkwSw

A Perfect Core

PORTLAND.

for Catarrh!

OR. R. GOODALE S
CATARRH REMEDY,
The Acme of Perfection!

removes

0,nl,w» of this terrible
d extermin&te«
“.root and branch,
all the wrenched svim,in™. „r
°f
and aver ,

malady,
loajhmme
It cleans the head,
lords the

meat

ZsSSgti™

deodorises the breath and
af.
Q "
*
gratef ul relief.
a9°ny
"Bering “>an

tonf!u?oantteum0re

JOT curing the most hopeless cases
"»**?
that every
known means failed in.
£faj'>/to,c and Periodic Catarrh, of th'
most ubstinata and violent
types.
ie/w/°’7n
f Gatarrh or noise in the head can resist
its
penetrating power
*°* Br>® spent a lifetime
battling
mth this fell disease. Hi»
triomph ie oomplete.
<* a harmless
a
,:-‘T,taBH,Rl“EDT
liquid, inhaled from the palm ofibe band'
Dr. B. Condole is known throughout th. country
as theanthorof the onlv True Theory of
Catarrh
ever published.
Where its Origin—What its Ksvages— Mode of Treatment—and Sapid Curo in all It*
forms.
Dr. Good ale's Pamphlet on Catabbh should bt
toad by every one. It can be obtained at our near•«
agsney, or by sending a postage stamp to our oioffice.

New>TorfcN
Price 81.

Co., Sole Agents. 78 Bleeoker
Soldby U. H. HAY,

Only

25 Cents

a

YORK

CO.,

FORTE

PIANO

We would call the attention of the public to the superior quality of these instruments. They are equal
to bteinaays'.Chickerings', or those «>f auy other

noted manufacturer in this oor-ntry or Europe.
The company being composed of twenty of the
boat workmen that could be found in the first class
manufactories in Now York, principally in Mr.
Stein way's Factory, every part of their ins! rumen ts
is done in tb© very bostmaune-, and this enables the
company to furnish Piano. whi< h if equalled can
hot be surpassed for
vuality and power of tone,
easiness of action and beauty.
Judges of Pianos and purchasers are requested to
oaU at 112 Middle st, Portland. Maine, any time
during tbs day or evening, where two Pianos are for
sale, and judge for themselves.
jOT" a Good Bargain is warranted.

SCHUMACHER &

street, N. Y.
Xte'erencea—M. Hermann Kotzach'jttar.F* wYork >
ieb!5dtf
Mr. Emry.

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING.
Oar Establishment la tarnished with all the ap-

proved

MACHINERY,

MODERN

—

Book and

Fancy Types

New Weed Sewing Machine,
all the recent improvements, possessor
WITH
points of exoolienee and acknowledged merit
which
it far in advanco
other Machine
place

01

expended

Sales Room, 137 1-3 Middle

Will bear favorable comparison with any establishment in the oity.

Where Machine Findings of all kinds a re constantly
Machines of all kinds repaired in the besi
by experienced workmen.
Instructions given on all kinds of Machines. AU
kinds of Machines taken in exchange for the Weed.
Also Machines to let by the week or month.

r|4f.',4-jjw--sn
ed j

|Of every variety, style and ooet,

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.

eit Manner.

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKS,\
Of every description executed in the best style.

Portland Botfd of Beforencee:
John B. Brown A Son, Hbrsey, Fletcher A Co.
H. S. Lirby A Co.
John Lynch A Co.
The undersigned hiring been appointed Aoent
•ud ATTOUNar lor this Company, is now prepared
to issue Policies on Insurable Property at current

rates.

vr Portland Office, 166 Pore Street.
JOHN W. HUNGER &
June 3,1864.—dtf.

Co, Ag’tg.

-*---

H. OSGOOD
DENTIST,
So. 8 Clapp’s Block, Xarket Square,
Hr Artificial Teeth inserted on Chid, Silver, And
Vulcanite base. All operations warranted, togiv-

satisfaction,_

juneS0eodig&wiy;64

flaj^DR.

C. KIMBALL,

Ball road, and other Corporation Work, dene
with promptness and fidelity.

LttmJwHrJO Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
feQB''"i 'aU'l. Station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at
7.40 a. >1. and 1.26 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.25 P. M.
Rktuening —Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. M .and
arrive in. Portland at 8.30 A.M. Leave Bangor at
7.30; A. M and arrive in Portland at 2.15 P. M,
Both these trains conneot at Portland with trains for

INSURANCE POLICIES, BILLS OB LADING,
TIME TABLES, and all sorts oi LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, at ihort uclue.

1> eutist,

Befdrenoes—Bev. Dr. Carrnt^ers, Bev. Geo. L.
Walker, Dr. R. Clark. Dr. Wm. Bobinson, Capt Cyrus Sturdivant, E. Egginton.
janl4sodtf

Commission.

the V. B. Sanitary GommiiHon, I
823 Broadway, S- Y„ Dec, 20, 1864.
J
ISR4EL WASHBURN, Jb., ofPbrtland,
Maine, has consented to aoeept the duties o
General Agent of the Commission for Maine, and
Is hereby appointed such agent by authority oi the
Commission.
He will te ready to famish advice to the friends
of the Commission's work throughout the Siato.
All money contributed in Maine tor the use of the
Commlss'on should be paid to Mr. Washburn or to
£
persens designated by him.
r
Bon. Mr. Washbum is the sole agent leeogniaed
by the Commission for Maine.
J. POSTER JENKINS,
dee2SdAwtf
General Seoretary.

HON.

TRIPE, TRIPE,
AT REDUCED
NOW offer to the Tra*ie

TRIPE!

PRICES.

Freight train leaves Portland at 8A.M.,andro
turning is due in Portland at 1 P M.
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily lor most of the towns North and East of this
line.
C. M. MOUSE, Supt.
Watorville, November, 18G3.
decll

tad ill kinds «f PaaphleU,
snperior style.

Bronzed

nnd

Colored

Labels,

For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fancy Dealers
got up in the best style of the art.

Weddintp

PORTLAND, SACO & PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.

I

I¥o»ice.
three of the corporator, nawed
the Act entitled an
THEinundersigned,
to

incorporate Yarmouth Paper Company, hereby notify the otber
corporators that the first meeting under said aot
will be held on Thursday, Feb. 2811, at 8 o’clock, t*.
M at the office ot arid oou-pany in Y’armouth, for
the .ollowing purposes:
1st. To accept said Aot of Corporation
2d. To take all necessary measures to organize fa’d
co.npeny scoordin? to iaw.
3d. To transact auy business that may properly
eome before the meeting.
Chab. D Brows,
Prentiss Losing
Bitoknam.
feb!7dlw

Bamoei.

Yarmouth, Feb. 17,1866.

ARRANGEMENTS,
Commencing Nov. 7th, 1S64.
I UPajtrWn Passenger trains will leave the £ta*Q*i "‘sirs'tion. foot of Canal street daily, (Sun-

Notes of Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists qf Dances, eto.. etc., of every variety and cost,
tarnisbod at short notioc.

days exoepied) as follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.46 A. H. and 2.30

P.M.

LARGE

Leave Boston tor Portland at 7.30 A. M. and 2.30
P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. M. and
6.00 P. M.
These trains will take and leave passengers at wey

POSTERS,
Shop-bills,

mes,

stations.

Freight trains leave Portland

and Boston daily.
FBANC18 CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 4,1864.
oe31 edti

Progain-

Pobtlahp, Jan. 28,1866.

TJtTE certify that we have thoroughly e tamiued
TV the Machine Shop of the Portland Company
ant that to're is uo danger of socident.

The only defect was in a few of the floor timbers
of the third
story.
This has been remedied so as to bo neifectly safe
until the whole struoture can be made doubly strong
by new beams and column, which arc in progress,
and will be completed as soon as practicable
Thos. J, Spabbow,
Geo Bbock
jan30_
SKINNER’S PULMONALES

immediately relieve Coughs,
Colds, Hoarseness Lossof voioe
Bronchitis, Lassitude, Thirst,

and every
symptom o the first
.stages ot Pulmonary ConsumpFtion. They are white, in form
of a wafer and as suitable for
the infant in the oradle as a
patient of three roore
years and
ton. Orators and all who over,,

tax

the voeal

Printing Office

J
)

yon

has one of Soper1

The Portland

?! «wa,k?but
Bailby’b

on

*®t

the
a

Pa,r ci

I

decUoodtf

TP©
habits, a large, pleasan
^ *J5Sjia^n of steady
.hea,ed t)y a furnace, and sun
nuJatthni
m a private
plied
^“Kas.
family. House centrellt
located.
Apply to W, *2 Hiddle
leb 16 dtf
St.
*

Europe.

THE MAINE STATE

PRESS,

The largest paper in New England, eight pages, ia
published every Wednesday, containing all the
news by mail and telegraph, important reading
matter. Marine List, Market Reperts, do., of the
Daily Press, at the following prices, yiz

Invariably
In advance.82.00
one

copy,

Judo 1, 1864.

Portland

dtf

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing between
Seth E. Beedy and Manasseh Smith, under the
Arm name of Beedy A Smith, is this day dissolved
by mutual cosent.
The business of the Arm will be continued by Manasseh Smith.
Seth E. Bexdv,

THE

Portland, Feb'y 16, 1866.—dlw

U.

Licensed

$.

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.
BOUNTY AND BACK

PAY,

February, immediately after tho arrival of the tiain of tho proviou» 'Jay from Montreal
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool—
Cabin (according to accommodation*) #66 to #80.
Steerege,
Payable in Gold or it* equivalent.
For freight or parage apply to

Prooured

Prize

for

Officers

8oIdiers.

and

and

money

Steam from
Warren

A

&

Will

yield

mothers.

and all claims
collected by

MANASSEH SMITH,
(Successor to Beedy & Smith,)
P. O. Address,
PORTLAND, ME.

Office 62 Exchange Street,

A

€©’»

TITS

signed.

Geo W. woodman,
fcKTH B HERSEV,
Charles Bailey,
WiCliam H. Horse,
George P. Gross.

Portland, February 4th« 1865.

San

febl6i2w

U3FTO RESIDENTS OF NEW ENGLAND wishto gettheir friencs out from the Old Country,
these steamers cffsr advantages superior to thosj of
any o her Line
Passengers by these steamsMis
land in Botton. wherethey Will be within tasy reach
afthjtr friends, and where they will avoid msny of
the dangers and annoyances which beset strangers
landing in New York.
For ire ght or pass.ge apply to WARREN A CO.
99 State St. and 413Commercial street Boaton.
ET-Sight Drafts for £1 Sterling and npwards,
payable in England, Ireland or Scotland, for sale.
A-tents in Liverpool Geo. Warren fc Co., Fenwick Chamber*.
fbl6’6w

New England Screw Steamship Co
SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

The

splendid and faet 8teamships
CHESAPEAKE, Capt Willard, and

Capt.Sherwood! will
2g£gii2£FiCANCONlA,
fttrther notloe,
follows:
rnn as

Leave Brown’s Wharf, Port'and, every WEDN ESDAY and SATURDAY, at4 P. M., and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock P. M.
These vessels are fitted up w’th fine aooommodations for passengers, making this the most
speedy,
•alb and comfortable route tor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage *8.00, including
Fare and State Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this lino to and from Mon-

treal, Qnebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastportand
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers ns early as 3 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or pas mge apply to
EMERY fc FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL fc CO., No. S3 West Street,
New York.
Deo. 8, 1863.
dtf

Steamship Oo.

Calais & St. John.
ARRANGEMENT.

3000 33"bis. Fer 3D ay
Worth $30,000

Francisco.

*have quiok dispatch.

For

irei^ht

I Dlv to the Captain on Boird,
SAMUEL MERRITT,

ap-

or

Sagadahoek House.

_jan24d4w

Payment of Androscoggin R- R. Coupons.
undersigned wilUpay all Couponstheattaohed

to Bonds ot the aeoond Mortgage ot
THE
AndroR
with Interest

R. Co, that tell due in 1861,
scoggin
1,18 *6, on presentment at his office in PortHe also pays Couponsof said Bonds that tell
due belore, with interest to June 86,1864.
JABEZ c. woodman,
Tr. of Trustees of 8d
of tho A. K. R. Co.
Mortgage
*
Feb 2, 1866.
feMdfcwSw

at the

Gn and after Thursday.
”arcb 2d the steamer New

.Brunswick, Capt.

E. B. Win-

chester will until further n<
'tice
■
:
p
J«*ve Railroad Wharf,
foot of State Street, every Thursday, at 6 o'clock.
P. M., for Ei«tport and St John.
Returning, will leave St. John every Monday, at 8
A- M
for Kastpert, Portland and Boston
Freight received on days of sailing until 4 o'clock
1
C' KAT0N’
A«ent’
Feb
■

Portland,

1

30,

Receipts and Certificates will be forwarded
and
change for available funds, without charge;
Petroleum and Coal Stocks will be sold at the Brokers’ Boa-.ds of New York and Philadelphia at
the regular rates oi commission.
in

now

special attention
being organized in

Boston

Line.

THE STEAMERS

Atlantia Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at7 O’clock P. M.,ar.d
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thersdav
J and

India’wS B«?on,

Friday,

at 6 o’clock P. M.
Fare in Cabin.
qq
Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any am nut exceeding *50 In value, and t-at personal, unless notice is given and pa d for at the rate
of one passenger for every *6’0 additional value
dtf
L.
Feb.

18,18«£

BILLINGS, Agent.

The
well-known^ favorite Clyde-built
stoamers of the Ahchoe l.ixi: of
StvaUlenipiV’llTBKBin A,” “Caledojiia “Bkitan»ia” and ’‘United Ji ingdob,” are mte’nded to sail
fortnightly to and from New York,
esngers to and from Liverpool, Glasr/ow Belfast.
Dublin, Waterford, Cork, limerick, Haltvav or
Londonderry These steamers were built snerlsliv
for he Atlantic trad*, are divided into water and
air-tight oompartm on ts.
llntei of Passage.
FromNewYorktn any ofthe above place: Cabins,
*ia-i and8100; steemge *46, payable^
in American
currency.
Yorkfroro any of the above
Cabplaces:
ins. *65 and *60; sWage, *25
or
payable in gold
*
etHiivalentin American currency.
who wish to send for their Jrisnds can bay
tlo ets at thcec ratel item the Agents
FRANCI8 MACDONALD fcCO,
< Bowling
Jan»d4m
Green, New York.

earning0pas-

«J°*Lew

,.}h°'e

ex-

following
this city, viz:
to tbo

BOSTON

OIL

PETROLEUM
Capital,

00.

$300,000

...

$10

Par Value of Shares

$33,000 reserved for Working Cepitel.
Company is organized under the General
The progerly consists of—

This

Laws of Massachusetts.

Ten hundred and

ninety-six (1096) Ac-

of the very best Oil Lands-

all contained within the great Ohio Oil Belt, over
seven hundred acres of which is in Fkb Simple

3. Whitehodpb.
Treasurer,—Chari.kb Smith.

President,-^Charles

Secretary,—Chaklbb

M Pbiror.

Managing Agent,—F,

A. Wilder.

Attorney,- Jofiah Rutter, i»:eq.
Directors,

J. W, Parmenter,
Johnson Beau,
Geo. £. Smith.

Whitchouse,
Charles Smith,
James P. Bridge,

Books for Subscription are open at our office. Only 3300 shares are offered to the public at the bubsoription price of SfciO each, and we wou'd advise
prompt ayplication, believing the Stock to offer a
Five wills are now
good and secure investment
being bored on the properties of th-s Company, and

tl>e interests of the stockholders are in the hands of
Full information
able ana competent managers.
will be given on application at our office, in person
or

by letter.

|

Popular Eemedy
Colds, Coughs, Hoarseness, Soro
Throat, Croup, and Whooping
Cough.
Cures
Gravel,
And all Kidney Diseases !

MEDICAL.

MTIOHI !

THE

DR. J. B. BUDHES

WHITE PINE COMPOUND,

New England

PETROLEUM
Whose lands

CO.,

net profit of $1460

are now

yielding

a

daily,

or more

than

Per

month,

$40,000

8 per cent, per month on their capital;
and this yield is steadily on the increase.
Whoever
invests in tbis property will be richly rewarded.—

equal to

over

Those connected with it

are

of the

Number of Shares, $90,000

Subscription Price, $5,00.
Working Capital, $25,000,
President—E. C. BATES, Esq.

Treasurer—JAMES H. CLAPP, Esq.

DIRECTORS,
Franklin Haven, Jr.,
William Lincoln,
D. M. Yeomans,
E. C. Bates.

R. W. Sears,
F. E. Smith,

J. H. Clapp,

Subscription Books are still open at otBoe for a
limited number ot shares, which can be secured by
prompt application.
Inducemente to invest which arc offered bv the

character

Company, and the well known
managers, fully entitle it to the

of this
of its

confidence of the public.

THE

Boston and

Petroleum

Venango

Company,

We offer as "A No. 1." Although not producing
at present, the prospect at least equals that of the

Columbia Oil Company, of Pittsburg, at the time ol
which has paid on an original ant scripton of $2000 a net profit of $64,600 in two years, and
oontinuesto pay in the same ratio.

organization,

Full information will be furnished in regard to
the above and all other Companies in the,market,
upon
ter.

application

at

our

time.
Some time in 7866, an individual, who purebaued
a botie iora hard cough, was not only oorea of the
cough, but also oi a severe kidney complaint, often
years endurance. This being truly a ducovery,
the fact was mentioned to a skilliul physician, who
replied, in substance that, the bark of wane
pine was one of the best diuretioe known,
its aetnngency could be counteracted, lithe other
articles entering into the compcund would effect
this, a fortune was in the medicine. The fortune has
not yet been reached; but the hundreds of cures e.fected by V»e compound, in the m”st aggravated
cases of Kidney diseases, including Diabctet, pro\e
it to be a wonderful medicine for such ailments. A
larg^ number of physicians now employ it, or recommend it : or such use.
But while the White Pine Compound ie so useful in
Kidney inflamation, it is also a wonderful curative in all
throat and lung diseases. It so quickly and sooth ngly
allays inflamation, that hoarseness and soreuess are removed as if by magic. Numerous cases have been reported to the originator, where relief in very severe cases has
been experienced in one hour and a cure effected in
twenty-four hours.
There is a very natural reason for this. The bark, and
even the leaves, or ‘needles, of Whito Tine contain
eminent medicinal qualities. The Indians employed the
bark of W hite Pine in treating diseases long before the
settlement of America by Europeans. One instance confirming this may here be given.
James Cartier, a bo d French mariner, aa early as 1534,
sailed along the northern coast of North America, and
was the first among discoverers to enter the River St.
Lawrence. On his retnrn down the river, he found his
men sadly afflicted and disabled by what sailors call the
scurvey. Its ravages were fatal, and the survivors were
scarcely able to bury the dead Some of the Indians
along the shore were likewise attacked by the same disease, but Cartier observed that they soon recovered. He
therefore earnestly enquired about their mode of treatment, and they pointed ont to him a tree, the bark and
leaves of which they used in decoction, with signal success.
Cartier tried the same remedy, and had the gratification of seeing all of his crew who were afflicted rapidly
improving. This tree was the White Pine.
A wash of the bark, steeped in water, is exceedingly
useful in reducing inflamation and cleansiDg old sores.
In fine, the virtues of White Pine Barit are known everywhere, and this, doubtless is one grand reason why the
White Pine Compound was so favorably received at the
flrst.
The past year has given a great opportunity to test the
virtues of the White Pine Compound. It haB been an
unusual time for Colds and Coughs, and very large
quantities of the White Pine Compound have been sold
and used with the happiest effects. It speaks well for the
Medicine, that the people living where it Is prepared
are high in its praise.

TESTIMONIALS.
A very large number of important testimonials have
already been received from Physicians, Clergymen,
Apothecaries, and, indeed, from all classes in society,
speaking in the most flattering terms of the Whito Pine
Compound.

Dr Nichols of Northfleld Vt. says:
“I find the White Pine Compound to be very efficacious
not on'y in coughs and other pulmonic affections, but
also in affections of the kidneys, debility ol the stomach
and other kindred organs.”
Rev. J, K. Chase of Rumney, N. H.,writes:
“I have for years regarded your White Pine Compound
I cun truly Bay I regard it as
as an invaluable remedy.
I have
even more efficacious and valuable than ever.
for
a cold, and it works charmtaken
the
Compound
just

ingly.”

lion. P. H. Sweetser of Sauth Reading, writes:
“Having long known something of the valuable medicinal properties of the White Pine, I was prepared, on
seeing an advertisement of your White Pine Compound,
It has been used by memto give the medicine a trial.
bers of my family, for several years, for colds and coughs,
and in some cases, of serious kidney difficulties, with
excellent results. Several of our friends have also received much benefit from the Compound. We intend to
keep it always on hand.”
Rev. H. D. Hoge of West Randolph, Vt, who is a
physician, says;
“I find it (the.Compound) an excellent medicine in
kidney diseases.”
Says Mr. S. Boody, of the 14th regiment Massachusetts
Heavy Artillery, at FortTillinghast:
“The White Pine Compound effected a cure where a
fellow was considered in a critical consumption by all
who knew him. 1 can fully substantiate this by men In
this Company who thought it folly for him to make a trial
of it. In colds or coughs, men leave the care of the
surgeon, where treatment can be had for nothing, and
try the White Pine Compound.”

COL. GOULD,
Formerly Major of the 13th Uegt. M. V. (that Veteran
Regiment!) in a letter to S. Dean, Esq., of Stoneham,
speaks in the highest praise of the White Pi- e Compound, and expresses a wish that it might be sent to
the soldiers. His opinion is based on personal knowledge.
No effort has ever yet been made by the proprietor to
introduce it into the Army; and yet it has often been purchased by friends of soldiers, tc send in packtges, and
ordered by officers and soldiers, and large quantities have
been forwarded by express,
FROM

office, personally or by let-

8.—Parties remmitting fends to us will
ase
send by express, except when drafts can be
obtained,
in which c*ae we will bear the
oharges of forwarding. In this manner they can obtain reliable reP*

PRIVATE

Lombard <Sc Gore’s

I would also state that a lady, a neighbor of ours, was
so badly afflicted with a cough that she hat
up only long
enough to have her bed made, and we all thought she was
going in a quick consumption. She took only one bottle
of your Compound, and it cured her. She is
just as
well now as ever she was.

FROM B. F. AIKEN.

Goffbtown, March 14,1860.
Dr. Poland.—I wish to bear
testimony to tbe value of
your w kite rint Compound. You will remember how
feeble I was at the time I called on you in July last. My
chief complaint was inflamation qf the kidneys. lu
addition to other disagreeable symptoms, I suffered dreadfully from severe pain.—You sold me a bottle of the
White Pine Compound, and before 1 had taken twothirds of the contents of one bottle, my pain had all left
me.
Though I have been afflicted with that complaint a
long time, 1 have not had a return of it since, and have
for many months past enjoyed excellent health.

WHITE PINE COMPOUND FOR DIABETES.
Important testimony from Asa Goodhue, Esq., of Bow,

New Hampshire.
For sixteen years or more I have suffered much at inwas called kidney complaints,
but a year ago last December 1 fell sick, and
my attending physicians pronounced my disease Diabetes. The
prostration of my system was so great, and of so
long continuanoe that neither relatives, neighbors nor
physicians expected that I could possibly live through
the spring. The same was my own opinion
Near the last of March. 1859, being well acquainted
with Dr J. W. Poland, I lelfc inclined to test the value of
his White Pine Compound, as the article was highly
reccommended for inflamation of the kidneys.
A bottle
of it was procured, and immediately atfier commencing Its
use 1 began to amend.
My strength gradually returned,
the severe pains subsided, and in the fall was able to
attend to considerable business. I telieve Dr. Poiand's
White Pine Compound, under God, has been the means of
my recovery mus xar.
To Bay that I ever expect to have perfect health again,
is out of the question atmya$e, (64 ) But this 1 will
say, that while I use the Compound, my health is very
comfortable When I have relinquished its use, the severe
pains have returned, and all the disagreeable symptoms
of my disease. But a return to the use of the Compound
has produced immediate relief.
During the eleven months, in which I have beeen taking this medicine, I have used not quite five bottles. In
a word, let me say to ail afflicted with similar complaints
to mine, try Dr. Poland’s White Pine Compound.
ASA GOODHUE.

tervals, from what at first

The White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
our columns, is not only as to its name inviting, but is a
highly approved medicine. Dr. J W. Poland, the inventor, has the confidence of the many who know him, a
confidence which he enjoyed while laboring usefully maIlia experience as a
ny years as a Baptist minister.
sufferer led him to make experiments which issued In his
medical discovery.—Bob ton Watchman and Keflector.
The Editor of the Manchetter Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus writes of the

Compound:

“The White Pine Compound is adve-tised at much
length in our columns, and we aro happy to learn that
the demand for i' is increas’Dg beyond all previous ex
It is the very best medicine for coughs and
colds that we know of, and no family that has once used
it will ever be without it. We speak from our own knowledge that it is sure to kill a Cold, and pleasant as sure.
The greatest inventions coma
by accident, and it is singular that the White Pine Compound nr'de for Colds and
Coughs, should prove to be the greatest remedy for kidney difficulties known
But so it is. We cannot doubt
it, so many testimonials come to us from well-known
men.
Besides, the character of Dr Poland is such, that
we know that he will not countenance what is wrong.
For years a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find
remedies for hia ailments, with a delicate consumptive
look, staudiog with one foot upon the grave, he made the
discovery which has saved himself and called out from
hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials possible.
We have known Dr. Poland for years, and nexer knew a
more conscientious, honest, upngbt man, and are g ad to
state that we beliefe whatever he says about his White

ptctations(

Pine Compound.”

The White Pine
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T. C. LOMBARD.
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manufactured in future at the
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DEPOT,
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Under the supervision of
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Compound,

GEORGE W SWETT, M.D., Proprietor
NEW

Petroleum Stock

DR

The World’* Great

SWETT will attend to the business department,
to whom all orders should be addressed.

Sold by wholesale and retail dealers in medicine
elsewhere.
H. H. HAY* WHOLESALE AGENT FOB PORTLAND.
aod3m—wltima.

Remedy

ami

dyspepsia

Indigestion!

STOMACH AND BOWELS.
Prepared by the Proprietors of "Coe's Cough
Balsam.

Dyspepsia is not only the sure to re runner of death
but the companion of a miserable life.
It has well
been oalled the Nation's scourge; for more persons,
both old and yonng, male and female, suffer from Its
ravages, than from all other ailments combined. It
robs the whole system of its vigor and energy, gives
weariness and total
to those once
strong and active; renders toe stomach powerless to
digest the food, and has tor its attendants,

indisposition

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, and General Debility
of the whole System,
refusing Us subjects a particle of nourishment or
hearty food, wlihont paying the penalty in the most
prostraagonizing distress, and oftentimes completeworst
of
tion. To meet (bo terrible ravages of this
all diseases, we have prepared

pledge

when we-say it will

Positively Core

our

statement,

the Worst of You,

not In a year—not in a mouth—nor in a week—bu!
you shall see its beneficial influence at once, immeyon who have
diately, and the day yon take it. To
lived lor years upon Graham Bread and plain diet,
who dare not eat any thing the lea^t-wise hearty—
8ret, because the Doctor naa ordered the plainest
food, ami secondly for tear the distress it cause*
rising and souring on your stomach, uresay sitdowx
to your dinner, eat as hearty a mod as you wish,
and as «oon as the food begin* to di&trcag you, to?*

low it by

a

single teaspoon: tal of

’

C O E

B

DYSPEPSIA CURE
Relievo Tou
thus

Instantaneously.

enabling you, by hearty e&tutg,

and the

aklng
periect and PEHMANEN T CO HE.
He would call the attention ol the
afflicted to the
ract
his long standing and well earned rt
pi
iiuttucn.
^in* sufficient assurance of his skill and sue*
oee«

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out lor general use should
have thetr eihcacy established
by ueD tested experin

ience
the hands of a regularly educated
physloian, whose preparatory studies fits him lor all the
duties he mustfiullUl; ye.theoouniry is Hooded with
poor nostrums and cure*alis, purporting to be the
best in the world, which are not only usoies*, but al-

ways injurious. The unfortunate should be particular in selecting his physician, ai it is a lamentable
yet inoontrovertable fact, that many sypbilitio

are madomiserable with ruined constitutions
patients
by maltreatment lrom Inexperienced pbys cians in
practice; for it is a point generally conceded
generalbest
that the study and manby the
sypbilographers,
these
should

complaints
engross tb
agement of
whole time of those who would be competent and
successtul in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general pi aotitiouer, having ueither opportunity nor time to make himsel; acquainted with
their pathology, commonly pureues onesyeUm t
treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate
use ol that antiquated and Jangtrcu* weapon, Mercury.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

SSRK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitade ard Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, aro
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait or the consummation that is sure tc f >U
low. do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, lor
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of beauty
and Complexion.
HO W MANY THOUSANDS CAN TBSTIFi CO
THIS BY UNHAPPY RXPBRIBNCB
You :;;

use

oi

the cure alter *ach meal, (as often as the food distresses you, or nourg on your stomach,) you will cat
in a very few days so that you can do without the
medicine, exo^pt occasionally, and by the time the
first bottle is used up, we will guarantee you 1ft e
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat. digest and enjoy
ae hoarty a breakiast as you ever sit down to in > our
healthiest hoore, and we will forfeit to you the price
of the bottle, upon your shewing that our statement
"
is not correct.
The medicine is powerlhl but harmless, and whilst
a single teaspoonttil will at onoo relieve the dyspep
tic sufferer, tn*» whole bottle would not materially
injure him, as't is entirely vegetable and contains
AU classes ox disease that have their orino opiates
are dispelgin in a disordered stomach and bowels,Um>
use of
led in the gam* instantaneous way, by

Ffcwer and Ague, Sick-Headache, Sickness at ti t
Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Paint
in Stomach or Bowels, Dysentery, Vomiting, a feeliug ofFaintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,
will not ami cannot exist where tfce euro is usod.—
It removes the disease by removing the cause, nef
like Alcoholic Bitters whioh oover up your bad fecJi
exhilaratmgefleot?.
inga for a few moments by their
Beware ofsuoh remedies or beverages, but in theii
place use a remedy that will restore the diseased
functions to their normal condition, and set in motion the entire human mechanism in perfect harsynonymous with well
mony, and upon
defined physelogioal laws. Thatsooh will be the effect of

principlos

COE’S DYSPEPSIA CUBE,
we

pledge

troubled

with emieeions in

bj

p.a

There are many men at the age o thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot Account for. On examining urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often bo
found, and sometimes small particles of sernan or
albumen will appear, or tbo color will be of a thin
mi kish hne, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearanoe. There are many men who die ofthia
diaicuity, ignorant of the cause, which is the

8KCOND STAGE OK SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I eau warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration of the urinary orgaus.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,

do so by writing in a plain manner a description
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
he forwarded immediately
▲U
strictly confidential and will
be returned If desired.
DR. J. F. HUG LIES,
Address,
No. 8. Tomple St., [oorner of Hldule] Portland,
XMT Bend Stamp tor oiroular,

can

correspondence

OOE’S DYSPEPSIA CDB.E1

Immediately and instantaneously,

m?n

complaint gen-rally the retult of a bad ha tin
youth, treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war
ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day pasbes bat we are oouealtcd by one
or more young man with the above di«eaee. Borne of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they
had tho consumption, and by their fifontD supposed
to have it. All such ttsc* yield to th3 proper and
only correct ocurse of treatment, and in 3 short time
are made to rejoice in pc rct health.
MIDDLE AGED MEN.

WILL

A1n> IT

wa'riliated ?n Y’rri nf
Ca.miVMl?

All who have committed an excess of any kind
whether it be the solitary 'ioo of voot.\, cr the sring
ing rebuke of misplaced confidence inmalurcr years

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CORE'
reputation upon

entm.^to^ °.Y.‘oe ?*"U-,LS**;

standing or receutly contracted, aaurew^.molln*
th9 dregs 01 disease from the
system,
„?Jktnji 5•

OF TH>

oar

see.
De^"n“£S

the medioal proleaeion, he uei»
abtbriso a Cobb ik all

Diseases

we

Temple

Street.

W Hth«'ntooItlo^SSI“nlted PrtTRtely, and witll

AMD ALL

and

rooms,

medical
5

-PC*-

Kilectic Medical
TO THE

DR HUCUES particularly .nvitrr .1) Ladle; who
a medical adviser, to oall at hi- rooms, Ko. 6
Temple btreet, which they will find arranged for
their especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eleotio Renovating iledioinos are unrivaled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating ail
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
Oertam ot producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will findit Invaluable in all cases ot obstructions after ali other remedies have t een tried in
vain. It is purely
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may ho taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sontto any part of the oou.itry with full directions
DR. HUGHES.
by addressing
Ho. * Temple Street, corner ef Middle, Portland.

vegetable,

N.

B.—Ladies deelring may conduit one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendjanl l865dAwiy

ownsex.
ance.

tfood News for the Unfortunate

out

»■

lons socraiiT rox

DISCOVERED

AT

Cherokee

TESTIMONIALS.

Infirmary,

LADIES.

nted

word as men of honor—our reputation as Pharmacy
uttais—our favorable acquaintance witbjthe people te
proprietors of the World-renowned “Coe*# Cough
Balaam,” if it Is used according to oar directions,
which may be found with each bottle.
We add below some Testimonials from our neighbors and townsmon, to whioh we ask your carctU?
attention.

J. HOYT.

FROM STEPHEN BARTLETT.
Beadfoed, N. H., July, 1860.
Dr. Poland.—I had been aflicted with Kidney Complaint for a long time, and had a bad cough of ten yean1
standing, which caused me to spit blood quit* frequently. No one of my acquaintances expected I would get
But ttoo bottles of your White Pine
my health again.
Compound have cured me of both the cough and kidney

ceipts.

99

JAMES

Bradford. N.H., Sept, 1860.
Dr. Poland.—In the foil of 1867, I took a very violent cold which brought on a very severe cough, pain in
side and lungs, and raising blood. I was also
very badly
afflicted with that tronblesome disease—the Kidney
Complaint. For the three years past I have been very
much troubled with my throat and lungs, choking up
and raising an immense sight, with a bad cough after
raising blood; I felt that my time here must be short unless I soon got relief, In the spring I was induced to try
your White Fine Compound, though my Iaith lu it was
small. But to my astonishment, before 1 had taken two
bottles, my cough was better, the kidney trouble also,
and I could rest nights without choking up &nd*raisiug so
much. I have taken nearly three bottles, and am feeling
like a well man.
1 would add, that my father’s family is inclined to consumption, my father, mother, and two sisters having died
of it.

higheet standing.

Capital Stock, $430,000.

properties

been many severe ones In Boston
acd vioinity cured by the Whitt Pine Comcan be rtfei red to, and hundreds of
which
pound,
oise.; ofKidney compla nts. cured entirely by taking
the White Bine Compound, hanng been reported
by druggists.
sa.c,
Among all the popular medieines offered forWhite
tavor like the
no ono seems to have gained
Meoioine
was flrst made ar
l
his
Pine Compound,
one
lately as tue soring of 1866, and then merely lor
individual, who was affected with an inflrmmatiou
Tliia in
oi the throat. A cure waa effected by it.
duced others to apply for the same remedy, and
1 he ara great benefit.
every one U6ing it received
ticle, however, went without a name till November
was called White P*** Compound.
a
it
following,wbe
During that month it was advertised lor the first
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have
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THE
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Portland and

Wells.

Pereons desiring intormation can roly upon receiving an unbiassed account of tbo standing and
prospect* of the various companies on the market.

The

Steam to and From the Old Country.

The Clipper Barque "Oakaahd," 700
tons, T Batebelder, Commander, hav,ing most of her cargo engaged, will

to Fee
land.

no

leu than

Line.

Leave

the
copartnership heretofore existing
name of Woodman, True
Co., expired by limitation the 3 inst.
The business wi 1 hereafter be carrid on under the
sama name ^td style as heretofore, by the under-

Bath, Jan 17,1866.

Many wells are now yielding from 76 to 76. and
Beveral have reaohed over 1000 barrels, while one,
(tho Noble Well, on Oil Creek, Penn.,) has yielded

ing

SPRING

more

Annum.

Per

$33,000

FORTNIGHT.

“oaee.rnn as

Copartnership Notice.
under

all expenses, of

over

than

dti

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

Feb 16—dim

For

income,

an

Steamship Nova Scotian,

ton every alternate Saturday, commjuuiug Saturday. April 8,1865.
2'00 tonb,
850 horse power.
Propontis,
860 horse rower.
Hellespont, 2500 tons,
251
850
horse power.
Gambia,
Otons,
2500 tons,
S60 horse power.
Farmount,
these
will
b9 regularly
Pat-eengero by
Steimshlps
supplied with a liberal allowance of cooked provbions.
Steerage passage frcm Liverpool to Botton, *60 00
Children under 12 years,
30 GO
Infants linger 1 year,
10 00

Eastport,

comparatively

Day.

rels per

res

The following splendid first class
iron Screw Steamships are appointed to BSil from Liverpool tor Bos-

1

so

Well Producing Only Ten Bar

Single

€. f*.

Stage, Steamboat and Railroad Transporta-

tion Bills
Collected at Low Bates.
Substitute and Enlistment Papers, made out
and attended to.
a*iOTiers’ Pay obtained for their wives or

os a

coat of obtaining this Oil ia

The

Liverpool to Boston,

D/RSCT, ONC.'!

Pay,

Collected for Seamen.

830.

HUGH & ANDREW ALLAN,
5G.T. K.K. Passenger Depot.

To be suooeeded by the
on the 4th March.
Portland, Nov. 21,1864.

to

Silver Mines of Mexico & So, America,

The steamshipNo. American, Capt.
will sail from tbJ<? port ?or
Liverpool on SATURDAY, the 2oih

International

Invalid Pensions, and Artificial Limbs,

superior inducements

ceptingthe

^^aL^fliftAird,

year,

N. A. FOSTER A Co., Pbopkdctou.

offer

class, offer greater inducements to persons of either large or small means,
than any the worll has over known, not even ex_

Heturn Tickets granted at Beduced Bates.

Daily Press,

city combined, ia published at tho Offioe in Fox
Block. SB1-S) Exchange Street, every morning—
Sunday excepted, at S8,00 per annum.

ioy

Pats til
CajsKPKRB” and yon can*!
doyen.
slip
Ladies, as well
as well as
gentlemen, wear
them
li.Ii. UA1L.EY, 42 Exchangest.

and in

Londonderry and Liverpool.

Improved Calorie

Tbelargeat daily paper east of Boston, and haring
a largercirculation than all the other dailies in the

Single

we can

Sjeh investments,

companies

Carrying the Canadian and United States Mads.
PASSENGERS BOOKED

PRESSES, capable of throwing off 2500 Sheets
kour; one of Adam's Power Presses—the best
book press in the world; Adam's and Potter's Fast
Machine Job Presses; Kuggles’ superior Card Pres;
Adams' and Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Prosaes, and all the machinery necessary for a well
appointed office.
The Daily Press Job Office is believed to be as well
tarnished as any similar establishment in the State.
Those sending order from the country may rely on
receiving prompt attention.
We execute all orders in the shortest possible time
and in the neatest and best manner.
We will do all kinds of printing as well and as
promptly, and as cheap as any other establishment
In the City, County or State.
All orders for Job Printing must be directed to
the Daily Press Job Office, No. 82£ Exchange street,
Portland, Me.
The Job Office Is under the personal supervision
of the senior proprietor, who is the CITY POINTER, and is himself an experienced practical workman, and employs only well-skilled mechanics in
this department of his work.

organs receive

slip

York, Phil-

Petroleum Stocks.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go,

from the most celebrated makers. We have in constant use one of HOE'S LARGE CYLINDER

1 Don’t Swear

/When

We believe

We would call

STEAMBOATS.

Engines for motive power, and is furnished with

relief by their use. Sold bv an
Prepared by K. M. Skinner, Chemist, 27Druvgiati
Tremont
street, Boston. H. II Ha Y, oor Free and Middle
streets, supplying agents.
sep27 eodfceowflm

HAIR!

on

all persons wishing to invest in

Circular^

And plain printing of every description. Also,
Rule and Figure work, executed neatly, and on
terms that cannot fail to satisfy,

Approved Claims Cabbed,
against the btate or United States,

Notice.

in New

Commission,

WINTER

O ards,

Mahasskh Smith.

large lot ot the beft
Tripe that can be found in any market, at tvro
dollas lew per bbl. than I bare fold it* through the
fa I aim winter. l3tea*e|order.
Price per bbl. 818,00; per half bbl.r89.00.
Orders
by mail, or loft at No 12 Milk st. Market, will meet
with prompt attention.
C. W. BELKNAP.
Portland, Feb. 14th, 1866.
Iebl5d3w*
a

and Sell Oil and Coal Stocks

Buy

Boston.

fcperti,

VI>u

provided

small that

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

No. 1351-2 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

Sanitary
Office of

iurther notice, as follows:
UP TRAINS.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

an

tl.204.188’40.

WM. E. WARREN, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Seoretary.

-—

Monday, Nov. 7,1864,
daily, (Sundays except-

The Company aro not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding §50 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of ono passenger for every 8600 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Portland, Nov. 7, 1864.
nov7

improved and costly Presses—Cylinder and Platen—

Of New York, Office 113 Broadway.

—y—■■

unui

On and after
train a will run

Bill-Heads Ruled and Cut in the Nert-

INTERNATIONAL

I

STREETj

Boston,

A. M.

THE DAILT PRESS

Company

STATE

adelphia,

Leave Portland for South Paris and Lewiston at 7.40
Also Island Pond, connecting there with
trains for Montreal and the West, at l.*5 P. M.
'*■
DOWN TRAINS.
Leave South Paris at 6.46 A. M., and Island Pond
at 6.60 A. M.

^PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Vo. 187 1-3 Middle Street, Portland.
eoM
O. W. ROBINSON, Agent.

Insurance

90

Of Canada.

Cards,

Business and Profassional

on hand.
manner

Weed Sewing Machine Co.,

EXCHANGE!

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Hand-bills,

St.,

PETROLEUM All COAL STOCK

RAILWAY,

any

no w in use.
While many other good Machines have
been offered to the pubdo. we have long felt the neof
a
cessity
Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of h amiiy Sewing, as well as Heavy
and
Leather Wore; and to meet this deTailoring
mand a large amount of labor and capital has been
in perfecting the Weed, which we unhesitatingly claim to be the best Sewing Machine in the
world, and toe Warrant every Machine to Give Perfect Satisfaction, for thev have been trted and improved by eleven years of practical experience and
constructed upon true mechanical principles by skillful workmen, and every part i» made of the beet
material, nicelv adjusted and highly finished.
The Machines can be seen at the

Fire

TRUNK

GRAND

jOR. POLAND'S

THEBE

Boston,

Sle,

And our oolleotion of

Put np in

instant

Agents,
76 Bleeoktr st., N. Y.
Sold by H. H. Hay fc Co, Portland, Me.
Jnne2 64 dly

of

THE

Bottle.

It Is highly perfumed—makes the hair
dark,
•oft, olobby and
bkautifdl, disposing it to remain in any desired position.
fmrn
Hrir
the
Stops
Failing Oat promotes its growth and keep the
scalp olean and cool.
Norton a Co., Bole

Every description

fannoni,

NOTICE.

Jnne2 84-dIy

FOE THE

QEfcattfflisaaa On and after November 1st, 1864,
H8Cll9Btr^ will leave as follows, until further notice:
Leave baoo River for Portland, as 6.30 and 9.40
A. M.f and 3.40 P. K.
Leave Portland for Saco River, at 8.00 A. M. and
3.00 and 6.30 V. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train oat and the 9.40 ▲. M. train
into Portland, will bo freight trains with passenger
oars attached.
Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sobago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jaokson, Limington, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center, for West Buxton, Bonney EaSouth Limington, Limington, Limerioj^ New*
eld, Parsonsdeld, and Oiaipee.
At
for Douth Windham, East StandSaccarappa,
Tuet jays,
ish, Sebago, Denmark and Bridgton,
Thursday and Saturdays.
DAN. CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 81,1864.dti

HOWE,

Agents for New York Piano Forte Co., 304 Hudson

stroet.

REYNOLD’S CRINOLA

——

394 Hudson Street, N. Y„

Aot

AXD MODS OF TKXATXXX* 10

It

HAVING

LOMBARD & GORE,

Supt.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

THE BEST STYLE OF THE ART,

for the Pianos

agency

P OB TLA K D.

811,188.500
John D Jonas,

received the
manufactured by the

819,691,02

Cash,

The Com-any has Assets,

nut roKiEsjjim fortes!

ASSETS

ATLANTIC

unrivalled

out

Morrison, Resident Director and Gener-

Hanger ft Co, Agent*, Portland,

NEW

Attention Is respectfully Invited to
facilities for executing in

Street, Boston.

State

NOTES,

MEDICAL.

The Great

Portland at7 A. M. daily, and
EDWIN

MEDICAL.

For

YORK & CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.

681,41122

43

any other line.
F. eight Train leaves
Is due at. 3 P. 4L
JLK o 19. *6s—dec22tf

*800,090 00

Humphrey, Yarmouth; Geo. G. Wight,
febl8d3w
Bridgton.

A

Mutual Insurance

*381,4112*

Cbarlea

pleasantly eat.

a

Assets, January

Capital being paid

Agent.

J. W.

A most savory mash—
In making, no time will be lo.t.
Four daya your good meat,

eamejpieos

68,68919

Making Total Assets,

Will very well pay

•Written for

and

Amount Additional
in (Feb 9ih)

For the pepper, salt, herbs it may oost;
And next day a hash—

the

Capital

Am-mut

devil, next day,

Yoa may

8160,(0000
11,667 66
22,414 17
122,800 00

C.’h on hand,
Cash in hands of agents,
Louie an Collateral,
of all other Iuvestmens,

Total Asset*, January 1st, If66,
8831,41122
Amount of Losses reported upon which
the liability of the company is not
deter mined,
*13,270 00
82 76
Amount of all other Claims,
Amount of Cash icoeived for Premiums
76
88,891
on Fire Risks,
7.409 16
Amount Fire Losses paid last yair,
81
ol
lor
Office,
16,116
Amount paid
Expenses
IS. C. Morris, President.
Wm. W. WnrrijBT. (Secretary.

day

Exchange St.,

PORTLAND, ME.

United States Stocks,

Amount
Amount
Amount
Amount
Amount

evening.
Keturning, the passenger train is due in Portland
at 2 p. x. I'll s 1 rein takes passengers at Kendall’s
Mills irom the train from Bangor at 9.10 a. x.
Coskuct.on Tickets are sold at Freeport,Bruns
wick, Bath, and all other stations between Bruns's ick and Kendall’s Mills, for Bangor ano all other
stations oj the Maine Centra; K. it. east of Ken.
Mills.
XHBocon Fir kb from Portland and Boston by
this route to Bangor will be made the Baku 8s by

^Proprietors,
Fox Block, 821-2

PETROLEUM._
PETROLEUM!

Mills this train connects at 5 20 v. x. with train for
Bat gor and all stations east of Kendall’s Mills same

JOB PRINTWGOFFICE,
N. A. FOSTER & 00.,

Aes*rs.

Is taken away;
Some neat slices are seen on the next;
Katen co'd, with a jam,
Tart or any enoh flam t
For a pet they remove all pretext,
With your dinner, your wile.
Or monotonous life.
A

*400,000.

rf Capital paid in,

so.

“Take a leaf from <he book
Of a capital oook,—
My wife, if yon please. Sir,” said I,
"She has a nice plan
Fit to pleaee any man,
That your w;lo, if it suite her, may try.
Never quite the same things
To our table sho brings.
A hot roast

1865.

1st,

Portland and Kennebec R. R.
[— Paascngfsr Trains leave Portland dalTjgglr for Brunswick, Bath, Augusta, Ken.
Arms ana okowhegan, at 1.10 p m.
At Kendall’s

CALORIC POWER

COSAME A C2D BUSINESS SEPTB 1C, 1864.
Amount

slee.iy," aaid he,—
Btiil apeaking to me,—
"Beoause I am tired, 1 am dozy,
Tired of seeing one dish;
I variety wi>h,
And the same one, though never so c -ay,
Seen day after day.
Makes me wish it away."
<•1

THE

M ORRIS
Fixe and Inland Insurance Co.,

dinner?”

KAILilOAjUS.

"THE DAILY press7

TjWUTSJr

Cookery.*

Domestic

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

POETRY.

from the Pastor of the Methodist X. Church, Madison, Conn.
I hare Mod Coo’s Dyspepsia Care in my iimiij,
and can willingly testify to its raise as a medicine.
Ushst Giohabd, Pastor M. E. Church.
Madison, Conn., Jane 30th, 1364.

LAST.

Remedy,

--AND-

CHEROKEE

INJECTION.

A Voice from home

through our City Papers.
New Haven, Conn Juuffls,1834.
Messrs. Editors .-—Allow me, through your col-

■mss, to acknowledge my gratitude tor the beueilt 1
have received from the use of Ceo’s
Cure.
Although 1 was a great sufferer from Dyspepsia,
the flrat dose gave instant relief, and one ouuoe has
enabled me to eat anything 1 ploase, without pain.
I have now stopped using the medicine, as 1 no
P a mm a jLymab.
longer need it.

Dyspepsia

Madison, Conn Jane 30,1864.
the benefit derived by the ase of Coe’s DysIn
Core
my family, 1 am prepared to say that
pepsia
I never intend to be without it and advise all who
are afiliated with Dyspepsia to try it.
Philakdeb J.uwis.
From

Mr. Coe -'—The bottle ol Coe’s Dyspepsia Care yon
gave me has backed op yoar statement ooncernin,
I have only used half a bottle, anil can eat pine
apple short oaks or anything else, without trouble.
It acts like a oharm. The relief it aiforde is instan
taneous.
Jake A. Lowbby.

it.

New Hares, Jane 18,1864.
Those who know my constitution, what my condition has been tor the last thirty years, will believe
with me that a medicine that will reach my case will
reach almost any one. Coe's Dyspepsia Cure has
enabled me to eat anything I please, and it is verr
seldom I now have to nse the medicine.
It relieved
me In an instant when I was in great pain.
My
whole system is being strengthened by its use.
Abb E. Bahoott.

New Haven, Jane 28,1864,
Im ortant to
While Journeying

Tfaveier*.

the ears,

my stomach became badly deranged, causing seven pain in inj
bead. Had it been on the water it would have
bocn called sea-sickness. A lady sitting by mo,
knowing my oondltion, reached oat a bott.e saying,
“take a swallow.” I did so. and in less than live
minutes my trouble was ended. The medicine ws«
'‘Coe’s Dyspepsia Curs,” and from the effect it had
upon the Stomaoh, and what 1 have learned oi il
since, 1 think it must be an exoellect remedy fei
Sea-sioknesa and Dyepepsia.
MRS. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madison, June 80th, 136:.
on

New Haven, June SSth, 1894.
Messrs. C. O. Clark A Co.—Gentlemen:—1 desire
to make known the almost instantaneous effects ol
"Coo’s
Cure," incases of cholera morbue.
I had been tor twenty four hours purging at tbe
stomach and bowels, every fifteen minutes. 1 went
into your drugstore to procure some brandy, as 1
had always been told that it was a good remedy lor
Dysentery. My pallid face and my weakness at
once attracted the attention of the clerk in charge,
and he asked mo at once “what is the matter?” ]
replied: "I have been lbr*wentry-lour hours vomit,
lug and purging, and I am nnable to stand or walk,
from weakness and this deadly sickness at my Hornaoh completely prostratos me." He produood a bot-

COMPOUND

Owe of the Twenty-five.
New Haven, July Uth, 1894.
Mb- Cox—Sir:—Having been troubled with the
for
some
eight or twelve months. I have
Dyspepsia
taken the usual klndsof medicines, which have dons
I saw your auvertisement of a medims no good.
I have tried it, and
oine to ours the Dyspepsia.
ionnd it to bo thb medicine. The first 16 drops (the
7th of June.) that I took, relieved me in one minnto
I have taken it three or four
times, but havo had no
distressing feeling in mv stomaoh since taking the
first 16 drops; although beloro, I oould not cat a
meal, and sometimes no more than three or four
mouthfdlls without distressing me.

3.

Eeepeetlally,

F.

WOODRUFF.

New Haven, Jane 11th, 1894
Mb. Cob—Deal- Sir.—The bottle of
Dysperait
Medioine I rsoeived from you, gave
relief. I only used it when my food distressed me
It was about like taking two doses
to-day
H>en every other day, inareasing the
"f0*’
quanol lood and
tity
the medicine.until was
dooreasing
enabled to eat without taking anything at ail. My
_

instantaneou'
one™*-

ease

was an oxtromo one,
years. I now ooasider myself

hxving

suffered forsevea

oured, and by using
bottle of medicimi in the space of two
months. The dose was a teospoonfol.

only

one

system all pernielons

ln*oity

and country, every-

Price 91.00 per Bottle.
Orders by mail, from either dealers or oonnmers
promptly attended to.
C. G. CLARK A CO.
Wholesale Bruggiete, Sew Haven, Conn.,

Proprietor.
Sold In Portland by W F. Phillips, H. H. Hay
marsbSeodlyM
bad all other dealers.

BARKS AND

LKATXfi.

eaascs

which have

indueeddls-

aae,

CHEROKEE INJECTION is tuteaded as an ally
or assistant to the CHaROKEE
REMEDY, and
should be need In conjuuctioq with that medicine in
all

of Gonorrhea.

oases

Gleet,

Fluor At bus or PMtfef

Its efi'ec's are healing, soothing snd d mulccut;

re-

muring ail scalding, heat, chorcoe and pain, instead
of the burning and almost unendurv le pain that
experienced with nearly ail th. cheap quack injections.

By the use of the CHEROKEE EEMEDY and
CHEROKEE INJECTION—the two medicines at
the same tlma—nil improper d.schargsi are removed
and th* weakened organa are speedily restored to
full rigor and strength.
fall part'culire get a pamphlet from any drag
the oountry, or write us and we will mail
free to any address, a full treatise.
For

store in

Price, CHEROKEE REMEDY, #2
three

per

bottle,

or

bottles for >5.

Prioe, CHEROKEE 1NJECIION, Mpor bottle,or
throe bottle* for 86.
Sent

by Express

to any

address

on

roeeipt

of

th*

prioe.
■old by druggists everywhere.
DR. W. K. MER WIN * C,.,
SOLI

*

PBOPBIPTOES.

No. 69

Liberty St., New Tork

Cherokee
THE

INDIAN
COMPOUND

VBOM

Cure!

SSKAI

MSDICINM.

BOOTS, BABB

AMD

LBAVBS.

An

unfailing curs for Spermatorrhea, Semina,
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseases
caused by self polution; such as Losa of
Memory,

Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimhs’s ol
Vision, Premature cld Age. Weak Nerves,
Difficulty

of

Breathing, Trembling, Wakefulness, Eruptions
the Face. PaJe Countenance,
Insanity, Consumption, and ail the direful complaints caused by departing from the path ot nature.
on

This medicine is a simple
vegetable extract and
on which wc can
rely, as it has been use. In our
practice for many yea's, and, with thousands treated,
t has not failed m a
single ins mnte. Its onrativo
powers have been sufliolent to gain vlcto y c ver the
most stubbon oaso.
one

To those who have trill d w tb their constitution
they think themselves beyond the reach ot
medic il aid, we would say. Despair not.' the Cil KBOKEE CUBE will restore you to hcal!h and vigor,
and after all quack doctors have failed.

until

For ftall partloulara get a circular from any
Drug
i.roln theoountry, or write the Proprietors, who
will mail free to any one desiring the same a full
treatise in pamphlet form.
g

Prioe, Mper bottle, or three bottles for 96,
and
forwarded by express to all parts of the world.
Bold by allre-pectable druggists everywhere.
dr. w. R. MERW1N A CO

gun 8. All ax.

Sold by Druggists
where.

BOOTS,

It Is diuretic and alterative in Its action; purt'ylng
and-leanaing tne blood, oauslng it to flew in all it*
original purity and vigor; thus removing from the

Dyspepsia

tle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure, saying, “take a large
swallow of that; it isnow U o'olock; taken another
after dinner.”
From the moment I took that first dose of the
medioine my sickness at stomach was gone—its effect
was instantaneous. In an hour I eat my dinner with
as good a relish as ever hungry man partook, (as 1
was well cleared out of food.) and followed bv a
teaspoonful of cure. I have not suffered a particle
of inoonvenionoe since I took the remedy.
Its notion was so wonderfhl and so Immediate,
that I oould hardly believe the evidences of my own
senses, and I desire to publicly make known these
Ihcts.that the whole world may avail themselves oi
its use. Like bread, it thonld find a place in eveiy
one’s house, and I believe that no one should go
away from homo without a bottle of it in his pocket,
or where it oould be qalokly nude available.
QEO. L. DRAKE
Truly yonrs,

nos

CUEROKEE REMEDY, the great Indian Dlnetfe
cures all diseases of the Urinary
Organs, such as Incontinence ot the Urine,lnflain'tionot the Kidneys
Stone in the Bladder, Strlctaie, Gravel, Gleet, Gonorrhea, and Is especially recommended in thos*
caeesof Fluor AlbutAor Whit sin Females.
It is prepared in a highly ooneentraisd form, the
dose only beirg from onetotwo teaspoonlul.three
times per day.

Sc LB

feb8 eodfcwly

PBOPBinaoUS,

No. 69 Liberty St., New York.

AYE H'S

PHOTOGRAPH ROOMSs
161 Middle «s»t.,
l'OBTUKD.
uovtdtf

